Public Library Association
Board of Directors Meeting
Spring Meeting
12:30‐5 p.m., Sunday, May 1, 2016
Washington, D.C.
Meeting Location
Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Library, Executive Office Board Room, 4th Floor
901 G St NW (G St. between 9th and 10th)
Washington, DC 20001
PLA Board of Directors and NLLD 2016 Schedule:
Sunday, May 1
 Lunch served at 12:00 noon
 PLA Board meeting 12:30 ‐ 5 pm
 Board dinner at 6:30 p.m., Oyamel, 401 7th Street NW, (7th & D Sts.) Phone: (202) 628‐1005
Monday, May 2, all day
 Liaison Hotel, 415 New Jersey Ave NW, Washington, DC 20001, reception on Capitol Hill or at
appointments arranged by Scott
Tuesday, May 3
 Meetings with legislators/Congressional offices schedule or at appointments arranged by Scott

Board Agenda
1. Welcome and Introductions (12:30)
2. Action Item: Adoption of the agenda
Additional items may be added to the agenda prior to the adoption of the agenda. Items may also be
removed from the consent agenda and moved to a discussion item. The PLA policies related to Board
service, the strategic plan and a Board roster have been included in ALA Connect as reference materials.
These are not agenda items.

3. Consent agenda

Document Number

a. Draft 2016 Midwinter Board Actions

2016.49 (12:35)

b. ALA National Library Legislative Day Agenda

2016.50

c. Letter in support of Carla Hayden

2016.51

Action/Discussion/Decision Items
4. PLA President Update, Vailey Oehlke

(no doc) (12:40)

5. PLA Positioning Update, Barb Macikas, GMMB, all
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documents on‐site
(12:50)

6. FY 2016 Financial Status Report and FY2017 Draft Budget Overview
Barb Macikas
2016.52, 2016.53, 2016.53a (1:10)
7. Results of ALA Technology Review, Macikas

2016.54, 2016.54a (1:20)

8. PLA 2016 Conference Preliminary Report, Barb Macikas

2016.55 (1:30)

9. PLA Performance Measures TF request, ACTION. Barb Macikas

2016.56 (1:35)

10. Results of 2016 PLA Election and 2017 Nominating, Larry Neal

2016.57 (on‐site)
(1:45)

11. Statement on Future Accreditation, Larry Neal

2016.58 (1:55)

BREAK
12. PLA Legacy Grant Update, Macikas, Mary Hirsh, Scott Allen
13. Legacy Grant Discussion, all

2016.59, 2016.59a‐d (2:20)
(2:30)

14. COSLA proposal re national plan for public library data

2016.60 (3:45)

15. NLLD/Board survey results—appointments, Scott Allen

2016.61 (4:00)

16. New business
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Public Library Association
Board of Directors—Midwinter Meeting
January 9, 2016, 1:00 pm – 5:30 pm
1:00 PM ‐ 5:30 PM
Rockport Room, Hyatt Regency Boston
Boston, Massachusetts
DRAFT Board Actions
To be reviewed and approved at the 2016 Spring PLA Board of Directors Meeting
Present:

Vailey Oehlke, President; Felton Thomas, President Elect; Larry Neal, Past President;
Directors at Large: Carolyn Anthony, Rhea Brown Lawson, Melanie Huggins, Gina
Millsap, Manya Shorr

PLA Councilor:

n/a

Approved Absences: Rivkah Sass, Jay Turner

PLA Staff:

Barb Macikas, Executive Director; Scott G. Allen, Program Manager; Lian Drago,
Program Officer, Continuing Education; Mary Hirsh, Manager, Special Initiatives;
Steven Hofmann, Manager, Web Communications; Kathleen Hughes, Manager
Publications/Editor Public Libraries; Melissa Faubel Johnson, Meeting Planner/National
Conference Manager; Samantha Lopez, Grant Project Coordinator; Kara O’Keefe,
Marketing Manager; Emily Plagman, Grant Project Manager

Guests:

Clara Bohrer, Chair, PLA Budget & Finance Committee; Audra L. Caplan, PLA Past
President/IFLA International Research and Exchanges Board; Janet Daly, Director of
Communications, Zepheira; Nate Hill, Metropolitan New York Library Council; Deborah
Jacobs, Director, Global Libraries, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation; Chris Jowaisas,
Program Officer, Global Libraries, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation; Eric Miller,
President, Zepheira; Meaghan K. O'Connor, DC Public Library; Raymond Santiago,
International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA); Emily
Sheketoff, Executive Director, ALA Washington Office
ALA Presidential Candidates: Christine Lind Hage; Lisa Janicke Hinchliffe; James G. (Jim)
Neal; ALA Treasurer Candidate: Susan Hildreth; PLA Presidential Candidate: Pam
Sandlian Smith; PLA Board Candidates: Kevin A.R. King; Tracy Strobel

1. Welcome and Introductions, Vailey Oehlke
2. By consent, approved the adoption of the agenda as presented.
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3. Consent agenda documents:
Consent agenda documents
a. Draft 2016 Fall Board Actions
b. ALA Emerging Leaders Update
c. Committee Status Reports
d. Continuing Education Report
e. DigitalLearn.org Update
f. Family Engagement Project Update
g. Leadership Academy Update
h. Membership Report
i. Partners Program Update
j. PLA 2016 Conference Update
k. PLA Project Outcome‐Performance Measurement TF
l. Publications Report
m. “Public Libraries” Magazine Report
n. Technology Report
o. What’s Happening Guide (ALA Midwinter2016)

Document Number
2016.22
2016.23
2016.24
2016.25
2016.26
2016.27
2016.28
2016.29
2016.30
2016.31
2016.32
2016.33
2016.34
2016.35
2016.36

Action/Discussion/Decision Items
4. Introductions of ALA Presidential and PLA Board Candidates, Vailey Oehlke (no document). Oehlke
introduced ALA Presidential candidates Christine Lind Hage, Lisa Janicke Hinchliffe, and James G. (Jim)
Neal and ALA Treasurer candidate Susan Hildreth. Oehlke also introduced PLA Presidential candidate
Pam Sandlian Smith and PLA Board candidates Kevin A.R. King and Tracy Strobel.
5. PLA President’s Report, Vailey Oehlke (no document). Oehlke expressed condolences on behalf of
PLA to Rivkah Sass on the passing of her husband Abe. PLA volunteer Sara Dallas agreed to cover ALA
Council meetings for PLA. Oehlke noted significant time has been spent planning the legacy projects,
however that work as well as the ALA Information Policy Workshop held January 7 is contributing to
PLA’s awareness of global perspectives, Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and the relationship
between PLA’s work and that of libraries worldwide.
6. DigitalLearn.org Demonstration, Scott Allen, Jamie Hollier (no document). Allen and Hollier
presented a demonstration of new features being developed for DigitalLearn.org in collaboration
with the Chicago Public Library (CPL). After analyzing over 30 digital literacy training tools, CPL
approached PLA about customizing DigitalLearn. Hollier demonstrated progress on adapting the site
to create a branded point of entry for a library and to develop user (learner) and administrator
interfaces for creating accounts, taking needs assessments, managing learning plans, adding content,
and accessing user reports. CPL is funding the majority of this work through private grants, with the
intent that CPL and PLA will release the code as open source so that any library with interest can
create their own personalized DigitalLearn site. PLA anticipates that some libraries will need technical
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assistance and may pay PLA or its subcontractors to help set up sites. The features are undergoing
user testing with CPL and should be finalized by March 2016. Other DigitalLearn improvements
(upgrades to the TEACH section, new course topics, translation, and closed captioning) were
reviewed. Attendees questioned how DigitalLearn is being used. Although intended as a self‐directed
learning tool, Hollier reported that DigitalLearn is being used for classroom instruction, school district
training days, and more. Board members suggested PLA approach hardware vendors to suggest that
links to DigitalLearn come “preloaded” on computers and other devices to encourage those with low
digital literacy to learn before using their devices.
7. Report from Budget and Finance Committee Chair, Clara Bohrer (documents 2016.37, 2016.38,
2016.39). Attendees were referred to various reports.
a. FY15: PLA had a healthy fund balance at the end of FY15, however revenue goals were not
met for webinars, advertising, sponsorship, and publications. Bohrer reported that the
Committee considered if PLA’s goals are too aggressive but agreed that success should be
revisited after staff complete new planning processes regarding both webinars and
sponsorships. In the past, PLA could raise nearly $175,000 each year from sponsorships, but
PLA does not currently have staff dedicated to fundraising.
b. FY16: It was noted that the $2.8 million closing fund balance predicted may be conservative,
given that PLA Conference exhibit sales are strong, registration is on track, and other early
revenue data is positive (such as a large Every Child Ready to Read purchase). However only
limited data is available on FY16 given the timing of the meeting.
c. FY17: The draft FY17 budget, without anticipated legacy funding, was reviewed. Revenue
projections account for the planned $2 increase in membership dues. PLA will receive about
$51,000 in interest from long term investments, and board members were encouraged to
think about how PLA should spend those funds, which will be decided at the spring 2016
board meeting.
d. Grant Reports: ALA’s accounting system has improved to enable PLA to pull out grant status
data, and a report on PLA’s four major grants was briefly reviewed.
8. Gates Foundation Update, Deborah Jacobs (no document). Jacobs reported on legacy partner
meetings in October and December, noting partners received training on “design thinking.” Revising
the problem statement to better reflect work at the library support organization level was
accomplished. The legacy initiative will challenge library support organizations to evolve to establish
new partnerships, create a culture of innovation, identify and apply data and resources, and move
beyond simply providing access to information to becoming critical centers of support for
practitioners. Legacy partners are proposing organizational capacity work that Gates Global Libraries
(GL) initiative staff is excited about as it may yield models for other organizations. Part of that work
includes developing a strong funding base. This will contribute to the sustainability of legacy work,
which was noted as a concern early in discussions between GL and PLA.
Jacobs reviewed the status of the partners’ proposals. The University of Washington Technology and
Social Change Group (TASCHA) carried out significant revisions before submitting their penultimate
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proposal in late December. The International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA)
has been on hold while they replace their Executive Secretary (Gerald Leitner was recently
appointed). PLA submitted a legacy proposal draft on January 8 and is expected to submit the
penultimate proposal on February 19, which will be circulated for external review. Including potential
legacy funds, PLA’s support from GL will total about $14.4 million. Communication to the field about
legacy was discussed. The legacy grant will not be approved before the PLA Conference in Denver but
may be announced at the ALA Annual Conference.
Additionally, Jacobs noted the potential for a strong partnership between PLA and the African Library
and Information Associations and Institutions (AfLIA). She also reported that organizations that
participated in recent collaborative impact discussions will receive an update from GL in the near
future.
9. Legacy Grant Update, Vailey Oehlke, Barb Macikas, Mary Hirsh, Scott Allen (document 2016.40).
Hirsh and Allen provided an update on activities proposed in the most recent PLA legacy proposal
draft. The strong correlation to the PLA Strategic Plan was noted. Comments by board members and
others addressed the potential to present Leadership Academy content internationally, incorporating
sustainability throughout the projects, and considering the impact of legacy work on current staff and
anticipated new staff.
10. Project Outcome Demo, Emily Plagman (no document). Plagman provided an overview of Project
Outcome, which has been “live” for about six months. Enrollment numbers have exceeded estimates,
with nearly 750 Project Outcome participants by December 2015. Over 200 public libraries are using
the Project Outcome survey tools and measuring the outcomes of at least one program or service
within their library. Project Outcome staff and task force members are holding monthly webinars,
presenting at many library conferences, and coordinating with state library agencies by providing
aggregate data for participating libraries and assisting with communications. The Project Outcome
Task Force is meeting at the ALA 2016 Midwinter Meeting to finalize the advanced measures they
expect to test in early 2016.
11. ALA Executive Board Liaison Report (document 2016.41). The document was noted but not
discussed.
12. Zepheira Presentation, Vailey Oehlke, Eric Miller (no document). Miller presented on the challenges
that libraries have getting search engines and apps to include library services in searches and voice
queries such as “find free wifi near me.” Improving how libraries communicate about their services
and increasing “linked data” may help reach new audiences and increase community engagement,
particularly given the increase in mobile device searching and use of terms such as “around me.” The
challenge is trying to translate the multitude of services (wifi, catalogs, archives, maker spaces,
programs, classes, etc.) that libraries provide into links that get published and iterated. Zepheira is
working with many library systems to that end, focusing on catalogs initially but moving to other
services, programs, and special collections. Ultimately, the larger issue for PLA may be helping
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libraries be proactive and control how their collections get exposed over the Internet without relying
on vendors or simply what may be currently coming up, for instance, in Google searches. Barriers
include lack of understanding and interest in this issue, lack of resources or staff capacity to develop
higher web visibility, and concerns about outsourcing data when it is necessary to use vendors to this
end.
13. ACTION. Robert Wood Johnson Concept Paper, Scott Allen (documents 2016.43, 2016.43a). The
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF) Building a Culture of Health initiative has developed a
framework for community health improvement, which includes the number of public libraries per
100,000 people as an important measure of a social and economic environment that supports health.
RWJF staff are interested in further understanding the contribution public libraries can make to
health, and after two conference calls with PLA staff, they invited PLA to submit a concept paper for a
potential grant project. The draft concept paper was reviewed. Board members suggested
highlighting the library’s abilities related to nutrition education and services, serving as a community
center, and serving specific populations such as the homebound, homeless and seniors. It was
specifically suggested that PLA propose to work with publishers to allow multi‐user access via public
libraries to e‐books on health or nutrition, at no charge for a specific time period. The ALA Digital
Content Working Group (DCWG) visited publishers in December 2015, and some expressed interest in
this idea. The RWJF project may offer an opportunity to pilot and evaluate this strategy. Finally, the
board hoped RWJF’s support and endorsement of a report on public libraries and health would be
well received by health care insurers and providers and generate positive attention for libraries. It
was moved and approved that PLA should revise and submit the concept paper and continue
discussions with RWJF.
14. PLA Re‐Positioning Update, Kara O’Keefe, Barb Macikas (document 2016.44). O’Keefe reviewed
status of developing the positioning statement and story, noting the target audience is PLA members
and potential PLA members. Suggestions from the group included highlighting two aspects of public
libraries: their inclusiveness, and their position at the center of many community conversations.
15. ACTION. Creation of PLA Web Content Working Group, Barb Macikas, Steven Hofmann (document
2016.45). Hofmann noted that PLA’s web site has been primarily an information channel about PLA
activity, whereas other ALA divisions offer more tools. One of the 2016 Emerging Leader projects will
begin to move PLA forward in adding more resources to the web site, however ultimately member
leader expertise is needed, so establishing a PLA Web Content Working Group was proposed. It was
moved and approved that the PLA Web Content Working Group be established.
16. International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) Report, Raymond Santiago
(no document). Santiago reported that the Public Library Standing Committee of IFLA meets twice
annually and holds events such as seminars organized with local public libraries during IFLA
Congresses. Topics have included technology facilitated access to information and the socially
isolated (homeless, mentally ill). IFLA is compiling a list of the “1001 libraries to see before you die.” It
was suggested that Santiago write an article for a PLA publication about his role as a US public
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librarian within IFLA, and/or about how libraries worldwide experience similar challenges. Macikas
and Santiago agreed to discuss article options.
17. IFLA‐International Research and Exchanges Board (IREX) Report, Audra Caplan (no document). It
was reported that about 570 organizations (including PLA) have signed on to IFLA’s Lyon Declaration
on Access to Information and Development. The declaration calls upon United Nations Member
States to make an international commitment through the post‐2015 development agenda to ensure
that everyone has access to, and is able to understand, and use the information that is necessary to
promote sustainable development and democratic societies. Caplan also reported on the “Connecting
the Next 4 Billion” event held in September 2015 at the New York Public Library. Participants
discussed the importance of not only access but also education and digital literacy, as well as the
gender divide in many countries.
18. Review of the ALA Council Agenda, (no document). Sara Dallas will provide a report on ALA Council
meetings after Midwinter.
19. ALA Digital Content Working Group (DCWG), Carolyn Anthony (document 2016.46). Anthony
referenced the report on the DCWG’s December 2015 meeting with publishers in New York, NY. A
highlight of the meeting was confirming some publishers’ interest in exploring the concept of
simultaneous access to certain non‐fiction titles, which could support public libraries’ efforts to align
goals with community needs. Anthony noted that the DCWG structure is unique within ALA and that
ALA needs input on what the DCWG should do. The board responded that pricing of e‐books remains
PLA’s primary concern, and noted that library collections are skewed, with more print than digital and
more digital fiction than digital nonfiction. The DCWG has been effective in addressing pricing issues;
successes include getting publishers to sell to libraries, getting them to talk to ALA regularly, and
increasing their willingness to experiment. Besides e‐book issues, libraries also need more
information on what is being done with patron data, and also help assessing the value and usage of
their electronic resources such as databases. It was also suggested the DCWG consider how to
address seamless access to digital content.
20. Washington Office, Library Challenge/One Card IMLS/White House launch and Workforce update,
Emily Sheketoff (document 2016.47) The written report was noted, and the following issues received
PLA board input.
a. The ConnectED Library Challenge strengthens partnerships between schools and libraries so
that every child enrolled in school can receive a library card. While PLA supports the initiative,
board members noted that “one card” programs may inadvertently suggest that school and
public libraries are the same. It was also noted that dwindling support for school libraries is
putting additional burdens on public libraries, and these burdens may not be recognized by
policymakers. PLA supports advocating to policymakers that school libraries and public
libraries have differing expertise and programming.
b. The Open E‐books app is a public‐private partnership that makes top‐selling books available to
low‐income kids for free. School and public libraries serving 70% low‐income communities
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may qualify to participate in the three‐year pilot. The platform, curation process, and
publisher authentication process were discussed. Concern was expressed that data from the
pilot will stay with the Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) and will not tie to the local
library, which would be of value.
c. The Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA), signed into law in July 2014, has not
yet released final regulations, but ALA has provided comments outlining the essential role of
libraries. Some states have begun to allocate funding to WIOA activities.
d. The $1.1 trillion Omnibus spending bill passed in December increased funding for the Library
Services and Technology Act (LSTA) and for Innovative Approaches to Literacy (IAL) by about
$2 million each. In order to protect these funds from advocacy by groups who didn’t get
increases, the ALA Washington Office will work with ALA members in February and March to
get their representatives to sign letters in support of these programs.
21. ACTION. Guidelines for Gender Neutral Restrooms, Barb Macikas (document 2016.48). The potential
for PLA to get involved in developing policy around gender neutral bathrooms was discussed. Concern
was expressed that the issue is not high priority for PLA to address specifically. Rather, PLA might
identify and share resources as appropriate, while also exploring broader issues (for instance, services
to patrons undergoing gender transitions generally). It was moved and approved that PLA would
monitor and promote resources around gender neutral services and would ask the ALA Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, and Transgender Round Table (GLBTRT) if they are active on similar issues.
22. New Business. As there was no new business, it was moved and approved to adjourn the meeting at
5:30pm.
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Briefing Day Schedule
May 2-3, 2016
This is a crucial time to remind our elected officials why libraries are so important. This full day of issue
briefings will prepare participants for Congressional visits by giving them the key information.

Monday, May 2, 2015 -- Issue Briefings
8:00-9:00 a.m.

Continental Breakfast and Check-In
State coordinators pick up and distribute bags and folders to all participants.

9:00-9:10 a.m.

Welcome and Announcements, Recognition of COL Members
Speakers: Ann Ewbank -- Chair, ALA Committee on Legislation
Julius Jefferson -- President, District of Columbia Library Association
Keith Michael Fiels -- Executive Director, ALA

9:10-9:15 a.m.

White House Conference on Library and Information Services Taskforce Award
Presenter: Sari Feldman -- President, ALA

9:15-9:45 a.m.

Keynote Speaker
Hon. Rush Holt, former Member of Congress (D-NJ 12)

9:45-9:55 a.m.

Spark Video Series Reveal

9:55-10:05 a.m.

Break

10:05-11:05 a.m.

Issue Briefs + Q+A
Office of Government Information Staff – ALA Washington

11:05 – 11:30

Planning for NLLD 2018 + Group Photo
Emily Sheketoff

11:30-12:00 p.m. State Delegation Meetings
Find your state delegation to discuss strategies for Hill meetings.
12:00-1:30 p.m.

Lunch (on your own)

1:30 – 2:00 p.m.

Hill Staff Secrets – What Makes for a Successful Meeting
Jenny Backus
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Briefing Day Schedule
May 2-3, 2016

2:00 – 2:30 p.m.

Spotlight the Importance of Libraries in an Election Year
Speakers – Sari Feldman – President of the American Library Association
Jan Sanders – Director, Pasadena Public Library
Christian Zabriskie – Executive Director, Urban Librarians Unite

2:30-2:45 p.m.

Break

2:45-3:00 p.m.

Policy Revolution! Update
Alan Inouye, Larra Clark

3:00-3:20 p.m.

Press and Media Training
Speakers: Nancy Gravatt – Fairfax County Public Library, Marketing and
Communications Office
Dashana Patel – Communications Consultant, Latitude Worldwide

3:20-3:30 p.m.

Wrap Up
Adam Eisgrau

5:00-7:00 p.m.

Reception
Hart 902
Hart Senate Office Building
Constitution Ave and 2nd St NE
Washington, DC 20510

Tuesday, May 3, 2015 - Congressional Office Visits
Where:

Capitol Hill
Washington, D.C.

Metro:

Senate – Red Line to Union Station
House – Orange/Blue/Silver Lines to Capitol South Station
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From: Adam Eisgrau [mailto:aeisgrau@alawash.org]
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2016 6:25 AM
To: Allison Cline; Aimee Strittmatter; Mary Ellen Davis; Kara Malenfant; Susan Hornung; Beth Yoke; Barb
Macikas; Sally Gardner Reed; Fred Reuland; Jenny Levine; Keri Cascio; Michael Dowling; Don Wood;
alacol2@lists.ala.org; copyright@lists.ala.org
Cc: sfeldman@cuyahogalibrary.org; jtodaro@austincc.edu; Keith Michael Fiels; Emily Sheketoff; Cathleen
Bourdon; Jeff Julian; Macey Morales; Jazzy Wright
Subject: Thanks and well done!

Thanks to everyone for their many kinds of help producing and distributing the attached
joint "nonprofits" letter supporting Carla Hayden's confirmation delivered to the Senate
Rules Committee's members, and released to the press, yesterday ahead of her
confirmation hearing today at 2:15 EDT.
The story in Politico's Morning Tech Pro below (behind a paywall until later this AM) will
be widely seen early today by relevant Congressional staffers, Members of Congress
themselves and most professional policy types in DC in and out of industry. It is
*exactly* what we wanted/needed to define the narrative by making her deep support a
prominent feature of the story before her hearing.
In addition to going to select "Beltway" outlets last night, the attached letter was sent out
by PAO to a large, national list of journalists a few minutes ago with an online news
release featuring President Sari Feldman's original statement of support for Dr. Hayden.
(It's reprinted just beneath the Politico story text that immediately follows.) Thanks
again!!
Adam
****************************
From Politico Pro's Morning Tech:
WOULD-BE LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS GETS HER DAY
BEFORE THE SENATE The Senate Rules Committee is holding a hearing this afternoon on
the confirmation of Carla Hayden to be the next Librarian of
Congress, where she'd play a key role on tech issues ranging from
copyright-law exemptions to book digitization. Hayden would also
be the first woman and first African-American to fill the
Librarian's chair since the institution's founding in 1800.
She has plenty of support, as shown in a new letter out today from
a variety of nonprofits, from EFF to the American Library
Association, two dozen colleges - including chairman Roy Blunt's
alma mater of Missouri State - and the library associations of 49
states and the District of Columbia. (Arkansas is the lone holdout,
probably because its leaders won't be meeting until Friday to agree
on a position.) "Dr. Hayden is an accomplished manager," the
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letter reads, "particularly of the kind of institutional technological
change that the Library of Congress must rapidly prioritize and
achieve if it is to fully serve the nation." The session is scheduled
to kick off at 2:15 p.m.

*****************
NEWS
For Immediate Release
BROAD PUBLIC, LIBRARY AND EDUCATIONAL SECTOR SUPPORT HAYDEN
NOMINATION
More than 135 national nonprofit and library groups, schools, and academic libraries urge Dr.
Carla Hayden’s rapid confirmation as Librarian of Congress
(Washington, D.C.) – "The Library of Congress has never more needed the unique combination
of character, acumen and humanity that Dr. Carla Hayden is so professionally, intellectually and
personally qualified to offer that great institution. We urge her earliest possible approval by the
Rules Committee and rapid confirmation by the Senate," said more than 20 leading national
nonprofit organizations in the below letter.
Nonprofit supporters were also joined by two dozen educational institutions (ranging from
community colleges to the Big Ten and Ivy League); two dozen academic libraries from every
corner of the country; more than a score of national library groups; and virtually all of the
nation’s state library associations. Organized by the American Library Association (ALA), of
which Dr. Hayden is a past-president, the letter was transmitted late yesterday to the members of
the Senate Rules Committee which today holds its confirmation hearing on her nomination to
become America’s 14th Librarian of Congress.
ALA President Sari Feldman previously said of Dr. Hayden’s nomination:
“The President could not have made a better choice. Hats off to President Obama for nominating
Dr. Hayden, a professional librarian uniquely positioned with the leadership and management
skills and understanding of digital technology to make the Library of Congress the preeminent
national library in the world, highly-valued by and serving all Americans as a treasured resource.
We look forward to working closely with her to further librarians’ bedrock principle that all
Americans everywhere deserve and must have equitable access to the information that they need
to succeed and lead productive lives in the digital age.”
The ALA letter of support reads:

[see text attached]

Adam Eisgrau
Managing Director, Office of Government Relations
American Library Association
Washington Office
202-215-6884
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April 20, 2016
United States Senate
Committee on Rules and Administration
305 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Re: Broad Public, Library and Educational Sector Support of Hayden Nomination
Dear Chairman Blunt, Ranking Member Schumer and Members of the Committee:
We are organizations, societies, alliances and institutes from across the political spectrum.
While we may differ in outlook and the matters of policy or legislation on which we focus, we write
today with one voice. Specifically, we ask that the Rules Committee rapidly vote to recommend to the
full Senate that Dr. Carla Hayden be confirmed immediately to serve as the nation’s fourteenth Librarian
of Congress. For the first time in the 21st century, Congress has an opportunity to equip the Library and
the nation with the unique combination of professional skills and sensibilities that Dr. Hayden will bring
to the post.
First and foremost, Dr. Hayden is a proven leader. She was named a Ms. Magazine “Woman of
the Year” in 2003 and again, just weeks ago, Fortune magazine numbered her among 50 individuals
selected as the “World’s Greatest Leaders.” Fortune’s award citation expressly recognized her ability to
bring “fresh leadership” to the venerable Library of Congress.
Further, Dr. Hayden is an accomplished manager, particularly of the kind of institutional technological
change that the Library of Congress must rapidly prioritize and achieve if it is to fully serve the nation.
Indeed, the President & CEO of the Internet Association noted upon her nomination that Dr. Hayden has
“exactly the skills needed to modernize the digital infrastructure of the Library of Congress.” We concur.
Finally and perhaps most importantly, as a long-time leader in the profession, Dr. Hayden deeply
understands what a library at its best is and can be for every community of users – young and old,
corporate and individual, rich and poor, “connected” or not – in our diverse and complicated country.
That’s why, noting that “she has dedicated her career to making libraries vital to the fabric of our
national life,” the Chairman of the National Endowment for the Humanities called Dr. Hayden “an
inspired choice” for Librarian of Congress.
We respectfully submit that the Library of Congress has never needed more the unique
combination of character, acumen and humanity that Dr. Carla Hayden is so professionally, intellectually
and personally qualified to offer that great institution. We urge her earliest possible approval by the
Rules Committee and rapid confirmation by the Senate.
Thank you for scheduling her hearing before the Committee promptly. We look forward to
working with you toward those ends, and with Dr. Hayden for many productive years to come.
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Respectfully submitted,

National Organizations
American Booksellers Association
American Historical Association
Authors Alliance
Bill of Rights Defense Committee/Defending Dissent Foundation
Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington
Center for Democracy and Technology
Constitutional Alliance
Electronic Frontier Foundation
Government Accountability Project
Harry Potter Alliance
National Coalition for Literacy
OpenTheGovernment.org
Organization for Transformative Works
PEN American Center
Public Knowledge
Reach Out and Read
Reading Is Fundamental
Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition (SPARC)
Society of American Archivists
The OpenGov Foundation
The Sunlight Foundation
National/Regional Library Organizations
American Association of Law Libraries
American Association of School Librarians
American Library Association
Association of College and Research Libraries
Association for Library Collections & Technical Services
Association for Library Service to Children
Association for Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies
Association of Research Libraries
Association of Southeastern Research Libraries
Greater Western Library Alliance
Library Information Technology Association
Library Leadership & Management Association
New England Library Association
New Jersey Association of College and Research Libraries
Public Library Association
Reference and User Services Association
Southeastern Library Association
United for Libraries: Association of Trustees, Advocates, Friends and Foundations
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Urban Libraries Council
Urban Librarians Unite
Young Adult Library Services Association
Educational Institutions
Agnes Scott College (Atlanta, GA)
Appalachian State University (Boone, NC)
Bates College (Lewiston, ME)
Clemson University Libraries (Clemson, SC)
Dartmouth College (Hanover, NH)
DePaul University (Chicago, IL)
Goucher College (Baltimore, MD)
Grand Valley State University (Allendale, MI)
Illinois Wesleyan University (Bloomington, IL)
Missouri State University (Springfield, MO)
Northwestern University (Evanston, IL)
The Pennsylvania State University (State College, PA)
Rollins College (Winter Park, FL)
St. Charles Community College (Cottleville, MO)
Santa Clara University (Santa Clara, CA)
Skidmore College (Saratoga Springs, NY)
Trinity University (San Antonio, TX)
University of Arkansas (Fayetteville, AR)
University of California, Los Angeles (Los Angeles, CA)
University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO)
University of Missouri-Kansas City (Kansas City, MO)
The University of New Orleans
Utica College (Utica, NY)
Wake Forest University (Winston-Salem, NC)
Academic Libraries
Appalachian State University Libraries (Boone, NC)
College of the Canyons Library (Santa Clarita, CA)
Denison University Libraries (Granville, OH)
Dominican University Graduate School of Library &
Information Science (Lake Forest, IL)
Duquesne University Gumberg Library (Pittsburgh, PA)
Florida State University Libraries (Tallahassee, FL)
The Furman University Libraries (Greenville, SC)
Georgia State University Library (Atlanta, GA)
Georgetown University Library (Washington, DC)
Harvard Library (Cambridge, MA)
Ithaca College Library (Ithaca, NY)
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Libraries (Cambridge, MA)
Michigan Academic Library Association
Montana State University Library (Bozeman, MT)
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Montgomery College Libraries (Rockville, MD)
Montgomery College Paul Peck Humanities Institute (Rockville, MD)
New York University Division of Libraries (New York, NY)
Oregon State University Libraries and Press (Corvallis, WA)
The Rockefeller University Rita and Frits Markus Library (New York, NY)
Rowan-Cabarrus Community College Learning Resource Centers (Salisbury, NC)
Temple University Libraries (Philadelphia, PA)
University of Arizona Libraries (Tucson, AZ)
University of California Council of University Librarians (11 campuses)
University of Kansas Libraries (Lawrence, KS)
State Library Associations
Alabama Library Association
Alaska Library Association
Arizona Library Association
California Library Association
Colorado Association of Libraries
Connecticut Library Association
Delaware Library Association
District of Columbia Library Association
Florida Library Association
Georgia Library Association
Hawaii Library Association
Idaho Library Association
Illinois Library Association
Indiana Library Federation
Iowa Library Association
Kansas Library Association
Kentucky Library Association
Louisiana Library Association
Maine Library Association
Maryland Library Association
Massachusetts Library Association
Michigan Library Association
Minnesota Library Association
Mississippi Library Association
Missouri Library Association
Montana Library Association
Nebraska Library Association
Nevada Library Association
New Hampshire Library Association
New Jersey Library Association
New Mexico Library Association
New York Library Association
North Carolina Library Association
North Dakota Library Association
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Ohio Library Council
Oklahoma Library Association
Oregon Library Association
Pennsylvania Library Association
Rhode Island Library Association
South Carolina Library Association
South Dakota Library Association
Tennessee Library Association
Texas Library Association
Utah Library Association
Vermont Library Association
Virginia Library Association
Washington Library Association
West Virginia Library Association
Wisconsin Library Association
Wyoming Library Association
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TO:

PLA Board of Directors

FROM:

Barb Macikas, Executive Director

RE:

FY 2016 2nd Q Status Report

DATE:

April 18, 2016

As of this writing, financials through February are available. Here is an overview of the current budget.
Operating Budget Revenues
Through February 2016, PLA revenues are‐ 3% (actual $440,285 vs. budget $452,349). PLA membership
dues are over budget by 6%, boosted by the PLA conference. Every Child Ready to Read products have
brought in $56K to date, against a budget of $19K. These overages are offset by underperformance in
publications, advertising, webinars and donations. In a PLA conference year, the majority of the
operating budget (72%) is conference‐related. Registration and exhibit revenues will not be reflected in
budget reports until May. Based on current registration/exhibit projections, PLA conference is on pace
to exceed budget. Exhibits are trending on pace with budget; registration has exceeded budget by
approximately $100K (including pre‐conferences).
Operating Budget Expenses
Through February 2016, expenses (including overhead) are 17% under budget (actual $916,996 vs.
budget $1,113,524). Major savings are in transportation and conference costs. These are timing issues
and should even out after the PLA conference. Salaries and benefits are also under budget by $105K
due to grant support of some salaries. Salary savings and no major anticipated overages in conference
expenses will keep expenses down; however, these savings will be somewhat offset by increased
overhead. It is projected that expenses will be under budget by at least $100K.
Grants
In FY16, PLA is managing one IMLS grant for early literacy research ($500K over 3 years, with ALSC) and
another IMLS grant for leadership training ($213K over 3 years) and two Gates Foundation grants:
Project Outcome ($3M over 3 years) and a general operating grant of $200K through July 2016. PLA also
has partnership roles in two smaller grants, one with the FINRA Foundation, administered by the ALA
Public Programs Office; the other with the Harvard Family Research Project. Together, these result in
approximately $20K over the next two years.
Overhead for Operating and Grant Budgets
Budgeted overhead for FY2016 operating is $802K. Based on projections, it is estimated that amount will
be $835K. Grants from IMLS and the Gates Foundation will bring in approximately $130K in overhead
this fiscal year for a total projection of $965K in overhead to ALA.
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Long‐Term Investment
The PLA LTI was at $1,164,732 as of February 2016 (compared to $1,342,189 same time last year).
Interest for FY16 (less bank fees) as of the 2nd quarter was $32,776 compared to $30,766 same time last
year. Interest is calculated at 4% of the average net asset balance of the PLA LTI over the last 20
quarters. In June the PLA board will determine where to allocate interest. Past investments of interest
have gone to leadership development and performance measurement initiatives.
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TO:

PLA Board of Directors

FROM:

Barb Macikas, Executive Director

RE:

FY 2017 Budget Overview

DATE:

April 18, 2016

Here is an overview of the draft Fiscal Year 2017 budget, along with comparison data for actual and budget in previous
and current years.
FY12 Actual

FY13 Actual

FY14 Actual

FY15 Actual

FY16 Budget

FY17 Draft

Beginning
Fund Balance
Revenues

$1,049,598

$2,129,598

$1,769,722

$3,062,236

$2,423,817

$3,104,580

$4,243,107

$ 868,334

$4,180,523

$ 802,514

$4,175,740

$ 931,270

Expenses

$2,363,924

$1,172,344

$2,100,044

$1,392,485

$2,975,628

$1,794,505

Overhead

$ 799,655

$

55,304

$ 787,965

$

48,433

$ 802,968

$ 46,866*

Total
Expenses
Net

$3,163,579

$1,227,648

$2,888,009

$1,440,918

$3,778,596

$1,841,371

$ 1,079,528

$ (359,314)

$ 1,292,514

$ (638,404)

$ 397,144

$ (910,101)

Ending Fund
Balance

$ 2,129,052

$1,769,722

$3,062,236

$2,423,817

$ 3,104,580

$2,194,479

*See attachment (2016.53a). Budget was based on 23.7% overhead. ALA is increasing overhead rate to 26.4%
so this number will increase slightly for FY17 and significantly for FY18.
FY17** – Overview
Revenues






Membership dues revenue is comparable to FY15 actual. During a non‐conference year, dues revenue is the
majority (53%) of the revenue received.
Sponsorships and development is budgeted to increase from actual FY15 given additional staff capacity and
potential new partnerships.
Continuing strong competition within and outside ALA for public library professional development dollars. ALA
Publishing, Library Journal and OCLC/WebJunction, among others, continue to expand webinar and F2F training
offerings. Webinars are budgeted at slightly more than FY15 actual.
PLA is continuing to develop new or grow existing products and services. For DigitalLearn.org, PLA and CPL

have completed development of the branded point of entry to the DL courses for CPL including a user
(learner) interface to create accounts, take needs assessments, and create and manage learning plans.
Based on responses to the new product at the PLA conference, other library systems are interested in
setting up their own DL sites. PLA is currently working out a pricing model for the product; an
additional $50,000 in revenue has been budgeted in FY17 in anticipate of the new product roll out.


Though advertising revenue have seen a decline over the past two years, PLA staff has contracted with a new
advertising sales rep who should be able to bundle print, electronic (via PL Online, webinars, etc.) and PLA
1 of 2
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conference advertising and who will in general be a stronger presence. Advertising is still budgeted
conservatively, close to actual FY15 to allow time for new marketing campaign development.
Where appropriate and within association strategic goals, PLA will seek grant funding to support initiatives.
PLA staff costs are presently budgeted without legacy grant contributions. Once legacy has been received, the
salary and benefit costs charged to the operating budget will decrease by approximately $100,000. ill increase as
one new management position will be included in the FY16 budget.
PLA will continue to maintain a fund balance toward an ALA recommended goal of a minimum of 25% of average
operating funds available, which is $750,000.
The PLA B&F Committee and the Board will want to consider its recommendation to the PLA Board on where to
earmark the LTI interest. In previous years it has been allocated to leadership development and performance
measurement. The estimated amount of the interest should be $45,000. A final recommendation will not be
required till June 2016.

Expenses
The expense side of the budget is $402,020 over the actual spent in FY15. Increases in expenses from actual FY15 are
described below.








As noted above, salary/benefit costs, which are budgeted at about same level as actual FY15, will decrease due
to legacy funding.
Increases in professional services line of approximately $190K include increased costs for DigitalLearn, Every
Child Ready to Read and podcasts/publications.
Web operating costs increased by $14K; we will be redesigning the ECRR website.
A facilities rental charge of $44K will be charged in FY17 for the PLA 2018 conference. This is a timing issue; we
did not have a similar expense in FY15 for the PLA 2016 conference.
Typically we budget for a board contingency fund for special initiatives. It is budgeted at $80K; in FY15 $38K was
spent.
In FY15, PLA was credited $33K from ALSC for administering the IMLS early literacy research grant. The grant will
be closed by FY17.
Immediately following the ALA board meeting of April 16‐17, it was announced that ALA is recommending a 1%
raise for staff. We were asked to develop the FY17 with no raise. PLA will revise the budget to include the
additional 1% in the next iteration.

**Note: Budget presented does not include grants PLA manages. Currently, PLA is administering three grants totaling
$3.7 million. Two are IMLS: early literacy research ($500,000 for 3 years through 2017) and leadership development
($213,680 for three years through 2017). The other is a Gates grant for performance measurement ($3 million for three
years, through 2017).
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TO:

Division Executive Directors

FROM:

Senior Management

RE:

2017 and 2018 overhead contribution rate adjustment

DATE:

March 31, 2016

BACKGROUND:
ALA policy A. 4.3.4.1, known as the ALA operating agreement, spells out the respective
roles and responsibilities of the Association and its Divisions. This includes the revenues
contributed by the divisions to the general operation of the Association, which are based on a
percentage of revenues generated by the divisions. Under policy, the computation of this
contribution rate is established through an operational practice. Operational practices are
“developed by the ALA Executive Director with the ALA Department Heads in consultation
with the Division executive directors and appropriate personnel in the department responsible for
the activity described”.
The finance department staff is in the process of completing the 2015 Indirect Cost
Study. The final results of that study will be presented at the 2016 Annual Conference in
Orlando, and would be used to develop the 2018 budget. As was reported by the Treasurer at the
2016 Midwinter Meeting, the Associations’ 2015 audited financial results were significantly
impacted by a major increase in our Post-Retirement Benefit obligation, which is one of the
components included in determining the overhead contribution rate. The operating portion of this
obligation was $1,386,087, while the non-operating portion was $3,893,2601 for a total of
$5,279,347. The increase was a direct result of the implementation of the latest mortality table
(10/14) provided by the Society of Actuaries (adoption is required under GAAP). It should be
noted that such major adjustments to this obligation are unusual, and that the Association may or
may not incur such an increase again in the future. (Historically, the post retirement obligation
has remained relatively steady).
Management has reviewed the preliminary results from the 2015 study currently
underway. Driven primarily by this Post Retirement obligation increase, these preliminary results
indicate that a rate of approximately 31.2% would be applied in FY2018. This is a considerable
increase over the 23.7% overhead rate scheduled for the FY2017 budget. Management feels that
the swing between the scheduled FY17 rate of 23.7% and the preliminary rate for FY2018 of
31.2% is too extreme and should be modified in a manner that is consistent and fair to all parties.
In an effort to mitigate the impact of this reality, the management group is proposing to adjust
and set the overhead contribution rate for the FY 2017 and FY 2018 budgets at 26.4%. The
impact of this on the individual divisions for 2017 and 2018 is shown on the attached chart.
A review of the analytics reveals by implementing the recommendation, the Divisions would
contribute an additional $163,820 in FY2017 and reduce their contribution by $389,938 in
1

This is a non-cash impact accounting treatment that is reflected as an expense for financial reporting purposes,
below the operating section of the financial statements.
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FY2018, for a net gain over the two years of $226,119 – see below. (Note that these figures are
based on the overhead rate being applied on eligible overhead revenue at the appropriate rates
i.e. full rate vs. half rate depending on the revenue category.)

BENEFITS OF RECOMMENDATION:
By implementing the above recommendation the Association will gain the following
benefits:





The recommended overhead rate of 26.4% will retain a more normalized
(historical) rate range
The impact of an unusual event (updated mortality table ) will be greatly reduced
The Divisions will realize a net savings over a two year period (FY2017 and
FY2018) of $226,119
The additional funds will allow for the funding of 1.5 positions in ITTS related to
technology initiatives identified as priorities in consultation with the divisions.
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Summary of Proposed Rate Change to 26.4%for
FY 2017 and FY 2018

PLA
ACRL
CHOICE
ALCTS
AASL
ASCLA
LLAMA
RUSA
UFL
LITA
ALSC
YALSA
Total

FY17 Proposed
vs Scheduled
26.4%/23.7%
Additional Paid
$
6,248
$
83,853
$
33,550
$
7,216
$
4,128
$
1,201
$
1,337
$
2,418
$
1,336
$
422
$
16,796
$
5,314
$
163,820

FY18 Proposed
vs Scheduled
26.4%/31.2%
Additional Saved
$
(151,353)
$
(49,879)
$
(55,838)
$
(11,994)
$
(67,016)
$
(1,621)
$
(4,164)
$
(4,153)
$
(2,268)
$
(8,922)
$
(23,163)
$
(9,569)
$
(389,938)

Two Year Net
Change (Savings)
$
(145,104)
$
33,974
$
(22,288)
$
(4,778)
$
(62,888)
$
(419)
$
(2,827)
$
(1,735)
$
(932)
$
(8,500)
$
(6,367)
$
(4,254)
$
(226,119)
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2015‐2016 EBD#12.38
ALA EXECUTIVE BOARD
SPRING 2016 MEETING

TOPIC:

External IT Review

ACTION REQUESTED:

Discussion

DRAFT MOTION:

NA

REQUESTED BY:

Keith Michael Fiels, ALA Executive Director
Mary W. Ghikas, ALA Senior Associate Executive Director

DATE:

7 April 2016

BACKGROUND:
In late fall 2016, ALA Management contracted with two individuals to work together on an external
review of ALA’s ITTS systems: Brian Schottlaender, University Librarian, University of California‐San
Diego, and Margo Pecoulas, Director of IT, American Academy of Periodontology. Together, they
brought both knowledge of the association IT environment, including specific product knowledge, and
deep knowledge of ALA – its structure, values and culture.
At the same time, ITTS Director Sherri Vanyek and ALCTS Executive Director Keri Cascio led an internal
review involving meetings with staff. The results of this process, along with internal IT reports, the ITTS
budget and budget trend data were provided to Pecoulas and Schottlaender for their review prior to
onsite meetings.
Onsite interviews with staff were set for January 28‐29, 2016. Working with Sherri Vanyek, the
consultants developed an intensive two‐day schedule of individual and group staff meetings. In advance
of these face‐to‐face meetings, the consultants provided a pre‐interview questionnaire, which
participating staff were asked to complete and send in advance, enabling the consultants to move
quickly to the issues of most concern to various stakeholders. Careful notes were taken during the
meetings, for later review.
The attached report is the result, then, of extensive pre‐reading, on‐site interviews with staff in a wide
range of specialty areas, external perspective, and the careful analysis required to extract and articulate
clear, understandable recommendations.
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MANAGEMENT RESPONSE AND STATUS:
The FY2017 proposed budget is responsive to these recommendations, while recognizing that it is not
possible to respond to all of them in a single budget year. In a budget year where other General Fund
spending is essentially flat, the proposed FY2017 budget adds an additional $300,000 to the IT‐related
budget. ITTS staffing is increased by 1.5 positions.











ITTS will implement the E‐Commerce application for Dues & Donations (phase 1) in late FY 2016
and the E‐Commerce application for E‐Learning (phase 1) in late FY2016 and early Fy2017. The
discovery and initial design phase for the E‐Commerce application for products (ALA Store) will
begin in late FY2016 and continue well into FY2017. All E‐Commerce applications will be on the
same platform and share fundamental information. This will enable ALA – for the first time – to
provide a unified experience to members. Project development relied on collaborative work
across ALA and the Divisions, as well as member input. Phase 2 development on the Dues &
Donations and the E‐Learning applications will also begin in FY2017.
ITTS selected a new (external) “ALA Connect” in FY2016, working with the supplier through
FY2016 to integrate those ALA‐specific requirement necessary to accommodate ALA’s unique
structure. Implementation will begin at the end of FY2016/beginning of FY2017. Phase two will
be in FY 2018.
Other work on the ITTS FY2017 agenda includes:
o iMIS upgrade (from 20.1.13 to 20.2.24)
o iMIS data cleanup with iMerge
o continued enterprise‐wide search improvements
ITTS will replace ALA’s 16 year‐old telephone system in FY2017. The new Voice‐Over‐IP system
will also increase staff efficiency by providing integrated access to messages (voice/email).
ITTS will add a Data/Business Analyst* to improve utilization of data needed for appropriate
member engagement; the position will report to the Director, ITTS, and the Director, ALA
Marketing, and will work closely with ALA Divisions and ALA Member and Customer Service.
ITTS and Publishing will add an eStore Project Manager* for an Association‐wide e‐Store. The
position will be funded through Publishing (50%) and ITTS (50%) and will report jointly.

ALA Management also agrees with the recommendation to create an internal ITTS Advisory Committee
and, based on earlier experience, will work with stakeholders to charge, appoint and structure a group
likely to succeed in the collaborative decision‐making needed within the ALA environment.
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AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
EXTERNAL IT REVIEW

FINAL REPORT

MARGO PECOULAS
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In FY2015, ALA Information Technology and Telecommunications Services (ITTS)
produced “ALA Strategic Technology Directions Update: 2016-2017.” This document
revealed questions of long-term direction and trajectory in the following areas:
 Web Content Management System, to manage http://www.ala.org
 Association Management System (AMS)
 Cloud Computing, specifically remote access to internal system
 Voice-Over-IP Implementation, to replace aging Telephone Switch and Voicemail
Systems
Keith Michael Fiels and Mary Ghikas, Executive Director and Senior Associate Executive
Director of the American Library Association, respectively, commissioned the External
IT Review Team to:
“… take a high-level look at the overall landscape into which each of these major
areas must fit. The review should take into account the following factors:
1. Organizational context, including structure and procedures
2. Resources – including both financial and human resources
3. Management and oversight of systems
4. Adoption capacity, both in ITTS and in the larger Association
… aiming to discover opportunities for collective decisions that would lead to
increased efficiency and flexibility, new perspectives on application of
organizational resources, and new understanding of essential skills and aptitudes
for the IT future (both in IT[TS] and in units utilizing IT services).”

In its two-day on-site visit, the Review Team met with Fiels and Ghikas; seven of the
eleven Division Executive Directors (ACRL, ALCTS, ALSC, LLAMA, LITA, PLA, and
YALSA); the CFO; the Conference Coordinator; the Acting Director of Development; the
Marketing Director; the Membership Director; the Associate Executive Director of
Publishing; the Director and Assistant Director of ITTS; and more than 15 additional
ALA and Division staff. In addition, interviewees were given an opportunity to complete
a pre-interview questionnaire and forward it to the Review Team through Mary Ghikas,
which more than a dozen did.
Like most organizations, ALA has strengths and weaknesses.
On the plus side, ALA staff and management share a real commitment to “putting
members first.” There is distributed throughout the organization considerable
functional expertise and an eagerness to see that expertise well deployed in service to
members.
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On the minus side, ALA is an intensely distributed organization. The ambitions of its
respective Divisions can be at odds with each other and with those of the ALA central
organization. As a consequence, there are “silos” within ALA whose lines of demarcation
can be very bright indeed. Finally, the resources—financial and staffing—currently
devoted to IT are insufficient to achieve the Association’s IT goals.
The following report explores the ALA IT landscape through the lens of its organization
and resources. While the recommendations it includes are enumerated in the remainder
of this Executive Summary, readers are encouraged to delve into the full report for
context and explication.
Recommendations
1. Do not pursue replacing iMIS in the immediate future. Instead:
a. keep it updated (routinely);
b. devote resources to de-duplicating the records in it;
c. devote resources to improving the quality of the data in the remaining,
de-duplicated records; and
d. devote resources to improving its report-generation capabilities.
2. Maintain the plan and timetable for implementing a new, Association-wide
e-Commerce platform.
3. Recruit Content Management System Administrator.
4. Temporarily: migrate e-Learning content from the Association’s Moodle
instance to ALA Publishing’s instance.
5. Longer term: select and implement an Association-wide e-Learning platform.
6. Pursue a phased transition to Office 365.
7. Conduct a business process review of the payment approval process in order
to identify bottlenecks and to evaluate whether adjustments can be made to
the software and/or approval process itself.
8. Commit, explicitly, to building/implementing web assets that are responsive.
9. Implement new responsive design template for ALA.org
10. Convene a working group of ITTS and divisional staff to review and draft
guidelines/activities for moving divisional sites to responsive template.
11. Implement ALA Connect on the Higher Logic community platform.
12. Continue to fund community manager staff position and budget for Higher Logic
annual educational forum.
13. Develop a training program for staff committee liaisons to champion and
promote use of the platform for collaboration.
14. Utilize ITTS Advisory Committee (see below) to explore the feasibility of adopting
Volunteer Central.
15. Explore the possibility of using HL microsites as the primary application for
building grant sites.
16. Replace the telephone system, whether with a VOIP-based system or with some
other technology that is fit for contemporary purpose.
17. Utilize the ITTS Advisory Committee (see below) to review and define to which
staff and under what circumstances remote access to business systems can be
extended.
3|Page
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18. Utilize the ITTS Advisory Committee (see below) to review and rationalize the
various email marketing platforms currently in use within the Association.
19. Create an internal ITTS Advisory Committee to facilitate decision-making and
communication.
20. Regularize—and increase the frequency of—implementation updates.
21. Create and implement a system of Help Desk support tiers that is quantitative
and time-based, not narrative.
22. Institute mandatory ticketing.
23. Recruit:
a. A Project Manager.
b. A Web Developer.
24. Allocate additional funding to development.
25. Consider relocating some training from ITTS to HR.
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I.

GENERAL FINDINGS
There was consensus amongst stakeholders as to the high-priority nature of initiatives
outlined in the ALA Strategic Technology Directions Update: 2016-2017 (“Technology
Update”). Topping the list were:
 Ongoing issues with iMIS, ALA’s Association Management System;
 the new responsive website design for ala.org;
 the introduction of a new e-Commerce website to handle membership
joins/renewals, contributions, and small-event registrations;
 the release of a new e-Learning portal that will consolidate all of ALA's online
learning opportunities in one place; and
 the debut of the ALA Connect community on the Higher Logic platform.
The ability to offer members/consumers a unified e-shopping and e-Learning
experience across the organization was a common theme amongst stakeholders.
The internal review and external interviews brought additional priorities to light
including:
 the need for a single email marketing system;
 enhancements to the e-Commerce system for handling group student
memberships;
 improvements to the Grants & Awards web interface and better integration with
iMIS; and
 the need to expand remote access for staff to internal systems, to name a few.
Both the Plan and the Internal IT Review acknowledged the complexities and competing
priorities associated with ALA’s multi-layered organizational structure when attempting
to implement standard technology solutions across the macro organization. These
complexities introduce additional costs, longer project implementation timelines, and
increased maintenance overhead. Also noted is ALA’s commitment to accessibility to all
its resources and the additional challenges that adds when selecting and implementing
technology solutions.
Deficiencies in ITTS internal operations in the area of project implementations,
communications, training, and help desk surfaced in the course of this review. At the
same time, there was acknowledgement that with current limited ITTS staffing, it is very
difficult to keep pace with demand.
Finally, both the interview process and responses to the pre-interview questionnaire
revealed that the Association has substantial organizational and business
process/workflow issues. Organizationally, stakeholders observed that there is no
Association-wide consideration of what systems to invest in (“Publishing does its thing.
Finance does its thing.”) As a consequence, it can be very difficult to "connect the dots"
between all the systems in use within ALA. “Staff do not know what door to come in.”
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The lack of common approaches to process is pervasive. When asked why there were no
internal system User Groups, a member of one stakeholder group replied: “because of
competition between the Divisions.” It was observed more than once that there are
opportunities to leverage activities inside ALA for the benefit of the larger organization.
At the same time, business rules were described as complex, and sometimes conflicting.
Handoffs are “not smooth at all.” Data are dispersed throughout the organization and
while many stakeholders expressed a wish for direct access to data, especially for report
writing purposes, another noted that direct access alone insufficient. Rather, what is
needed is “coordinated access.” Another noted that there is so much manual
manipulation of data from system to system that the risk of error is introduced, as is
inefficiency. Many agreed that there needs to be some general education around the
costs of complexity, and the benefits that accrue to collective decision-making.
The initiatives outlined in the Technology Update are very ambitious. Unfortunately,
accomplishing them successfully may be threatened by both their number and their
range, and by internal operational issues.

II.

IMIS

Context and Challenges
The fundamental starting point within the Association’s business processes is that all
systems must be ADA compliant, must accommodate ALA's pricing structure, and must
integrate w iMIS, ALA’s Association Management System (AMS). iMIS is the lynchpin.
That said, there are such a multitude of iMIS issues the Association faces, the Plan
contemplates the possibility of replacing it with another AMS.
These issues extend beyond data quality, though it is at the head of the list. Stakeholder
opinions on the quality of data housed in iMIS ranged from acceptable to “really bad.”
It is full of duplicate records, and the data contained in those records are sometimes
missing, inconsistent, or incorrect..
In addition, it is difficult to retrieve data from iMIS, as it is to retrieve consistent data
across reports. Data from other systems are not being written back to iMIS (e.g., the
ALA Store), which is compounded by the use of multiple stand-alone databases to
manage various business processes.
Finally, the ALA instance of iMIS has fallen prey to what one individual referred to as
“the curse of customization.” As a consequence, it took ITTS almost a year to upgrade
from iMIS15 to iMIS20.
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Recommendation
1. Do not pursue replacing iMIS in the immediate future. Instead:
 keep it updated (routinely);
 devote resources to de-duplicating the records in it;
 devote resources to improving the quality of the data in the remaining,
de-duplicated records; and
 devote resources to improving its report-generation capabilities.
The upgrade to version 20.2 planned for 2016, which will allow for a Web-based
interface and set the stage for remote access for telecommuting staff, should remain a
very high priority. However, any thought of replacing iMIS should be put off well into
the future. Previous consideration of replacing it revealed that any new system selected
would also require customizations to accommodate ALA’s membership and pricing
structures, and that iMIS remains the best solution for ALA’s needs. That is no less true
today.
Instead, resources should be devoted to record de-duplication and clean-up. The
Association is encouraged, moreover, to outsource this work to a third party, such as
N.W. Database Services http://www.nwdatabase.com/deduplication-service or
Business Advantage http://www.business-advantage.com/cleaning.php.
In addition, a complete review and audit is recommended of existing reports, archiving
of those no longer used, and documenting for end-users the purpose of each report.
Another possibility would be to consider sunsetting use of those reports altogether in
favor of licensing a business intelligence tool like Microsoft’s Power BI
(https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/desktop/), which would allow end-users to
manipulate and analyze their own data. ITTS could then focus its attention on rendering
data in a standardized export format.

III.

E-COMMERCE

Context and Challenges
Plans for updating ALA’s e-Commerce capabilities are in keeping with ALA’s vision to
provide constituents with a convenient way to purchase goods and services while
providing a common interface to do so. Phase 1, slated for 2016, is intended to
accommodate membership joins, renewals, and donations using a single shopping cart,
and to include enhancements to accommodate promotional coupons and special offers.
The Plan expects this system to be expanded to include registration for e-Learning
products such as webinars and web courses and, in Phase 2, small events and continuing
education courses. Exploring options to bring the current ALA Store under the same eCommerce site are planned for 2017.
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It is our understanding that the new e-Commerce application is being built using
Drupal’s e-Commerce framework. Drupal’s content management system is also used to
manage ALA.org, so it’s expected that e-Commerce components and widgets should
mesh well within the ALA site. With ALA’s major Web assets built on Drupal open
source technologies, the Content Management System Administrator—funding for
which is requested in the Technology Update—becomes a critically important position to
the ongoing functioning of these Web assets.
Recommendations
2. Maintain the plan and timetable for implementing a new, Association-wide
e-Commerce platform.
3. Recruit Content Management System Administrator.

IV.

LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (LMS)

Context and Challenges
ALA relies on an outdated Moodle learning platform for its online courses (v.1.9). That
system must be upgraded in order to offer features required in online courses (e.g.,
wikis, forums). The Technology Update suggests either that the Moodle platform be
upgraded or that a new learning management system (LMS) be selected and
implemented by the end of 2016.
An interim solution would be to move all ALA-offered courses onto the Moodle platform
used for courses offered by ALA Publishing. This Moodle platform is up-to-date (v.3.0)
and is externally hosted. According to ALA Publishing staff, there are no technical
reasons that would prevent this arrangement.
With this interim solution in place, a search for a new learning management system can
proceed. The onsite interviews revealed that both ALA and the Divisions are interested
in having a centralized LMS solution that integrates back to the AMS. Therefore, having
an agreed-upon commitment to a specific AMS (i.e., iMIS) is important when
researching LMS platforms because AMS providers typically have recommended
partner solutions in which standard integrations are already in place—and which,
therefore, result in faster implementation and the need for fewer customizations.
Recommendations
4. Temporarily: migrate e-Learning content from the Association’s Moodle
instance to ALA Publishing’s instance.
5. Longer term: select and implement an Association-wide e-Learning platform.
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V.

OFFICE 365 MIGRATION

Context and Challenges
The Technology Update includes an initiative to move applications to the cloud, both for
accessibility and for business-continuity reasons. Such a move would also eliminate
some overhead costs associated with maintenance, the facility, and utilities. Part of the
initiative calls for moving the current on-premises Microsoft Exchange email
infrastructure and the Microsoft Office desktop applications and files to a hosted
solution using MS Office 365. This so-called “SaaS (Software as a Service) model” would
replace hardware, maintenance, and licensing costs with a pay-as-you-go subscription
fee.
Recommendation
6. Pursue a phased transition to Office 365.
This initiative is likely to be the one that most affects end-users and the ways in which
they work day to day. Migrating email, automation tools, and documents to a new
environment at the same time is risky. Dealing with email configuration (including virus
and spam protections), active directory, and the moving of mailboxes is itself a major
project, let alone moving documents to the cloud simultaneously. Additional security
and permissions considerations come into play and configuration becomes even more
critical.
The Technology Update only makes reference to the current fileserver environment
once, and that is to say “Remote access to internal shared drives is offered to all staff
through NetStorage, which is difficult to use” (ITTS Internal Review, p. 5). The urgency
of abandoning NetStorage in favor of remote access using Office 365 should be
evaluated to see if moving shared files can wait until a second phase.

VI.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Context and Challenges
In the onsite interviews, frustrations were expressed by the Divisions and by the Finance
and Accounting Office about the systems in use within ALA for managing accounting
functions, particularly the Prophix budgeting and reporting application and the
Sharepoint bill payment workflow tool. Complaints related to Prophix ranged from lack
of training and documentation to inconsistencies, repetitive functions, and delays in
entering new grant budgets. Complaints related to Sharepoint seemed focused on the
approvals workflow and how its complexity can slow or stall the payment process.
Finance and Accounting staff expressed concerns about:
 the lack of seamless integration between systems;
 the amount of manual intervention required; and
 remote access, or lack thereof.
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They worry whether systems are best-of-breed.
The Technology Update doesn’t address these specific issues, although an upgrade to
Microsoft GP Dynamics is planned in 2016. The ITTS Internal Review conducted in
November 2015 does make mention of integration problems between GP and Prophix
after upgrades, and the need for some staff to have to rely on separate databases to track
and analyze restricted funds.
Recommendation
7. Conduct a business process review of the payment approval process in order to
identify bottlenecks and to evaluate whether adjustments can be made to the
software and/or approval process itself.
Currently, only 40% of ALA’s expenses are managed through the financial management
systems. Problems related to Prophix may, in turn, be tied directly to ALA’s
organizational complexities (as described on p. 12 of the Technology Update). The
recent attention paid to reducing the number of pricing rules in effect within ALA
should now be directed to similarly reducing the number of unit-grant/project
combinations the Prophix system is expected to accommodate. These and other
accounting complexities—which are unlikely to go away overnight—will benefit from an
in- or external business process review, if not both.

VII.

ALA.ORG RESPONSIVE DESIGN

Context and Challenges
The rapid proliferation of devices now used to access web content (desktops, laptops,
tablets, phones) demands that websites be designed in such a way as to present content
for optimal viewing and interaction, irrespective of the device being used. ALA plans on
launching a responsive design template for ala.org in Spring 2016 with divisional sites
following afterward. While interviewees welcomed plans for a responsive site, they were
uncertain as to what would be required to make divisional sites responsive.
The Technology Update includes no specific commitment to making new web assets—
including e-Commerce, e-Learning, and ALA Connect—responsive. While this may have
been an oversight, it needs to be corrected because it is important that any new web
development factor in responsiveness and all the design decisions that need accompany
a responsive design approach.
Recommendations
8. Commit, explicitly, to building/implementing web assets that are responsive.
9. Implement new responsive design template for ALA.org
10. Convene a working group of ITTS and divisional staff to review and draft
guidelines/activities for moving divisional sites to responsive template.
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VIII.

ALA CONNECT

Context and Challenges
The new version of ALA Connect, implemented using the Higher Logic community
platform and expected to launch in Spring 2016, is promoted within the Technology
Update as providing additional desired functionality and an opportunity to replace some
existing and disparate applications developed over the years.
Topping the list is the integrated member profile feature that will allow the flow of
information back and forth between iMIS (the central repository of member data) and
the ALA Connect platform, which will be used to collect additional demographic
information about members. Of equal benefit is the integration feature between the
ALA Connect community and committee rosters housed and maintained within the
iMIS system. It is expected that this automated integration will keep committee
communities updated with the latest information on their members. In addition, the
discussion feature within each committee community is expected to replace committee
email lists now managed in the Sympa mailing list management system, which currently
requires constant manual updating by staff.
The Technology Update also anticipates replacing the current in-house-developed
Committee Volunteer Form and Opportunities Exchange with the more robust Higher
Logic platform module, Volunteer Central. Similarly, MentorConnect might be
supplanted by Higher Logic’s Mentor Match module.
Although expectations are high for the new ALA Connect, concerns expressed during
interviews included:
 Content migration from the current platform to the new platform;
 Data integration with iMIS;
 Customizations of the Higher Logic platform required to accommodate the multilevel divisional structure of ALA;
 Staff and member training; and
 Member adoption of the new platform as the preferred collaboration site (vs.
Google Apps).
Recommendations
11. Implement ALA Connect on the Higher Logic community platform.
12. Continue to fund community manager staff position and budget for Higher
Logic annual educational forum.
13. Develop a training program for staff committee liaisons to champion and
promote use of the platform for collaboration.
14. Utilize the ITTS Advisory Committee (see below) to explore the feasibility of
adopting Volunteer Central.
15. Explore the possibility of using HL microsites as the primary application for
building grant sites.
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IX.

ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS
Context and Challenges
Both the reports provided the external reviewers in advance and the onsite interviews
conducted by the reviewers confirmed frustration with three very basic enterprise
systems:
 the telephone system, which is antiquated;
 the remote access system, which is restrictive; and
 the email marketing system, of which several different varieties are in use.
Recommendations
16. Replace the telephone system, whether with a VOIP-based system or with some
other technology that is fit for contemporary purpose.
17. Utilize the ITTS Advisory Committee (see below) to review and define to which
staff and under what circumstances remote access to business systems can be
extended.
18. Utilize the ITTS Advisory Committee (see below) to review and rationalize the
various email marketing platforms currently in use within the Association.

X.

ITTS
Context and Challenges
Not surprisingly, the onsite interviews revealed a mix of support for and concerns about
ITTS, its practices, and its resources.
On the support side, there is recognition that ITTS needs additional resources, because
as currently resourced, there is “absolutely no way [for ITTS] to meet expectations.” It is
particularly recognized as needing additional developer support because "fires always
have to be forestalled or fought.” Finance and Accounting, especially, credits ITTS with
being a good sounding board for how financial systems interact with other ALA systems,
for implementation, for user acceptance training, and for middleware software
development as necessary.
On the concern side, communication is not considered to be timely. Training is thought
to be inconsistent and not provided on an ongoing basis. The designations used to
describe the level of Help Desk support requested are considered inadequate. By its own
admission, ITTS lacks an intake mechanism for input like: "I need X." Report writing, as
noted elsewhere in this Report, is seen as requiring far too much ITTS intervention (see
Recommendation 1d above).
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The situation in which ITTS finds itself—and, indeed, in which ALA finds itself—is
perhaps best seen in these telling statements made during the interviews:
 "ITTS is inundated and everything they're working on is top priority, so when we
need something, we just go outside."
 “People in ALA don't like to hear ‘no’ and when they do, they go outside. So, ITTS
tries hard not to say ‘no’.”
We trust the reader will agree that these require no additional comment.
Recommendations
19. Create an internal ITTS Advisory Committee to facilitate collective decisionmaking and communication.
20. Regularize—and increase the frequency of—implementation updates.
21. Create and implement a system of Help Desk support tiers that is quantitative
and time-based, not narrative. Institute mandatory ticketing.
22. Recruit:
a. A Project Manager.
b. A Web Developer.
23. Allocate additional funding to development.
24. Consider relocating some training from ITTS to HR.
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April 19, 2016
TO:

PLA Board of Directors

RE:

Preliminary PLA 2016 Report

FROM:

Barb Macikas, Executive Director

The PLA Conference in Denver ended ten days ago and all indicators point to it being one
extraordinary conference! More than 8,000 public library professionals, exhibitors, speakers and
supporters gathered in Denver and online from April 5 – 9. The conference offered more than 100
educational programs; special events showcasing bestselling authors and innovators; and more than
600 exhibitors that featured the latest technology and services vital to today’s public libraries,
librarians and their users. A more complete report will be prepared for the board for the June
meeting but in the interim, here are some of the numbers.
Overall Evaluation
PLA is still collecting post‐conference survey results. Based on 1,139 responses received to date:








98.9% would recommend the PLA conference to a colleague
98.5% learned something at the conference that will help them at work
92% said there were sufficient opportunities to network/meet new colleagues at the
conference
82% visited the exhibits 3 times or more (with 25% of those visiting more than 4 times)
92% used a smart phone or other device (tablet, laptop) at the conference
75% used the conference app
46% were first‐time PLA conference attendees

Programmatic Evaluation
In addition to the post‐conference survey, attendees could evaluate programs using the conference
app. Preliminary results follow.
Program Evaluations:
3334 total evaluation received as of Friday 4/15; 114 programs have been evaluated
“Strongly Agree” and “Agree” responses averaging between 70‐85% for the four Likert scale
questions common to both program and preconference evaluations
Preconference Evaluations:
256 total evaluations received as of Friday 4/15; 10 preconferences have been evaluated
“Strongly Agree” and “Agree” responses averaging between 85‐94% for the four Likert scale
questions common to both program and preconference evaluations
Responses broke down as follows:
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I learned something new that will help me in
my work.
I feel more confident about what I just
learned.

Program Evaluations
Strongly
Agree Agree
46%
39%

Preconference Evaluations
Strongly
Agree Agree
59%
35%

36%

41%

47%

39%

I intend to apply what I just learned in my
library when I return home.

39%

39%

48%

38%

I learned about a resource or program that
will help me continue learning.

34%

36%

45%

40%

Financials
All bills have not yet been processed. Based on registration and exhibit revenue received and expense
projections, we anticipate slightly exceeding budget for conference. More complete financials will be
available for the June meeting.
Registration Breakdown
Denver 2016
Attendees: 5,942
Exhibitors: 1,949
Virtual Conference Registrants: 110 (65 single, 45 groups of three or more people)
Total: 8,001
Indianapolis 2014
Attendees: 5,686
Exhibitors: 1,976
Virtual Conference Registrants: 141 (79 single, 62 groups of three or more people)
Total: 7,803
Philadelphia 2012
Attendees: 6,127
Virtual Conference Registrants: 136 (87 single, 49 groups)
Exhibitors: 2,502
Total: 8,765

Thanks to the Board, committees, volunteers, and staff for an extremely successful conference. Now,
on to Philadelphia!
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Date: April 18, 2016
To:

PLA Board

From: Emily Plagman, Project Manager
RE:

Performance Measurement Task Force Extension

Rec:

Extend Performance Measurement Task Force by 1 year

The Performance Measurement Task Force was initiated at ALA Annual for a 3-year
term starting on July 1, 2013 through June 30, 2016. Its charge is to develop
standardized measures of effectiveness for widely-offered public library programs and
promote the training for implementation and use of the measures across public libraries.
In late 2013, the Task Force tested the existing set of outcome measures – now termed
Immediate Surveys - which are the foundation on which Project Outcome is built. It is
currently pilot testing Follow-up measures and guidelines for libraries to write their own
measures, which will be introduced in June at ALA in Orlando.
During its 2016 Midwinter meeting, the Task Force discussed the need to review and
address any updates to the measures. It determined that it would need an additional 12
months to examine and address any changes it would need to make to the outcome
measures and review the field-wide adoption of its work. Furthermore, Project Outcome
is funded through the end of 2017 and PLA staff would benefit from its continued
guidance and expertise throughout most of the grand period. The Task Force,
therefore, requests a yearlong extension of its charter, extending its end date to
June 30, 2017.
Recommendation: Approve extending the term of the Performance Measurement Task
Force from June 30, 2016 to June 30, 2017.
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2017‐18 PLA Board:
Pam Sandlian Smith
Felton Thomas, Jr.
to be nominated/elected
Dr. Rhea Brown Lawson
Gina Millsap
Richard Kong
Tracy Stroebel
to be nominated/elected replacing Melanie Huggins
to be nominated/elected replacing Manya Shore
to be nominated/elected replacing Rivkah Sass

President
Past‐President
President‐Elect
Director‐at‐large
Director‐at‐large
Director‐at‐large
Director‐at‐large
Director‐at‐large
Director‐at‐large
ALA Division Councilor

Rangeview
Cleveland

CO
OH

Houston
Topeka & Shawnee Co
Skokie
Cuyahoga County

TX
KS
IL
OH
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TO:

PLA Board of Directors

FROM: Larry Neal, PLA Past‐President
RE:

Statement on Future Accreditation – ROUGH DRAFT OUTLINE

PLA has been approached by Gary Wasdin, a member of the ALA Future Context of Future
Accreditation Committee, to provide a statement on behalf of PLA’s members regarding this issue. I
have agreed to work with the PLA Board and leadership to craft a statement to be presented for final
PLA Board approval at ALA Annual. The purpose of this draft outline is to prompt a preliminary
discussion about what should be included or excluded from the statement.
BACKGROUND
Charge of the ALA Task Force
To develop a white paper that describes the fields and context for which we will be accrediting in the
future and to make recommendations as may arise in the process of that development to the ALA
Executive Board. The discussion should address:
 Accreditation of information programs – who is doing what, how do they or might they relate
to LIS programs; disconnect (or perceived disconnect) between skills increasingly needed (e.g.
information architecture), the current curricula of LIS programs, and standards/statements of
core competencies currently in place;
 Values – e.g., public access, privacy, intellectual freedom – as common threads binding together
LIS and related fields and a core element in curricula; and,
 The changing institutional context for accreditation, including factors such as pedagogical
innovation, assessment and resources.
The discussion/white paper should result in a conceptual statement as a framework for the
development (by the ALA Committee on Accreditation) of future standards.
Explanation from Mary Ghikas
It would be extremely valuable if PLA could prepare a statement, grounded in your understanding of
the libraries represented by your members, that might help us answer the fundamental question
“what is the field for which we will be accrediting graduate education in the future?” PLA’s work is
helping to shape that future field and, I believe, should provide some significant insights into how
statements of desired competencies and, ultimately, standards for accreditation, should change.
POSSIBLE THEMES/LANGUAGE TO INCORPORATE
1. “As the role of public libraries keeps expanding, their staff and leadership never rest. They
absorb enormous social changes, and then democratize the benefits. They educate the public
about how far their library has come, and then invent what comes next.
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People are moved to work in the public library because of its unique and unparalleled ability to
help anyone learn, do, and grow.” [Taken from PLA’s positioning statement]
2. “…many libraries worldwide have moved beyond simply providing information access and now
position themselves as critical centers of learning, creativity, and community development. The
challenge is to continue this transformation and ensure that libraries everywhere are equipped
to constantly evolve to meet individual and community needs in a rapidly changing
environment….
The library field will need to continue and amplify the widespread, systemic changes in services,
staffing, and roles that show positive outcomes. Librarians must develop new partnerships,
create a culture of innovation by adopting new tools and programs from others in and outside
of the field, and rigorously apply resources to identify, measure, and respond to community
needs. They must use data and continuous assessment to make ongoing programmatic
improvement and communicate the library’s impact to government, funders, and other
stakeholders.
Library leaders are equipped with the knowledge, skills, and confidence to engage internal
stakeholders and external partners in positioning the library as a nexus of community
development.”
[Taken from PLA Gates Grant]
3. The Public Library Association represents a wide range of library professionals in public libraries
of all sizes across the United States.
4. The importance and requirement of an accredited degree varies greatly by state and often by
size of library within a given state.
5. Are fewer public library positions requiring an ALA‐accredited master’s degree, whether on the
front line or directors of smaller or very large libraries?
6. Should we encourage exploring future accreditation to include non‐LIS degrees such as early
childhood development or reading specialists or highly related undergraduate degrees,
especially those being offered by iSchools?
7. “The bedrock of professional education and professional accreditation is a fusion of values,
ethics, and specific competencies. The latter includes field‐specific knowledge and skills (e.g.,
computer science, library science, digital humanities) and transferable skills and attitudes (e.g.,
critical thinking, leadership abilities, creativity, problem solving, and so on). While the field‐
specific knowledge base varies from information field to information field, we call on ALA to
recognize the commonality of professional values, ethics, and transferable skills in discussion
and revisions of accreditation standards.” [Taken from ASIS&T’s statement]
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8. Disconnect we often hear from people new to the profession and what was lacking in their
formal education‐‐‐the classic theory versus practice tension? Some skills will become quickly
out of date. Some skills are less needed until a person gets further into her/his career. [Review
report from 2016 Emerging Leaders team assigned to ‘Assessing MLIS Preparation for Emerging
Public Library Leaders’ project]
9. 11 essential skills identified in the March 2016 LJ article, “Top Skills for Tomorrow’s Librarians”
a. Advocacy/politics
b. Collaboration
c. Communication/people skills
d. Creativity/innovation
e. Critical thinking
f. Data analysis
g. Flexibility
h. Leadership
i. Marketing
j. Project management
k. Technological expertise
10. “It is imperative that accreditation standards be comprehensive and flexible enough to
accurately represent educational requirements in multiple information fields, both in and
outside of libraries, archives, and other longstanding information organizations. Accreditation
must reflect the eclectic, diverse and pluralistic nature of the information field and must be
fully applicable to an array of information professions.” [Taken from ASIS&T’s statement]
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CONFIDENTIAL, DO NOT COPY OR DISTRIBUTE
Concept

Pre-Proposal

Investment Development

Management & Close

Grant Proposal Narrative
We appreciate your interest in submitting a proposal to the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and we thank you for working with us
throughout the proposal process. Your designated foundation contact will continue to work collaboratively with you as you prepare
your proposal to help you understand the connection between the foundation's relevant program strategy and the proposed project, as
well as to respond to any questions you might have over the course of this process. You are encouraged to communicate with your
program officer to make sure that your efforts are aligned with the proposal requirements and that you are not expending unnecessary
time or energy in this process.
Answer all of the questions in this Proposal Narrative template and submit it to your foundation program officer for review and
collaborative discussion. Due to tax, legal, and reporting requirements, all proposals must be submitted in English. The proposal must
be submitted in Word, as PDFs will not be accepted.
This is a proposal shaping document and not a commitment by the foundation to fund the work.
General Information
Proposal Title

PLA Legacy Grant

Investment Duration (Months)

120

Requested Amount (U.S.$)

$10,805,701

Total Project Cost (U.S.$)

$11,566,472

Opportunity ID

OPP1130108

Prospective Grantee Information
1

Organization Legal Name

American Library Association

Organization Doing Business As

American Library Association

Mailing Address
Street Address 1

Primary Contact Name

Barbara Macikas

Street Address 2

Primary Contact Title

PLA Executive Director

Street Address 3

Primary Contact Email

bmacikas@ala.org

Primary Contact Phone

312-280-5028

City

50 E. Huron Street

Chicago

State / Province

IL

Feedback Contact

Zip / Postal Code

60611

Feedback Email

Country

USA

Authorized Signer Name

Keith Michael Fiels

Authorized Signer Title

ALA Executive Director

Authorized Signer Email

kfiels@ala.org

Website (if applicable)

1
2

2

2

Legal Name: will be used in the agreement and should match the name on the bank account that receives the grant funds (assuming fully executed agreement)
Feedback Contact/Email: The full name and email of the contact whom foundation staff queries for various surveys.

Tax Status (if known & applicable)
Refer to Tax Status Definitions

U.S Employer Identification
Number (EIN) (If applicable)
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Organization’s Total Revenue
for Most Recent Audited
Financial Year (U.S.$)

$50,465,465

36-2166947

© 2015 Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
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Submission Information
Date Submitted

April 1, 2016

Submitted by same as above

No

Submitted by Contact Name

Mary Hirsh

Submitted by Contact Email

mhirsh@ala.org

Submitted by Contact Title

Manager, Special Initiatives

Submitted by Contact Phone

312-280-5039

Proposal Details
The Foundation is prohibited from conducting or funding any lobbying or political campaign activities, as these terms are specifically
defined under U.S. tax law. Unlike many of our grantees/vendors who may engage in limited lobbying, the Foundation cannot lobby or
fund any lobbying activities carried out by its grantees/vendors. We request that you please review the information at the following link,
Foundation Funds and Advocacy, to assess whether any of your proposed activities may constitute lobbying as defined by the IRS. If so,
you should revise your proposal accordingly prior to submission.
1. Executive Summary
Provide a brief summary of the investment.

The Gates Library Foundation was established in 1997 to address the growing ‘Digital Divide.’ The foundation’s Global
Libraries (GL) initiative connected U.S. and international public libraries to the Internet, helping millions of people improve
their lives through tools and opportunities to further education, support economic development, and connect to
resources and ideas. As the GL initiative matured, it expanded its focus from basic connectivity to an emphasis on helping
libraries support individual and community outcomes and looked for new ways to address the pressing challenges for the
future of public libraries.
The Public Library Association (PLA), a division of the American Library Association (ALA), has been a key partner in GL’s
work in the United States. To date, PLA has received $12.5 million from the foundation to deliver advocacy training
through Turning the Page, support development of the Edge benchmarks, and drive the adoption of performance
measurement as a common library practice through Project Outcome. Through these programs, GL and PLA have shifted
attitudes and behaviors of library professionals at over three thousand libraries, providing them with tools to be
successful advocates for their libraries and better aligned with overall community goals.
In 2014, the Gates Foundation announced plans to wind down its Global Libraries initiative over a three‐ to five‐year
period. Since then, GL has identified a catalytic way to exit the field—ensuring it achieves the foundation’s goal of leaving
the library field stronger and more resilient. A key component of this work was identifying three legacy partners critical to
carrying the work forward: PLA, the Technology and Social Change Group at the University of Washington’s Information
School (TASCHA), and the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA). Through substantial
long‐term grants these three organizations will work together to sustain the gains of existing GL programs; create and
scale new models of research, training, and practice; use a collective impact approach to make collaboration work across
library support organizations 1 (LSOs); and support a globally connected field.
This work will take place within the context of the legacy framework, which aspires to position libraries as engines of
development that are funded as key community assets. Activities will be designed around the four lever areas of: Network
and Knowledge Sharing, Leadership Capacity Building, Impact and Advocacy, and Research and Innovation. The partners
have further divided the work to occur in three distinct stages that build on one another: Discover and Launch; Implement
and Amplify; and Grow and Thrive.

1

Library support organizations (LSOs) are non-profit organizations, associations, or consortia which support the provision of quality
library services through policy, advocacy, training, or other services or support to libraries or librarians.
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PLA is a member‐driven organization that provides a diverse program of communication, publication, advocacy, and
continuing education to its approximately nine thousand members and others interested in the advancement of public
library service. PLA will use the opportunity presented by the legacy grant to deepen, expand, and transform its
engagement in areas where it has previously demonstrated success and to ensure that success filters out to the broader
library field, first in the U.S but ultimately throughout the world in collaboration with IFLA. Ideally, all libraries, regardless
of PLA affiliation, should be able to find themselves in some aspect of PLA’s legacy activities, strengthening the field as a
whole and PLA’s continued ability to serve it.
The grant will enable PLA to expand its work on existing initiatives, develop new programs, collaborate with current
partners and engage new partners, and build capacity of public libraries to adopt the work put forth by the legacy
partners. PLA is excited to have the opportunity to more deeply engage in areas of current success while exploring
dynamic new approaches for the association and the profession.
Describe the charitable purpose of this work by completing the statement “This grant will be used [to …].” Please limit to one sentence,
begin with “to” and do not include a period at the end. Example: “This grant will be used [to fund new schools and assist other organizations in the
design of new schools]”

to build the capacity of public libraries to better align with community priorities, increasing library impact on overall
community development through a robust program of services, communications, and partnerships
2. Problem Statement
Describe the problem, why it is a problem, and who is impacted by the problem. What specific elements of the problem is this investment
trying to address?

For the past twenty years, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation’s Global Libraries initiative has worked to improve the lives
of one billion information poor people while positioning the world’s 320,000 public libraries as critical community assets
and providers of information through relevant programs and services. The impact of this work has been remarkable,
improving the lives of over 253 million people in fifty‐four countries. The announcement of the decision to wind down the
initiative in 2014 challenged Global Libraries leaders and staff to use their remaining resources to work with LSOs and the
field to solidify gains, sustain momentum, and drive library development through creation, adoption, and implementation
of a legacy strategy.
The ultimate goal of the foundation’s investments continues to be to improve lives. GL’s foundational focus on providing
equitable access and opportunity for library users (particularly those who would not otherwise have access) will serve as
the cornerstone for all legacy work. As a result of Global Libraries and other initiatives, many libraries worldwide have
moved beyond simply providing information access and now position themselves as critical centers of learning, creativity,
and community development. The challenge is to continue this transformation and ensure that libraries everywhere are
equipped to constantly evolve to meet individual and community needs in a rapidly changing environment. It is a major
shift for many and thus the legacy strategy revolves around supporting and expanding this change.
Focusing the legacy strategy on user and community needs will enable libraries to maximize their positive impact on
people’s lives. GL and library support organizations agree the library field will need to continue and amplify the
widespread systemic changes in services, staffing, and roles that show positive outcomes. Librarians must develop new
partnerships, create a culture of innovation by adopting new tools and programs from others in and outside of the field,
and rigorously apply resources to identify, measure, and respond to community needs. They must use data and
continuous assessment to make ongoing programmatic improvement and communicate the library’s impact to
government, funders, and other stakeholders.
The ability of individual librarians to be successful at meeting community needs is often dependent on LSOs to lead
collaborative efforts, share best practices and tools, capture the impact of library services at multiple levels, and
successfully advocate for funding and policies that support public libraries. Because of their credibility and reach, LSOs like
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PLA are also well positioned to lead shifts in the mindsets of librarians and set new expectations for library service
standards. In order to create better libraries individually, the LSOs engaged as legacy partners will change the underlying
conversation and empower the field by working collectively to ensure libraries are aligned with community goals, are
recognized as engines of development, and are funded as key community assets.
The legacy partners, together with Global Libraries staff and consultants, have developed a “Legacy Framework” to move
forward. The partners will use four levers to drive and then sustain change across the field: Network and Knowledge
Sharing, Leadership Capacity Building, Impact and Advocacy, and Research and Innovation. The work accomplished
through these levers will build on and accelerate the accomplishments Global Libraries has achieved. Through short‐ and
long‐term strategies at both the library support organization and library levels, the legacy partners will advance the field
to strengthen and expand the reach of libraries worldwide, enabling them all to become integral parts of the communities
they serve.

3. Scope and Approach
Describe the scope and approach of the proposed work. This should be a narrative description of the principal results the investment
would achieve and how those results relate to the problem described above (rather than a list of outcomes and outputs.) Note: You will
provide a list of outcomes and outputs in the Results Framework

The legacy strategy funds PLA, IFLA, and TASCHA to deeply engage with each other, their respective constituents, and
their many LSO partners over a long period of time in order to position libraries as well‐funded key community assets. PLA
is proposing a robust program across the lever topic areas that can generally be defined as professional training, diffusing
knowledge across the field and related organizations, coproduction among partners, and opportunities for the field to
exercise evolving skills.
The legacy framework builds on four levers or areas of focus: Network and Knowledge Sharing, Leadership Capacity
Building, Impact and Advocacy, and Research and Innovation. Most of PLA’s effort will take place within the first three
levers, as well as in an organizational capacity area of focus that PLA has developed to facilitate success in all other areas.
By focusing on these levers, PLA will promote a model for community‐aligned library service. Libraries will learn to identify
and measure their impacts; they will gain leadership skills to regularly present those impacts to community stakeholders
to advance benefits for libraries and communities; they will learn about innovations that offer new opportunities for
impact; and they will learn how to integrate those new impacts into the cycle of measurement, community leadership,
and growing community and public support for their libraries.
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PLA recognizes the interdependence of the levers described by the legacy framework. As PLA operationalizes the work of
the legacy initiative, the boundaries between the levers will fall away when appropriate. And from the perspective of the
library community at large, the work should be viewed as part of a broader continuum and not discreet components only
available within specific categories or to specific audiences. Therefore, PLA is proposing goals, activities, and results that
speak to the broader concept of shifting libraries from information providers to drivers of community development rather
than to the individual lever focus areas.
Presenting the scope and approach that PLA will take to implement its legacy work requires examining the following:
 the five interconnected results that PLA will achieve to position libraries as key community assets;
 the phased approach to the work, which will ensure PLA and its partners first build on strengths and opportunities
and proceed through phases of growth and sustainability;
 the operational priorities that will guide PLA’s work, with specific attention to advancing collaboration and
coproduction with its LSO partners; and
 the strategic review criteria PLA will implement on its legacy activities to ensure appropriate scope and
continually yielding success.
FIVE INTERCONNECTED RESULTS
1) Performance and outcome measurement become standard practice. Library performance and outcome
measurement will become standard practice and be integrated with advocacy so that external stakeholders
understand the value of and sustain support for libraries.
The field will demonstrate impact by collecting and using outcome data to form and advance community goals. Librarians
will develop the skills, confidence, and ability to advocate, increasing their influence on stakeholders at local, national, and
international levels. This work also will demand libraries consider and frame their impacts within a context of local, state
and national priorities.
Activities within this goal expand access to outcome supports and training, providing libraries tools to measure their
impacts on priority community areas. PLA will leverage its brand and field reputation, its extensive U.S. leadership and
membership networks, and its communication capacity to ensure that leading library organizations—including the legacy
partners—formally embrace measurement of community impact and articulate this approach throughout their
programming as a core value. As part of the legacy collaboration, PLA will engage in shared learning around outcome
measurement with IFLA, which may result in both international adoption of PLA strategies and also implementation of
lessons learned from other countries at U.S. libraries.
As a result of this approach, it is expected that all public libraries will (a) understand the necessity and mechanics of
collecting outcome data; (b) be able to apply outcome data in service of advocacy activities and planning activities; and (c)
demonstrate local success that illustrates the library’s leadership role at the community level and informs collective
impact at the national level.
2) Community‐aligned service development and advocacy become essential leadership attributes. Library leaders
are equipped with the knowledge, skills, and confidence to engage internal stakeholders and external partners in
positioning the library as a nexus of community development.
The field of public librarianship will foster and sustain system leaders skilled in positioning libraries as a necessary
component of improving their communities and the lives of residents. Libraries, library leaders, and LSOs will operate in
strategic collaboration, leveraging their collective impact to positively address local, national, and global challenges.
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Activities within this goal address the problem statement by providing the resources and connections needed to improve
skills and confidence required for librarians to become community leaders. Library staff will find the abilities to form
partnerships, measure outcomes and apply data, and foster new leaders through mentoring and networking. Leading
library organizations including the legacy partners will embrace a community‐minded focus when building partnerships
and designing services to provide greater depth and breadth of access to and engagement with resources, resulting to
new approaches and opportunities to lead communities forward from the library.
As a result, it is expected that leadership at all public libraries will (a) understand the necessity of community‐minded
leadership; (b) engage in continually practicing and refreshing leadership skills through training and network building; (c)
exhibit ideal behaviors associated with community engagement; and (d) participate in larger advocacy networks to
advance local, state, and national policies that support libraries as a nexus of community development.
3) Innovation accelerates, and impactful practices are iterated and scaled more quickly. Knowledge in the library
field will be continuously expanded through research conducted both within and outside of the legacy
partnership, bringing non‐library partner stakeholders, resources, and practices to the field.
Innovation will become integral to contemporary library practice through the shared ability to integrate new models and
services. Access to research will provide the necessary evidence for making decisions about programs and services.
Activities within this goal contribute to the problem statement by identifying gaps in research to support and spread
innovative services and program that move libraries toward creative solutions in meeting needs. To achieve this goal, PLA
will coordinate and build on the work of its legacy partner, TASCHA.
As a result of this approach, it is expected that all public libraries will (a) understand the importance of shifting to a
research‐based practice and (b) be more willing to adopt and share innovative practices.
4) PLA’s evolution creates a progressive organization that models outcome‐based leadership, critical self‐
assessment, and deep member engagement. PLA itself will demonstrate a sustainable, successful model of
supporting libraries as key community assets, measuring and promoting meaningful outcomes, and prioritizing
networks and knowledge‐sharing. Through this organizational capacity work, PLA will strengthen its position as
the premier association for public library professionals, providing high levels of service and value for members
while raising the profile of public libraries and library support organizations generally.
Internally, PLA will identify evolving staff competencies and provide opportunities for professional development. This will
include skills related to the legacy work such as impact assessment and leadership. It also relates to implementing the
legacy work, developing staff skills in working with an international audience, and developing productive partnerships that
align goals and contribute to sustainability. This professional development will be institutionalized, ensuring legacy work is
sustained within PLA through staff and leadership transitions. PLA will spread this focus on staff and leadership
development internally among ALA and its units and externally with LSO partners. As PLA evolves, it will establish
alignment with the legacy partners and other collaborating LSOs and develop strategies to collaborate on staff and board
support. PLA will be a model to LSOs and libraries for how to develop, promote, and inspire internal activity that leads to
collective impact.
Furthermore, PLA will develop a comprehensive and multilayered communications plan so that legacy work is effectively
and consistently communicated to the field, up from the individual project level to the broad system change level. PLA will
identify opportunities to strongly align itself with the legacy framework, to formally embrace impact measurement, to
articulate this approach as a core value, and to implement policy, education, and strategy initiatives to achieve changes
necessary for sustainability.
As a result of this approach, it is expected that all PLA, ALA, and other LSOs will (a) operate at a high level of efficiency and
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focus toward the shared goal of positioning libraries as key community assets, (b) sustain their efforts toward this goal
through leadership and staff transitions, and (c) consider supporting LSO professionals as both a shared responsibility and
a collaborative opportunity among LSOs.
5) Working collaboratively through networks becomes standard practice. Intimately aligned networks
coordinate strategies and share resources to lead the profession forward.
The collaborative planning that has been used to develop legacy activities among PLA, TASCHA, and IFLA since 2014 will
extend through 2017. As a result, new and specific activities within this goal will continue to be developed at the partner
level. It will be important for the partners to document this process to solidify the working relationship through adoption
of a memorandum of understanding (MOU), to outline best practices for continued collaboration, and to articulate the
legacy partner vision and expected work streams to the field in a unified voice. Beginning in late 2016, the legacy partners
will dedicate time and resources to determining those work streams and projects carried out together.
Within the U.S. field, PLA will engage LSO partners in strategizing the elements necessary for field‐wide change through a
series of in‐person summits and virtual engagements. PLA and its LSO partners have history of working together on
specific projects (such as Edge) or issues (such as early childhood literacy). The legacy grant provides an opportunity for
organizations to step back from these targeted project outcomes and think more broadly about strategies for field‐wide
change. Beginning in Phase 1, PLA will invite partners to bring their individual expertise, perspectives, and interests
together to move issues forward that benefit the field. This first summit will set a framework for ongoing activities and
priorities, eventually resulting in a set of guiding principles that articulates a common vision for libraries as agents of
development. Subsequent convenings will tackle a specific task or topic area related to the broad categories of the wind
down strategy framework of leadership capacity building, impact and advocacy, and research and innovation. Topics will
be determined collaboratively by the group, based on the current needs of the field. It is hoped that these activities will
eventually be reflected at the project level, with organizations working in alignment to reduce redundancies. Assembling
the partners will continue at regular intervals over the life of the grant, and may be supplemented with periodic online
check‐ins, or by leveraging existing meeting opportunities such as ALA conferences.
As a result of this approach, it is expected that PLA, its legacy partners, ALA and other LSOs will (a) increasingly align
strategic priorities over time, (b) benefit from sharing information to reduce redundancies and strengthen programming
and, (c) leverage resources collaboratively that increase the ability of LSOs to meet the needs of the field.
PHASED APPROACH
Because the complexity of the legacy partner work requires unique diligence in planning to ensure goals are met, PLA has
coordinated with legacy partners on a phased approach. The work of the partners will be structured into three sequential
and iterative phases over ten years: Discover and Launch; Implement and Amplify; and Grow and Thrive. The phases
define a focus and conceptual sequence for project content and activities. The structure does not preclude additional
activities from taking place at any point during the lifespan of the award.


Discover and Launch (2016–2017) focuses on developing the organizational capacity of each partner organization
and the partner relationship itself. This phase includes conducting needs assessments and background research;
revising existing programs and other activities requiring shorter ramp‐up time; building linkages with existing GL
initiatives and assessing which GL assets to carry forward; identifying potential partners to align agendas; and
developing mechanisms to capture early learnings applicable to the field.



Implement and Amplify (2018–2022) moves partners’ work into full‐scale, broad‐based implementation. This
phase includes activities and initiatives to accelerate adoption throughout the library field nationally and
internationally; to incorporate additional lessons and tools originating from the field itself; to continue to evaluate
and adapt earlier learnings; and to develop proof points (examples that offer evidence of the work’s success and
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value) and begin to engage governments and other stakeholders.


Grow and Thrive (2023–2026) propels the project into a transition from partner‐led to field‐led work with the
field taking ownership for planning and implementation. This phase is characterized by a focus on the
sustainability of project initiatives; new external partners investing in the projects and programs; cementing
existing partnerships; and securing funding and support for priority activities from an increasingly diverse pool of
stakeholders.

The phased approach will allow PLA to first expand its existing programs and then begin to incorporate new programs,
approaches and partners. This structure will enable PLA to build on a solid foundation of well‐respected programs. The
length of the legacy initiative as described by this phased approach will also allow PLA and its partners to develop long‐
range plans. By identifying broad ten‐year goals at the outset, PLA will deliberately address how to build skills over time.
OPERATIONAL PRIORITIES AND OPPORTUNITY FOR SUBSTANTIVE COLLABORATION
How PLA carries out the legacy work, and how legacy partners collaborate with other LSOs, is as important as the work
itself. Based on previous success and emerging needs of the library field, PLA has identified the following operational
priorities needed for success. PLA will:
 utilize and develop PLA’s diverse and knowledgeable membership and capitalize on the interconnectedness of
this body to share information;
 apply a process of continuous quality improvement to PLA activity through ongoing evaluation;
 integrate research and successful innovation to promote their spread through the field;
 build shareable resources thoughtfully;
 seek partnerships and expertise within and outside of the library field;
 act as a hub, providing the venue and opportunity for LSO collaboration;
 assess collaborative activities among LSOs identify high preforming leaders routinely; and
 model behaviors that PLA is encouraging libraries and library support organizations to adopt, such as operating
in networks, orienting activities for impact, and prioritizing ongoing professional development.
Working with partners is an inherent component of the legacy initiative. PLA, IFLA, and TASCHA have been identified as
legacy partners and have already spent significant time coordinating and planning. Beyond this initial group, PLA
recognizes the need to work with U.S. partners both inside and outside the field. Again, the phased approach points to
how partnerships may unfold. Since early work builds on PLA’s existing portfolio, PLA will look to partners as it typically
does—primarily to share information with distinct constituencies. As the timeline progresses, PLA will take a more
networked approach to partnerships, looking to engage other organizations from the outset of planning to align goals
and strategies to reduce redundancies and ultimately coproduce content.
PLA will engage partners in strategizing the elements necessary for field‐wide change through a series of summits. The
first summit will set a framework for ongoing activity by developing a set of guiding principles that articulates a common
vision for libraries as agents of development. Each subsequent convening will tackle a specific task or topic area through
that lens, such as skills needed to identify and articulate impact, or leadership competencies. The summits are discussed
more fully in Section 9, Activities.
These two strategies—moving from the existing and customary model of collaboration that has existed among LSOs to a
more networked approach, and convening partners through legacy summits to intentionally pursue field‐wide change
together—are critical to PLA’s strategy. A core operational priority for PLA within the legacy work is to identify areas of
strength and skill in building collaborations, exercise those skills, and build upon them by engaging partners throughout
phases such as idea generation, planning and strategy, support generation, implementation and coproduction, and
sustainability insurance. As envisioned, PLA will exercise its skills at collaboration on a project‐by‐project basis, seeking
to move those projects into phases such as alignment and coproduction while also exhibiting intent to other LSOs to
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implement collaboration by initiating new activity such as the summits.
STRATEGIC REVIEW CRITERIA
Tying these priorities together over time and across organizations will require regular and rigorous strategic review.
Therefore, PLA will adopt the decision‐making criteria defined by TASCHA as integral to moving legacy work forward:
Potential for impact
 Will this activity be something that can significantly change the field’s approach to the problem being
addressed?
 Have the results of evaluations, which will be embedded in our work from the outset, shown positive impact?
 Have we uncovered or produced information, resources, or approaches that advance the library field and its
ability to serve communities?
 Can work be leveraged across contexts/geographies?
Potential for scale
 Does the evidence we have from other research, evaluations, and reports from the field support what we are
seeing in our research or trials?
 Are the results we are seeing in early work indicative of the potential for scaling or replicating the work?
 Can barriers to adoption be overcome?
 Are other stakeholders showing interest in the work, and providing resources to continue and expand the
reach?
Potential for sustainability
 Is there sufficient uptake to ensure that the effort will continue once released into the field?
 Does this work add value to or improve utilization of key resources within the sphere of the work?
 Does this work have the potential to be sustainable? How?
Potential for collaboration
 Across all of the above, are there partners who are engaged in implementing, funding, extending, or
contributing in other meaningful ways?

As needed, describe why you believe the approach would lead to the desired results. Reference related work, existing evidence from
evaluations or systematic reviews, and/or relevant experience, etc.

The approach will lead to the desired results because it deliberately builds on PLA’s mission, strengths, and existing work,
at first incrementally and then exponentially. The levers closely mirror PLA’s own goals and values as outlined in PLA’s
strategic plan, and PLA already carries out some activities in each related area, providing a foundation for early successes.
Leadership is a primary focus of PLA’s proposed legacy work. To date, PLA has sponsored two Leadership Academies
founded on the current leadership model that emphasizes deep community engagement and building on existing assets.
Responses from Academy participants have been overwhelmingly positive. Following the 2013 Academy, participants
rated feeling better equipped to do their jobs at 4.83 on a 5‐point Likert scale. Making new contacts with community
leaders was rated 4.6 out of 5. Those areas were comparable to the 2015 Academy at 4.54 and 4.67, respectively. PLA will
build on the successes and feedback of previous leadership attendees as it considers ways to deepen its engagement with
the topic.
Based on feedback from the field and the early impressions of the legacy partners, Project Outcome has great potential to
serve as a cornerstone for Impact and Advocacy activities. The project is designed to cover a spectrum of activities, from
data collection, to implementing results, to impact‐based advocacy. The success of Project Outcome will be expanded to
reach more libraries in the U.S., and through collaboration with IFLA, it may serve as a model for similar endeavors
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internationally.
While PLA has identified new organizational capacity goals, some practices and structures already exist within the
organization that point towards success. Much of PLA’s proposed work includes partnerships with other organizations. In
the past, PLA has successfully worked with many other LSOs and external partners on specific projects, delivering vital
training and information to the field. To ensure broad adoption of legacy‐related work, PLA will grow these relationships
and demonstrate good stakeholder engagement to build lasting partnerships that serve the field.
While PLA will quickly expand its current work during Phase 1, the legacy grant is designed to be a ten‐year project driving
deep change in the field. Over the life of the grant, PLA will need to evolve its programs and services to meet the changing
needs in the field. Fortunately, the grant structure provides several frameworks PLA can apply ensure programs are
developing in the right direction and at the right pace.
PLA will apply the strategic review criteria described above to its internal operations. These key questions will guide PLA in
determining which programs are viable at scale. To determine actual content, PLA intends to regularly evaluate programs,
as described in Section 16, Measurement & Evaluation. The results of these activities will help PLA advance learning
objectives, as well as identify ways to better engage both practitioners and partners. As previously mentioned, PLA’s
strategic plan aligns well with the legacy framework. PLA will use both these documents to test against one another as
programs move through the phases. The relationship of specific strategic plan goals to the broader framework objectives
provide a good test of continued alignment as PLA moves through both its strategic planning and legacy phases.
Finally, and not be overlooked, are the professionalism and commitment of the PLA staff, board, and member volunteers.
As an organization, PLA works hard to seek out and incorporate new ideas, exploring all possibilities and options before
deciding to move forward or acknowledging something isn’t a good fit. The board and members are crucial to bringing
issues to PLA’s attention as well as to modeling and championing the work of the association. While the legacy
partnership brings substantial newness to PLA, the organizational culture is one that embraces such potential with the
structures in place to turn ideas into action.

4. Risk Mitigation
As needed, describe any significant risks to the success of this project and how you plan to address them.

The legacy proposal provides an opportunity for PLA to expand upon successful initiatives, reach new audiences, and
address emerging needs in the field. While there are great opportunities with the legacy work, there are also inherent
risks that PLA will proactively work to address. Broadly categorized, the three main risks are communications,
partnerships, and sustainability.
Communications
Communication risks begin internally, with regard to maintaining ALA leadership awareness and facilitating ongoing legacy
partner communications. To ensure ALA is aware of the unfolding legacy work and PLA’s related strategic priorities, PLA
leadership will regularly provide updates to senior staff and the ALA Board at the appropriate meetings and submit
contributions to the executive director’s monthly reports. This practice has already been successfully implemented from
the announcement of the GL wind‐down and legacy plans as well as throughout the grant planning process. It is
imperative that PLA keep ALA leadership informed since the depth and scale of PLA’s work will be influenced by legacy
and, as a result, there will be implications and positive benefits for ALA.
PLA, IFLA, and TASCHA will need to build on and formalize existing communications protocols. It will be necessary for the
partners to know what the others are doing and be able to speak to the field in a unified voice with a unified message.
PLA believes this risk is slight due to the good working relationship established through the legacy development phase of
the past year and a half. However, a formal structure must be put in place through an MOU to ensure the good working
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relationships last across the ten‐year span on the grant. This will become increasingly urgent as the shared work is
developed and released to the field.
External communications to potential partners and the field pose another risk. PLA will need to be able to articulate the
value of legacy work to the field. It will be necessary to describe legacy not as a PLA project, but as a strategic movement
benefitting the entire field. Partners will need to understand that they are not working on PLA’s behalf, but rather feel
empowered to bring their own expertise and audiences into the fold. Practitioners will need to understand that this is not
one more thing to incorporate into their busy lives but rather a path and support to keep libraries central to communities.
To mitigate these risks, PLA will develop a robust communications plan and hire a communications manager to ensure it
not only has the resources to communicate effectively but to also ensure consistency of message and broad audience
reach.
Partnerships
Again, there are internal and external components to partnerships. Several risks will be addressed through the
communications interventions, but that does not represent the sum total of potential issues.
PLA will need to work with and through ALA and its offices and units to test projects and concepts. PLA will need to be
considerate of time, resources, and expertise of internal partners. PLA will work to mitigate these risks by providing value
to partners through plug‐and‐play content, access to expanded audiences, and operational lessons learned. By doing the
necessary foundational work, PLA hopes to engage partners in the more crucial adoption stages of projects.
The legacy partners must promptly establish a formal structure and communications protocol for working together,
reviewing progress, making decisions, and staying accountable to each other and the legacy work, particularly as the
Global Libraries program sunsets. As noted above, the partners will meet by the first quarter of 2017 to draft an MOU.
This document will be developed with guidance from GL. PLA understands that the MOU is a required milestone for
release of funds to each organization for joint projects.
External partners present a more variable risk, as PLA will look to deepen engagement from more traditional models of
information sharing to true networked collaboration. Initially, PLA will rely on GL’s convening power to pull together early
partner groups on behalf of PLA and the field at large. PLA will exhibit behaviors of good stakeholder engagement by
identifying shared objectives, being sensitive to methods and levels of engagement, being respectful of partners’ expertise
and input, and communicating consistently with partners.
PLA will also work to develop its own collaborative impact skills in tandem with the field’s ability to work this way through
the series of planned LSO convenings. These will provide space for organizations to plan and implement together. To build
these initial relationships, PLA may look to the network structure described by Peter Plastrik2,3 to move partnerships along
the continuum of connectivity to alignment to coproduction, building a shared collaborative vision between partners. This
thoughtful approach will mitigate the risks inherent in any collaboration.
Networked partnerships will help mitigate risks associated with field saturation. PLA and its potential partners already
offer a full menu of goods and services. This risk can be lessened through better organizational alignment and deliberate
coordination and sequencing work so the field at large is able to accommodate it. The prospect of leveraging support from

2

Peter Plastrik, Taylor Cleveland. Connecting to change the world: Harnessing the power of networks for social impact. Island Press,
2014.
3
Peter Plastrik (2007). An emerging framework for assessing nonprofit networks. The Evaluation Exchange, 13(1-2). Retrieved from
http://www.hfrp.org/evaluation/the-evaluation-exchange/issue-archive/advocacy-and-policy-change/an-emerging-framework-forassessing-nonprofit-networks.
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new stakeholders collaboratively, to benefit all participating organizations, will also bring partners to the table. PLA has
also begun to identify ways to leverage existing products, such as the Aspen Dialog on Public Libraries4,5 and the work of
Libraries Transforming Communities (and will continue to leverage work of the next generations of these products over
the legacy grant period). This will not only expedite the impacts PLA hopes to achieve but also not overwhelm the field by
introducing more products, concepts, or frameworks.
Sustainability
In order to truly drive change, legacy work needs to move from a collection of projects to a system of thinking. The most
effective way to do this is to sustain the learning and behavior change resulting from projects. PLA has developed a robust
sustainability plan, as described in Section 15, to mitigate risks associated with externally‐funded programs.

5. How We’ll Work Together
This question is intended to begin the dialogue on how foundation staff would work with you to achieve the intended outcomes. Topics
could include minimal staff support, any specific issues that would likely need on-going discussion, regular communications, or other
information to help establish mutual expectations and assist with implementing the proposed work.

Global Libraries staff has been invaluable in guiding PLA through the legacy proposal development. PLA will continue to
look to GL as vital thought partners during the early phases of the grant. GL staff will bring valuable perspective and advice
when programs are launched to verify that the work is fulfilling the ongoing mission of the foundation. GL staff also brings
a broader knowledge and awareness of opportunities PLA may wish to leverage as part of the legacy work. PLA has
already incorporated much of this global knowledge into the current proposal and will look to GL to continue to bring such
intersections to light. This will likely take the form of regular ongoing calls and occasional legacy partner meetings.
PLA will rely on GL’s convening power to pull together the collaborators, where so much shared work lies. PLA hopes
other partners will be compelled by the strength of the legacy vision and belief in the importance of carrying forward GL’s
work. PLA will work closely with GL staff and partners as equal contributors vital to the success of the project. Again, this
will likely take the form of regular ongoing calls and possible in‐person meetings with external partners.
PLA will look to GL for internal support as well. This will include making the appropriate introductions and connections
with Foundation business units that will monitor ongoing legacy work. PLA has also requested GL staff presence at PLA
Conference (April 2016) and ALA Conferences in 2016 and 2017 to support the public‐facing aspects of the legacy work
and its relevance to PLA members.

6. Geographic Areas to Be Served
List all countries and regions/states that would benefit from this work and associated dollar amounts. If areas to be served include the United
States, indicate city and state. Add more rows as needed. More information about Geographic Areas to Be Served can be found here.
Location

Foundation Funding (U.S.$)

All 50 United States

$ 10,805,701
$
$

4

Garner. Rising to the challenge: Re-envisioning public libraries. The Aspen Institute, 2014.
The Aspen Institute. Dialogue on Public Libraries. Retrieved from http://www.aspeninstitute.org/policy-work/communications-society/ourwork/dialogue-public-libraries.
5
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7. Geographic Location of Work
List all countries and regions/states where this work would be performed and associated dollar amounts. If location of work includes the
United States, indicate city and state. Add more locations as needed. More information about Geographic Location of Work can be found here.
Location

Foundation Funding (U.S.$)

Chicago, IL U.S.

$10, 805,701
$
$

8. Intellectual Property
A.

We have identified intellectual property in this project. Please complete the Intellectual Property (IP) Report
Note: For your login purposes, please use the email address to which this Proposal Narrative was sent. You may also delegate permissions to
another member of your project team to view or complete the report, but you will need to log in first to do so.

9. Activities
Describe in further detail what activities are necessary to produce the principal results. Please ensure that these activities align with the
results in the Results Framework.

PLA’s work will achieve the following five principal interconnected results:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Performance and outcome measurement become standard practice: Library performance and outcome
measurement will become standard practice and be integrated with advocacy so that external stakeholders
understand and support the value of libraries.
Community‐aligned service development and advocacy become essential leadership attributes: Library
leaders are equipped with the knowledge, skills, and confidence to engage internal stakeholders and
external partners in positioning the library as a nexus of community development.
Innovation accelerates, and impactful practices are iterated and scaled more quickly: Knowledge in the
library field will be continuously expanded through research conducted both within and outside of the
legacy partnership, bringing non‐library partner stakeholders, resources, and practices to the field.
PLA’s evolution creates a progressive organization that models outcome‐based leadership, critical self‐
assessment, and deep member engagement: PLA itself will demonstrate a sustainable, successful model of
supporting libraries as key community assets, measuring and promoting meaningful outcomes, prioritizing
networks and knowledge sharing, and engaging across geographies. Through this organizational capacity
work, PLA will strengthen its position as the premier association for public library professionals, providing
high levels of service and value for members while raising the profile of public libraries and library support
organizations generally.
Working collaboratively through networks becomes standard practice: Library staff will benefit from the
knowledge, resources, and coordinated strategies of intimately aligned networks to lead the profession.

Ultimately, the work described throughout this proposal can be viewed as a cycle for public libraries (see graphic below.)
Through this cycle, libraries will learn to identify and measure their impacts; they will gain leadership skills to present
those impacts to community stakeholders and will do so regularly to drive community development and to benefit their
libraries; they will learn about innovations that offer new opportunities for impact; and they will integrate those new
innovations into the cycle of measurement, community leadership, and growing community and public support for their
libraries. Throughout this cycle, libraries will depend on PLA and other LSOs to model this behavior as well as to
continually support them by providing tools for impact measurement, training on leadership skills, identification of
promising research and innovation, and other supports.
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Phase I Activities
1. Performance and outcome measurement become standard practice
ACTIVITY: Expand and strengthen field engagement with Project Outcome
PLA’s Project Outcome provides a strong foundation for the legacy work. Project Outcome helps public libraries
understand and share the true impact of essential library services in key areas (civic and community engagement, digital
inclusion, early childhood literacy, economic development, education and life‐long learning, job skills, and summer
reading). The project also provides libraries with tools to use that data in advocacy.
PLA will leverage legacy funding to enhance the scope of current Project Outcome plans and deliverables. Working with
Project Outcome staff, PLA will identify additional onboarding methods to bring more libraries into the project, including
through state library partners or self‐directed online functions. Several external organizations have expressed interest in
adopting Project Outcome for their own programs; PLA will explore developing a portable model that meets these needs
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while exposing a broader audience to the project. PLA will also undertake a historical review of the project to document
its development process, culminating in a clearly defined model. This model will be shared with IFLA for consideration on
building capacity to measure outcomes on a global scale, as well as with other interested PLA partners. Collaboration with
IFLA around outcome measurement will also expose PLA to strategies employed around the world and will in turn
strengthen Project Outcome.
Actions: Hire staff, promote and enroll libraries in Project Outcome, create new Project Outcome enrollment channels
and partner‐specific content, collaborate with the Chief Officers of State Library Agencies on outreach, document and
share project development model
Milestones:
1. Hire one .5 FTE to manage expanded impact and advocacy work (4th Quarter, 2016)
2. Establish two new onboarding strategies for Project Outcome (4th Quarter, 2016)
3. Document Project Outcome development model to serve as a resource for other LSOs and IFLA for orienting
existing and new programs to embrace outcomes‐based standards (2nd Quarter, 2017)
4. Create content to meet external partner needs (3rd Quarter, 2017)
5. Develop action plan for supporting library ability to demonstrate community role through impact and
advocacy activities (4th Quarter, 2017)
2. Community‐aligned service development and advocacy become essential leadership attributes
ACTIVITY: Provide library leaders with the professional development opportunities necessary to lead from a position of
community engagement
PLA’s existing Leadership Academy model emphasizes how libraries address community issues and goals, develop
partnerships that build communities and the library’s overall role within the community. Much like Project Outcome, PLA
will leverage this existing content while deepening the field’s engagement with it. PLA will evaluate the success of its 2013
and 2015 Leadership Academies in achieving targeted learning outcomes among participants as well as in delivering
effective leadership training. PLA will create new training modules to add fresh relevancy (for diverse leaders such as
early/late career staff, relationship to impact, and adopting innovative practices) and will convene/host a 2017 Leadership
Academy, which will benefit from this new content. Through expanded training opportunities, participants will develop
the skills, knowledge, and confidence to position the library at the center of their communities and to drive community
development. The revised Leadership Academy will form the basis for ongoing leadership training, to be delivered via
multiple modalities, in later phases.
Actions: Hire staff, identify and invite LSOs, develop new leadership training modules, hold Leadership Academy
Milestones:
1. Hire one 1.0 FTE to manage leadership capacity building effort (4th Quarter, 2016)
2. Complete gap analysis of the current Leadership Academy curriculum (1st Quarter, 2017)
3. Complete evaluation of revised Leadership Academy (2nd Quarter, 2017)
4. Deliver 2017 Leadership Academy (4nd Quarter, 2017)
3. Innovation accelerates, and impactful practices are iterated and scaled more quickly
ACTIVITY: Support library innovation by identifying national trends and contributing to the development of a research
agenda and support for library innovation, as led by TASCHA
PLA can best support research and innovation by serving as a conduit to identify and raise awareness of trends in service
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of other legacy activities, which will in turn develop the field’s ability to adopt actionable research and innovative practice.
Through Project Outcome, PLA collects library programming data. This information can be mined to surface emergent
trends and service innovations that can then be shared with the field. Similarly, PLA can mine its other programs,
publications, and partner LSO programs related to digital literacy, early childhood literacy, family engagement, and more
for innovations. This information will be useful to TASCHA in developing the research agenda and identifying U.S.
Innovation Lab participants.
PLA will further support TASCHA in its efforts to develop a broad research agenda, both by activating members to
contribute their considerable expertise and by encouraging other LSOs to understand the value in this work and to
actively contribute. PLA will strategize with TASCHA and IFLA about ways to identify and engage partners, uncover gaps,
and synthesize research. PLA anticipates using communication and education vehicles (website, magazine, e‐news,
conferences) to continually promote opportunities for input and lessons learned from TASCHA’s work. To help TASCHA
launch the Innovation Lab, PLA will identify early users from U.S. libraries and contribute its resources and tools to
establish a base of content. In turn, PLA will pull relevant international examples over to its membership, for learning and
sharing that truly crosses geographic boundaries. Finally, PLA will provide expert input as TASCHA and IFLA undertake
their work to align library indicators and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). At the same time, PLA will begin the
education and awareness needed for U.S. public libraries to understand the SDGs and relate them to their local context.
PLA will proactively engage its membership more broadly in preparation for the field‐wide shift to adopting research and
innovation. PLA will look to practitioners to inform best avenues of continuing education, support, and communications
for learning about research and innovative practices through member surveying. PLA will work with other ALA offices and
units, such as the Center for the Future of Libraries, to more broadly disseminate findings tied to actual practices.
Actions: identify emergent program and service innovations, convene with legacy partners for planning, promote
involvement to library field, solicit PLA member input, contribute resources and tools for Innovation Lab
Milestones:
1. Develop mechanism to mine Project Outcome and other data for trends and innovations (3rd Quarter, 2016)
2. With TASCHA and IFLA, develop an engagement plan for library participation and stakeholder awareness of
research agenda and innovation labs (1st Quarter, 2017)
3. Support launch of research agenda and Innovation Lab (1st Quarter, 2017)
4. Produce journal articles, e‐news, and web postings to support launch of research agenda (1st Quarter, 2017)
5. Conduct webinar to promote and recruit for Innovation Lab (2nd Quarter, 2017)
6. Give input into SDG/library indicator crosswalk (2nd Quarter, 2017)
7. Engage members to inform adoption strategies through surveys and other feedback channels (3rd Quarter,
2017)
4. PLA’s evolution creates a progressive organization that models outcome‐based leadership, critical self‐assessment,
and deep member engagement
ACTIVITY: Create an internal directive, resources, and assessments for PLA’s operations to develop strong alignment
with the legacy framework
The organizational capacity improvements PLA will undertake as part of the legacy work will align board and staff with
legacy principles, ensure PLA programs continue to focus on impact, position PLA as a leader among LSOs and non‐library
stakeholders through effective and engaging communications, and ensure PLA can sustain its work through improved
fundraising and new partnerships.
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A priority for PLA in Phase 1 is to reorient internal operations to align with the legacy framework and position PLA to help
other LSOs achieve the outcomes in that framework. To that end, PLA will develop and implement a board and staff
orientation initiative to ensure baseline knowledge of how the association embraces critical drivers in the re‐envisioning
of public libraries. Staff will be afforded additional professional development opportunities to continually evolve skills to
match the needs of the organization. PLA will also establish a staff development program that builds proficiency in core
concepts such as outcome measurement, outward‐facing leadership, and more.
PLA will craft and adopt standards to ensure program development and measurement of impact focuses on broad
professional value. PLA will infuse outcome collection into existing PLA and ALA trainings and programs. PLA will identify
programs that provide services subject to performance measurement and establish qualitative and quantitative metrics
for those programs. These will include at least three PLA programs related to current Project Outcome domain areas (for
instance, existing programs such as Every Child Ready to Read and DigitialLearn.org and/or new programs such as those in
development on family engagement). PLA will establish and test outcome measures at the library support organization
level and use them to audit its own operations, and finally share them as lessons learned and frameworks for potential
adoption with LSO partners.
In order to clearly and consistently define the legacy work and its intended impact to collaborators, partners, and
constituents, PLA will develop a comprehensive communications plan and strategy for reaching both libraries and
stakeholders. PLA sees an opportunity to undertake this activity in partnership with IFLA and TASCHA. This plan will help
PLA describe the individual programmatic components, the overall legacy strategy, and how one builds from the other.
The plan is a necessary document to articulate how the field will shift if legacy work succeeds and why this shift is a
desirable outcome. A component of this work will include revising PLA’s board‐approved partner engagement process to
introduce the concepts of connectivity, alignment, coproduction and collective impact.
Finally, PLA must not only sustain these internal improvements but must also develop its partnership and fundraising
muscles in order to leverage new resources. These resources will support increased access to PLA programs and the
development of new initiatives based on emerging research and innovation. PLA will establish a development plan,
determine and hire fundraising staff, and create a roadmap for engaging nontraditional government agencies,
corporations, and foundations to support PLA and public libraries. Engagement of non‐library stakeholders who value
public library contributions to communities will begin in Phase 1 but increase substantially in Phases 2 and 3, as PLA and
other LSOs become adept at articulating library impact.
Actions: develop board and staff orientation, regularly update ALA senior staff and leadership, implement staff
professional development plan, write program development standards, assess PLA operations for impacts, identify
outcome measures for three PLA programs, develop and implement a communications plan and strategy, develop and
implement a sustainability plan
Milestones:
1. Create program development and partnership standards (3rd Quarter, 2016)
2. Identify outcome measures for existing PLA programs (1st Quarter, 2017)
3. Deliver board/leader orientation program (2nd Quarter, 2017)
4. Conduct assessment of PLA operation and programs (2nd Quarter, 2017)
5. Develop and implement communications plan and strategy (2nd Quarter, 2017)
6. Develop fundraising and sustainability roadmap and timeline (4th Quarter, 2017)

5. Working collaboratively through networks becomes standard practice.
ACTIVITIES: 2) Support LSOs to develop intimately aligned networks to coordinate strategies and share resources
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to lead the profession forward, and 2) Expand and formalize collaboration among the legacy partners

PLA will use lessons learned through early legacy partner collaboration, as well as external resources and training, to begin
to build its own capacity to participate in collaborative impact projects. This will include regular, ongoing staff and board
training in recognizing opportunities for collaborative impact and developing the related implementation skills. A wealth
of resources already exists to support this orientation, such as those provided by the Collective Impact Forum. PLA will
undertake a strategic review and select the most relevant to the association. PLA staff already works closely, with many
people collaborating on any given activity. Staff will formally practice collaborative impact skills by applying them to this
work.
LSO partners will be invited to the first of a series of summits in 2017 utilizing collaborative impact principles to build
networks addressing current needs in the field. This process will begin with the identification of relevant national
organizations through the drafting of a partnership map. PLA will engage these partners in advance to begin
collaboratively identifying summit outcomes and building the agenda. To compel participation, PLA will stress the field‐
level goals as described in the wind down strategy. The outcomes are broad enough for LSOs to be able to situate their
own work and priorities within them. A critical mass of organizations coming together will ideally draw other
organizations in, with the promise of sharing ideas, resources, material, and perhaps even audiences in order to
strengthen existing efforts and efficiently develop new programs. From a very practical perspective, LSOs will be
encouraged to participate because the vision of legacy includes engaging nontraditional stakeholders in supporting
libraries, and participation will make it more likely that the LSO will share in those investments.
The intent of this first summit is to begin to build alignment around the overarching legacy goal: libraries are engines of
development and funded as key community assets. The importance of achieving this vision, and the means to do so, will
be codified in a set of guiding principles that LSOs will refer to and expand upon as their collaborations deepen. Like the
legacy partner report above, the guiding principles will also help explain value and opportunities to the field.
Actions: Develop staff skills in collaborative impact, develop partnership map, hold first LSO partner summit
Milestones:
1. Develop partnership map to ensure successful engagement of LSOs in sharing ideas, resources, material, and
audiences and to build alignment around the overarching legacy goal (1st Quarter, 2017)
2. Hold first LSO collaborative impact summit (2nd Quarter, 2017)

Work already begun with IFLA and TASCHA will be expanded and formalized. At the same time, PLA will build internal
capacity to engage with partners within a collaborative impact framework, and then invite those partners into that space.
PLA, IFLA, and TASCHA have been working together for the past eighteen months to refine the legacy vision, determine
shared areas of interest, and establish working relationships. In the coming months, the legacy partners will draft and
adopt a formal memorandum of understanding to clarify roles, responsibilities, and relationships going forward. This
document is a crucial early milestone, necessary to trigger certain internal processes and externally signal commitment to
the field.
The partners will also need to document and codify their activities. With GL consultant support, a collaborative activities
and learning report will be produced for internal consumption. It is envisioned that this report will assess achievements
and gaps in working together, clarifying the path forward to continued success.
To share the high level findings of this report, and what that means to the field, the partners (again with GL consultant
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support) will issue a joint report to the field. This document will demonstrate the value of the partnership, highlight work
to date and preview coming activities. The purpose is to generate excitement in the field, attract early adopters, and
demonstrate a commitment to open participation.
Actions: Draft and adopt MOU, codify and share legacy partner learnings
Milestones:
1. Sign and obtain approval from the PLA Board of Directors on a Memorandum of Understanding developed
with the other legacy partners and Global Libraries (4th Quarter, 2017)
2. Create a resource mobilization/sustainability plan in collaboration with the other legacy partners and Global
Libraries. Global Libraries will provide guidance on the contents and format of this plan and support its
development (4th Quarter, 2017)
3. Create a collaborative activities learning report in collaboration with the other legacy partners for submission
to the foundation (4th Quarter, 2017)
4. Release a report to the library field on the collaborative and individual activities of the legacy partners in the
first year of the grant and activity plan for next 12‐24 months. This report will be developed in collaboration
between the legacy partners and Global Libraries. GL will support the development of this report (4th Quarter,
2017)
It is expected that these milestones will be completed by the end of 2017. In addition, PLA has identified the following
three programmatic milestones, as listed previously, that will be completed by the end of 2017 as key milestones:
1. With TASCHA and IFLA, develop an engagement plan for library participation and stakeholder awareness of
research agenda and innovation labs (1st Quarter, 2017)
2. Develop partnership map to ensure successful engagement of LSOs in sharing ideas, resources, material, and
audiences and to build alignment around the overarching legacy goal (1st Quarter, 2017)
3. Document Project Outcome development model to serve as a resource for other LSOs and IFLA for orienting
existing and new programs to embrace outcomes‐based standards (2nd Quarter 2017)

Phase 2 Activities
Phase 2 activities build on the foundation and advance work to orient and support libraries toward outcome
measurement; train library leaders to engage with community partners to demonstrate the value of libraries; and
incorporate new research and innovation into programs and communications. Phase 2 activities will further strengthen
the collaborative work of LSOs, moving from alignment to coproduction when possible, and further the evolution of PLA
as a model LSO through organizational capacity improvements.
1. Performance and outcome measurement become standard practice
PLA will revise the Turning the Page advocacy program to integrate a focus on outcomes and will experiment with new
delivery mechanisms including national and state conference programs, sequencing right‐in‐time content for self‐paced
online learners, synchronous or asynchronous instructor‐led online classes, webinars, and/or regional in‐person
academies. Again, PLA will work with IFLA to share lessons learned for scaling to a global audience. PLA will merge and
scale successful aspects of Project Outcome and Turning the Page to a new, third content package to train users on a
complete path of outcome collection for use in advocacy. Finally, PLA will work with ALA’s Office for Library Advocacy and
Office for Information Technology Policy to inform and promote the public library sections of the ALA National Policy
Agenda for Libraries with an eye towards influencing national policy. PLA will call attention to its work and that of its LSO
partners as it relates to the advocacy agenda and publicize those intersections to a broad audience. A cohort of rising
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library leaders will be identified to receive support and training to become national policy advocates, speaking on behalf
of the field. Through the established collaboration with other LSOs at summits and other convenings, they will continue to
be engaged in this work, possibly resulting in new tools, trainings, or communications.
2. Community‐aligned service development and advocacy become essential leadership attributes
In order to increase the capacity of librarians to be leaders in the community and to engage other stakeholders in
supporting the library, PLA will broaden and build leadership capacity from a strong PLA foundation to include enhanced
networking and mentoring components. PLA will look to INELI lessons learned and best practices in building the
networking aspects. The Leadership Academy content will be parsed for delivery in new ways, include new content and
stronger networking and coaching/mentoring components, and will be more deeply evaluated for impact and then
reiterated and shared with the field. Within that will be dozens of experiments with new collaborators, networks, content,
and delivery that will produce innovations.
With LSO partners, PLA will parse the new leadership content across a variety of platforms to reach greater numbers of
practitioners. This may include online repositories, in‐person training events, conferences, webinars, publications, and
social media. Internally, PLA will use the revised leadership tools to refocus its other product lines for practitioners. PLA
will also revise its management and strategic planning content (Boot Camp and Planning for Results) to reflect the
leadership focus on community development, and will test this content with Leadership Academy, Boot Camp, and
Planning for Results participants before redeploying it under a new brand through conferences and special events.
3. Innovation accelerates, and impactful practices are iterated and scaled more quickly
PLA will leverage legacy funding to implement efforts around broad, national themes under which libraries are doing
programming and can show impact. This idea generated with the PLA board and has gained traction with other partners
and library leaders. At its 2018 national conference, PLA will identify a broad social trend related to Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) to which libraries are actively contributing solutions, such as hunger, homelessness, or public
health. Over the following two years, PLA will provide dedicated programming, potentially based on the Libraries
Transforming Communities work of the ALA Public Programs Office, and avenues for libraries to share their activities. The
2020 conference will provide an opportunity for PLA to highlight the innovative programs that arose from this nationwide
initiative, as well as demonstrate libraries’ collective impact at a national scale. Conferences provide an additional
opportunity to share this good work and engage new users through program sessions and dedicated research and
innovation tracks. This process will be repeated with a new theme over future two‐year conference cycles. PLA will collect
and highlight high‐impact and innovative examples to share within the library field and beyond to increase visibility for
these library roles. Potential avenues for sharing include regular coverage in Public Libraries, a website section, or other
established means of reaching members to continually reinforce the message. The strategy of unifying work under the
banner of a broad societal issue provides PLA and legacy partners with incredible opportunities—to show impact, to
demonstrate how libraries lead communities, to encourage and promote innovation, to engage partners in other fields,
and to connect U.S. library work to that of libraries around the world.
PLA will continue to raise awareness of the research agenda and programs established by TASCHA in its Phase 1 work. PLA
will support library‐to‐library training and mentorship by publicizing activity, recruiting libraries for participation (for
instance, as Innovation Lab cohort members) and connecting libraries working on similar innovations. PLA will routinely
review legacy research and innovation findings to determine relevancy, broad implications, and potential for systemic
change and to prioritize content for inclusion in publications and conference programming. PLA, in collaboration with LSO
partners, will move priority research and innovation findings through a process of business planning, production,
implementation, and sustainability as new or revised products. Finally, PLA will develop a “state of the research” report
and presentation to be delivered annually to PLA, ALA, and other LSO leadership. PLA will use successes from research and
innovation to consider new recommendations for action or policy by the PLA board and ALA Council, as appropriate.
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4. PLA’s evolution creates a progressive organization that models outcome‐based leadership, critical self‐
assessment, and deep member engagement
To continue to institutionalize impact measurement into the work of PLA and its partner LSOs, efforts will move from a
focus on training board and staff in Phase 1 to a broader audience in Phase 2. PLA will develop a training program for
incoming volunteer leadership, pilot it within the association, and then present it to other ALA units and partnering LSO
leadership. PLA will offer technical assistance to ALA units and other LSOs on outcomes for public library services. It will
also host webinars and other educational sessions for PLA and other LSO leaders on recommended program development
priorities and meaningful measurement strategies. PLA’s work in Phase 1 to assess its program outcomes and to reorient
existing and new PLA programs to focus on impact will position the association in Phase 2 to develop an annual report on
the impact of PLA activity. This annual report will gradually be expanded to incorporate work from other LSOs, as they are
engaged and willing, in order to show collective impact. As noted earlier, the likelihood of other LSOs embracing this work
is dependent on the thoughtful approach to collaboration that PLA will undertake in all legacy work.
5. Working collaboratively through networks becomes standard practice
Consistent and deliberate engagement of partner LSOs will help advance alignment during Phase 2. PLA will act as a hub
in convening LSOs in at least two additional in person summits to ensure a shared vision of diverse organizations
supporting public libraries. This ongoing collaboration will also begin to impact the programmatic level, as partner
organizations work together to reduce redundancies, co‐create tools, and contribute shared resources to a centralized
collection. These convenings will provide the forum for PLA to share relevant work from other legacy activity, such as
presentations on the “state of the research” and PLA’s model efforts to align its own human resources, policies, and
programs with the vision of the legacy work.
Phase 3 Activities
Phase 3 activities are based on the idea that substantial progress and a changing environment will open up new
opportunities for PLA, other LSOs, and libraries themselves. PLA anticipates that the foundation laid through Phases 1 and
2 will enable the following activities to occur in Phase 3:

Practitioners who participated in Project Outcome, Turning the Page, and other programs such as OCLC’s
Geek the Library will serve as leaders and subject‐matter experts and become leaders within their
networks. PLA may leverage these experts for multiple purposesinternally as board and committee
appointees; to serve as champions and mentors for members of PLA and other LSOs; and to expand on our
early engagement with non‐library partners in other sectors (government, health, and education).

This cohort of rising library leaders will receive support and training to become national policy advocates,
speaking on behalf of the field. These leaders may help PLA establish formal, national‐level partnerships
with organizations that see value in libraries as assets for community development. PLA envisions working
with these other national organizations to mobilize their substructures for regional and community level
collaboration.

Collaboration with IFLA and TASCHA to look broadly at the impact of libraries will position PLA to further
introduce SDGs to U.S. public libraries. PLA will educate U.S. libraries about the crosswalk of library
indicators and SDGs and anticipate sharing the impacts that libraries internationally have had on SDGs
through white papers, conference sessions, and publications.

PLA will continue to advance research and innovation in the field by bringing partners in other domains
(government, education, health, business, law, finance) to the table to support new research to benefit
public libraries. Early legacy partner work will demonstrate the potential impact of libraries to such
partners. Working with TASCHA, PLA will capitalize on that work to motivate these new partners to invest in
identifying new, positive impacts through innovation and experimentation.
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To address sustainability, PLA will establish an infrastructure for proactive fundraising efforts, including
consideration of the need for new or revised staff positions. PLA anticipates a series of informational
meetings with nontraditional government agencies, corporations, and foundations to assess connection
points between their priorities and PLA programs and the potential to leverage their financial support.
These meetings may evolve into a new activity such as an annual stakeholder forum or roundtable, through
which PLA and others LSOs could collaborate on community impact with diverse partners.

10. Organizational Capacity
Describe any changes or improvements you plan to make to your organization's capacity to undertake or achieve the outcomes of the
proposed investment.

PLA is taking several steps related to organizational capacity. To prepare to undertake the legacy activity, PLA is engaging
key library leaders, considering insights from TCC Group’s 2015 capacity assessment of PLA and PLA’s internal assessment,
and using the 2015 General Operating Support grant to increase staff capacity. To achieve the legacy outcomes, PLA will
adhere to the operational priorities defined above and also implement specific legacy activities to improve its
organizational capacity in critical areas.
A major strength of PLA is its diverse, experienced board of directors and volunteers, and this resource has been
leveraged effectively in preparations for the legacy work. Throughout 2015, PLA included the development of the legacy
plans on its board of directors’ agenda, and a committed group of PLA leaders, including current and recent PLA
Presidents, served as an advisory committee on proposal development. The inclusion of PLA member leaders adds an
important level of practitioner review while also informing PLA leadership and creating a strong sense of investment in
the proposed work. Throughout the ten‐year term of the legacy work, PLA board composition will change many times, so
establishing a strong, documented board commitment to the goals during planning and early legacy work has been
critical.
During the first phase of the grant, PLA will examine ways to formalize ongoing member engagement. PLA sees value in
utilizing practitioners as advisors through committees, task forces, or ad‐hoc project groups. PLA recognizes that its work
is just part of both the legacy partnership and the overall wind down of GL. Therefore, PLA will also consider ways to
effectively leverage member expertise at various levels across the initiative.
PLA appreciated the opportunity to undergo an organizational assessment with TCC Group to identify strengths and
weaknesses before initiating the legacy work. Preliminary findings, such as the need to address succession and transition
and to increase fundraising activity, are being addressed by PLA and through specific legacy initiatives. Others, such as
improving technological capabilities of the association, are being considered in terms of PLA’s ability to raise them to
ALA’s leadership to be addressed collaboratively.
The process of developing the legacy proposal required PLA to identify organizational priorities and to develop plans for
major shifts in organizational culture, policy, and operations. PLA believes this area is important enough to require
planned goals and milestones, just as the actual work associated with the legacy framework does, ensuring that PLA can
achieve its goals. As organizational priorities, PLA has committed to measuring its own effectiveness and continually
adapting its work through quality improvement. PLA has also recognized the need to model the behaviors—for instance
having an outward orientation—which libraries themselves will be adopting through legacy work. The specific activities
proposed through the organizational capacity goal will further reinforce PLA’s ability to support the legacy investment.
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11. Organizational Fit
What experience does your organization have to implement the proposed work?

The Public Library Association has the mission alignment and administrative structure in place to execute the work of the
legacy initiative. PLA has extensive experience supporting existing and emerging needs in the field through a variety of
programs and communication channels. A critical mass of public libraries across the U.S. already look to PLA (and its
parent organization, ALA) for professional development, identifying and highlighting emerging practice, and supporting
connections between libraries and external stakeholders. PLA will leverage this expertise, reach, and trust in
implementing the proposed legacy work.
PLA’s current strategic plan is well aligned with the goals described in the legacy framework. The plan describes PLA’s
commitment to Advocacy, Awareness, Leadership and Transformation, echoing the levers articulated in the framework.
Moreover, PLA’s core purpose is “to strengthen public libraries and their contributions to the communities they serve,”
essentially the same overarching goal the legacy partners aspire to achieve. The work described in the legacy proposal is a
natural extension of PLA’s current values and work.
PLA has a proven track record of providing opportunities for practitioners that drive change throughout the profession.
Through a menu of continuing education, PLA covers a wide range of subjects delivered through a variety of modalities.
PLA hosts a conference dedicated to public librarianship every other year and offers a full slate of programming at ALA
Annual Conference, providing opportunities for members to learn and network in person. Members are able to practice
leadership and advocacy skills by bringing emergent issues to PLA’s attention, working to develop publications, and
presenting continuing education programs that address the needs at hand. In turn, PLA recognizes these outstanding
leaders through awards and opportunities for leadership within the association.
PLA’s reach in the field extends to other organizations that are potential partners in legacy work, having previously
partnered with these organizations on shared projects. PLA will build on these experiences, both in terms of leveraging
personal connections as well as applying lessons learned from past success and missteps.
As a division of ALA, PLA has considerable resources at its disposal. ALA was founded in 1876 and is the oldest and largest
national library association in the world. A variety of institutions from every state and several countries are represented
by different divisions within the association. PLA has direct access to ALA leadership. Keeping them involved will aid in
building credibility for the legacy programs across the member spectrum. PLA will also work with the variety of ALA
publications channels to disseminate information about legacy activities.
Other divisions and offices in ALA are natural partners and allies in the legacy work. PLA will leverage its good working
relationship with the Office for Library Advocacy, the Office for Information Technology Policy, the Public Programs Office,
and the Center for the Future of Libraries, among others, to support legacy work in relevant topic areas. This may range
from information sharing to aligning resources and plans in order to co‐produce valuable member content.

12. Beneficiaries
Who would benefit from this investment?

The legacy initiative provides a unique opportunity for PLA to bring benefit to all U.S. public libraries and the communities
they serve. The length of the grant and its inherent partnership all but guarantee that PLA will be able to reach libraries
beyond its traditional membership. This includes libraries outside the United States, which will benefit through PLA and
IFLA collaboration described above and to be determined through legacy partner planning in 2016–2017. The proposed
projects are varied enough in their scope, intensity, and delivery so libraries of all sizes and geographies should find
something of resonance for their needs.
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All of the projects are proposed with an eye towards orienting librarians as agents of community change. If the work
succeeds, the needs of communities will be better met, enhancing the quality of life for residents.

13. Critical Relationships
Describe any critical relationships with other partners or projects that may influence this work (or that this work may influence).

PLA’s relationship with its partners IFLA and TASCHA is critical to the success of the legacy work. Given their respective
audiences and reach, the partnership of the three organizations presents a tremendous opportunity to shift the thinking
of the field and provide a lasting legacy.
The partners have already established successful working relationships aligned on goals and begun to identify areas of
overlap between proposed works. PLA sees several opportunities to support the work of IFLA and TASCHA by publicizing
activities to its members. PLA has also identified areas where it can lend its expertise to IFLA and TASCHA. This is most
immediately evident in PLA’s Project Outcome work. Having successfully launched a simple‐to‐use outcome measurement
project for U.S. libraries, PLA will be able to share lessons learned and tactics with IFLA as they consider a similar effort
internationally.
Beginning in late 2017, PLA, IFLA, and TASCHA will deliberately develop programs together to address similar needs across
geographies. The partners have established core characteristics to guide their work and relationship. These include a
commitment to networking as part of the DNA of the work, partnering with current and past grantees, designing activities
around the needs of all public libraries, building projects and programs from the outset with the transition to partners
and/or the field in mind, and integrating feedback mechanisms as a standard part of activities. The partners will strive to
be high‐functioning, strategic, responsive to the field, flexible in their tactics, committed to setting the best course to
achieve project goals, and focused on results that will sustain the vision of the legacy.
The legacy funding expands opportunities for PLA to partner with organizations other than TASCHA and IFLA. In addition
to the globally focused work of the partnership, PLA is committed to extending the reach of legacy work to libraries across
the United States, not just PLA members. In order to do this, PLA will need to deepen existing partnerships with
organizations that represent audiences in and outside of the member base. This includes the Association of Rural and
Small Libraries, the Urban Libraries Council, the Chief Officers of State Library Agencies, state chapters, and training and
content partners such as OCLC‐WebJunction and TechSoup for Libraries.
In order to foster alignment at the community level, PLA will continue its relationship with the International City/County
Managers Association (ICMA) and build connections with other governance‐related organizations. ICMA’s perspective and
support has been invaluable to PLA’s Leadership Academy and more generally as libraries are encouraged to become
engaged in meeting community needs. Other potential partner organizations should come from a broad range of sectors,
all with existing and potential impact on libraries (and vice versa), including education, government, health, and
technology.
Another vital relationship for PLA is with its parent organization ALA. From a governance perspective, ALA policy allows
PLA a good deal of autonomy, and ALA delegates to PLA the authority and responsibility to represent public libraries on
behalf of the association. Whether through programming, publications, member engagement, advocacy, or conferences,
PLA helps fulfill ALA’s overall mission. ALA, in turn, supports the work of public libraries through offices such as the ALA
Washington Office, the ALA Office for Intellectual Freedom, and the ALA Public Programs Office. Throughout the legacy
partnership, PLA will work with ALA to leverage resources and reach, while at the same time sharing the benefits of the
legacy partnership to ensure consistent messages and maximum effectiveness.
As specific projects are more defined, other partner relationships may emerge. PLA frequently works with external
partners in a variety of ways and will apply the same best practices and good faith relationships to any emergent legacy‐
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based work.
This network is the cornerstone for a successful legacy initiative, and successful relationships will be the key to the
partners achieving their goals. PLA is committed to building healthy, responsive, and well‐managed relationships with all
parties touched by legacy work.

14. External Factors
Describe any external factors that may influence the success of this investment.

As described above in Risk Mitigation and How We’ll Work Together, establishing willing, long‐term partners is a key
feature of the success of PLA’s legacy work. Partners may be hesitant to join or may undergo a change in status at a future
date that negatively impacts their ability to participate. PLA will carefully vet partners before entering into formal
agreements, collaborate with identified organizations to build partnerships that match the strategic goals of all parties,
and remain aware of other organizations that could fill vital roles.
The legacy partnership is designed to last ten years. This is in one sense a luxury, providing a time frame that allows for
long‐term effort and intervention in changing practice. Yet time is also the great external factor that cannot be controlled.
Over the next decade, priorities in the field may shift from the work currently described. The legacy framework is flexible
enough to meet changing needs. PLA will evaluate its own programs’ successes in meeting stated goals and demands in
the field. The partners will also build in decision‐making frameworks and review times to verify the ongoing work is still
the most relevant work.
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15. Sustainability
Describe the vision of the long-term sustainability of this project beyond the proposed time frame and funding with consideration to
economic/financial, organizational, or behavioral factors.

Undertaking the legacy initiative requires PLA to consider sustainability from multiple angles. PLA is disciplined, as part of
its routine program development, to consider sustainability of its programs to ensure that they remain available to
members and libraries long enough to meet their goals. PLA will bring this discipline to legacy work. In addition, the
legacy partners must establish strategies to help public libraries sustain themselves, their outward orientation, and their
positive community impact. Finally, the legacy initiative needs to sustain the behaviors among LSOs that contribute to a
stronger field.
In terms of financial resources to sustain programming, PLA will increase staff and leader emphasis on fundraising while
also putting in place a formal fundraising program for PLA. Staff hired to fill new positions in 2016 will be assessed for
fundraising experience, and their duties will include leveraging new resources. Concurrently, PLA will establish a
sustainability development plan within the first eighteen months of the grant. This plan will include a timeline to hire
dedicated fundraising staff by 2019. PLA will also begin work in Phase 1 to engage nontraditional government agencies,
corporations, and foundations to potentially support PLA and public libraries. Connecting public library work to
measurable outcomes that keep communities strong will encourage those partners to continue to support the work
rather than fund it project by project. As each component of legacy work begins, PLA will strategize and develop business
plans as needed to ensure that the work has the lifespan required for maximum impact, regardless of the period of
direct legacy funding.
PLA will bring a combination of general operating funds and funds leveraged from other sources, including additional
foundation grants and earned income from product sales, to support the legacy work. Specific amounts and sources will
be detailed in the sustainability development plan, however in our legacy budget, PLA has conservatively estimated
raising an amount close to 10 percent of the legacy funding. The sustainability development plan will detail prospective
sources for this external funding, as well as their viability and the logic behind why funders will engage in supporting PLA,
other LSOs, and the vision for public libraries being promoted through legacy.
Sustaining changes in the library field has also been considered among the legacy partners in their planning activity.
Infusing PLA programming with the legacy vision and engaging other LSOs in PLA initiatives will permeate the field and
begin to move the work into the hands of the library field itself. The unique combination of activities proposed will cover
all the bases required to truly leave the field stronger and more resilient.
Finally, the legacy partners have the unique burden of sustaining the behavioral impacts and somewhat intangible
strengths stimulated by Global Libraries’ long presence and support in the field. Many of these are just becoming clear
with the gradual winding down of GL initiatives. Groups such as the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) and
others are powerful library supporters, of course; however, the departure of the Global Libraries initiative from the
landscape threatens the positive collaboration, innovation, and learning that has taken place over the last twenty years.
The departure of any major philanthropy from a field results in gaps, including fewer opportunities to test models,
develop measurement strategies, or accelerate innovations. The departure of Global Libraries should motivate the field
to consider how to take advantage of individual successes and move more rapidly toward networking and collective
impact. Sustaining behaviors among LSOs to keep the field strong will be a major component of the networking and
knowledge sharing work and will require the commitment of all legacy partners.

16. Measurement and Evaluation
Describe your plan for monitoring and evaluation of the outputs and outcomes you identify in the Results Framework & Tracker that
accompanies your Proposal Narrative. Specifically address:
1. The learning/evaluation questions for this investment and how you plan to answer them through monitoring and/or evaluation;
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2.

The resources (financial, technical, human) you need to ensure high quality monitoring and/or evaluation data; and

3.

If you are planning a formal evaluation, describe when it will be conducted during the grant, who will conduct it (external/third party or not), the
methodology you will consider, and how the main evaluation audiences will use the findings.

See the foundation’s evaluation policy as a point of reference.

PLA is requesting $222,000 to develop an evaluation process to be executed in‐house. PLA will engage an evaluation
consultant to develop core metrics for legacy programs and PLA’s operational priorities. PLA will use these metrics to
monitor the outputs and outcomes of its activities in relation to fulfilling the goals of the five interconnected results.
The goals of ongoing measurement and evaluation are multiple, and will vary in sophistication. PLA will need to know how
individual programs are received by the field and how successfully they meet the stated objectives. This is a standard
measurement PLA already regularly collects to make minor adjustments and revisions in almost real time.
The data collected through the individual programs, when viewed through the lenses of the strategy framework,
interconnected results, and strategic review criteria will provide the information PLA needs to evolve programs. PLA will
use the measurement and evaluation process developed through legacy to make the decision that extend a program’s
reach, evolve its content, or shift its delivery mode. In other words, although much of PLA’s early work builds on existing
programs, PLA will use a measurement process to ensure that its approach and content remain fresh and relevant.
Just as PLA encourages practitioners to use data in building partnerships, it will do the same. Being able to demonstrate
the value of a program will help to bring partners along in carrying out this vital work. With other LSO partners, this will
help underscore the importance of working collaboratively and illustrate shared impact. For external partners, relevant
data will help PLA make the case that libraries are essential to carrying out shared missions. Demonstrating program
success will also be useful in attracting additional funders.
Aggregate program data will be helpful in determining if overall strategies are meeting the desired results. Through regular
measurement and review, PLA will be able to detect patterns in the field’s ability to successful adopt new concepts. This is
bigger than program evaluation in that it will look at the entirety of activities under each of the five goals to determine if
those strategies are actually moving the needle. Again, this information will be helpful in making decisions and
communicating results.
As part of its own operational priorities, PLA is committed to implementing ongoing assessment of the association’s
activities. This means not only evaluating the impact of programs on the field, but also measuring PLA’s own success in
developing and deploying the work. Given that the work will be continually evolving and that some work will move the
association into new areas and leadership roles, this self‐reflection will be critical. This will ensure that the legacy work
continues to build on and improve PLA’s core mission and services while fulfilling the promise of the legacy grant.

17. Clinical Studies and Regulated Research
A.

Please complete the Clinical Studies and Regulated Research Module.

B.

Would the investment involve any of the following?

Human subjects research, including Clinical trials

Genetically modified organisms (plants or animals)

Biohazards

Pathogens/toxins identified as select agents by U.S. Law
If yes, complete the Clinical Studies and Regulated Research Module.

N/A
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18. Data Access
We anticipate this investment, if funded, would generate datasets that may be of interest to the foundation and/or to the field if made
publically available. Please describe any datasets that will be generated as part of this investment. Specifically address when and how the
datasets would be made available to the foundation and/or to the public, in what form or format, and any anticipated costs to your
organization. Additional information about Data Access can be found here.

Global Libraries has indicated this module is not required.
19. Advocacy & Lobbying
U.S. law prohibits foundation funds from being earmarked to support direct or grassroots lobbying communications. Describe how you
will conduct this project in compliance with these rules, as summarized in the Advocacy Guidelines Handout, and any other relevant local,
state, or non-U.S. lobbying laws. If foundation grant funds will be earmarked to influence policies, budgets, innovations, frameworks,
action plans, etc., that could require a legislative vote, please explain how such “legislative” activities will be conducted in accordance
with the applicable rules and exceptions. Your explanation should address both direct and grassroots communications.

PLA is proposing supporting libraries’ ability to advocate for themselves. PLA has reviewed the Advocacy Guidelines
Handout. The proposed work falls under the Issues Advocacy exception. PLA will provide the training and tools that
libraries need to be successful advocates, without influencing the direct ask or in service to supporting a particular policy.
20. Election Related Activities
Foundation funds may not be used to influence the outcome of any public election, in any country at the national, state, or local level.
Please describe how foundation funds will be used to support advocacy activities that coincide with campaigns for elective office (e.g.,
voter education, polling or surveys, engagement with a candidate or parties), consistent with U.S. and any additional local rules which may
apply.

Foundation funds will not be used to support advocacy activities that coincide with campaigns for elective office.
21. [Custom Question]
[Custom Question]

Budget Narrative
The purpose of the budget narrative is to supplement the information provided in the excel-based budget template by justifying how the
budget cost elements are necessary to implement project activities and accomplish target outcomes. The budget narrative is a tool to
help foundation staff fully understand the budgetary needs of the project and is an opportunity to provide descriptive information about
the costs, drivers, and risks that can’t be easily communicated in the budget template. Together, the budget narrative and budget
template should provide a complete quantitative and qualitative description that supports the proposed budget. The description
provided in the budget template should be very brief. Please use this budget narrative to provide a thorough description of your budget
and only complete questions that are relevant to your grant proposal.
For Global Development, Global Health and Global Policy and Advocacy related grants: If your proposal includes any sub-contracts
and/or sub-grants greater than $1 million U.S.D, please complete a separate budget template and narrative for each organization.
For U.S. Programs, Communications and Family Interest related grants: If your proposal includes any sub-contracts and/or sub-grants
greater than $250,000 U.S.D, please complete a separate budget template and narrative for each organization.
1. Summary
Please explain the major cost drivers and how costs relate to planned activities and target outcomes. Also explain any potential risks in
spending as budgeted and any plans to mitigate those risks.
If budgeting by outcomes, or additional dimension, please explain the major cost drivers per outcome or other relevant dimension.

Summary
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PLA is requesting $10,805,701 to support legacy activity for the period July 2016 through May 2026 (ten years). These
funds will support organizational capacity improvements within PLA, collaborative activities among legacy partner
organizations to be determined, and programmatic activity undertaken by PLA to move the field toward the goals
established in the legacy framework.
 To achieve success in implementing legacy activity, PLA will institute organizational changes to strengthen PLA as
an association and has budgeted a total of $732,758 in direct expenses for that work.
 Direct expenses for core activity in the areas of impact and advocacy, leadership capacity building, and research
and innovation total $5,553,236.
 Some work has been identified as cross cutting and will both support PLA’s organizational capacity while moving
forward key aspects of the outcomes, leadership and innovation work; the direct expenses for such cross cutting
work total $1,595,952.
 Collaborative activity between legacy partners around information sharing, decision‐making, and other
cooperation, to be confirmed via an MOU in early 2017, is budgeted at $1,766,000 in direct expenses.
The combined total for direct expenses equals $9,647,947, and adding the applied 12% indirect rate the total request is
$10,805,701.
PLA’s total project budget is $11,566,472, with the difference of $760,771 representing funds PLA will contribute or raise
to support programmatic activity including specific staff positions from years 5‐10 as their reliance on legacy funds is
reduced.
CATEGORY
Organizational Capacity
Core Legacy Activity (impact/advocacy; leadership; research /innovation)
Cross Cutting Work (organizational capacity and core)
Legacy Partner Collaboration
Indirect Expense
TOTAL REQUEST
PLA and Leveraged Support
TOTAL PROJECT BUDGET

COST
$732,758
$5,553,236
$1,595,952
$1,766,000
$1,157,754
$10,805,701
$760,771
$11,566,472

Cost Drivers and Risks
The Global Libraries initiative has chosen to invest in PLA, and ultimately PLA is a group of paid professionals and member
volunteers, so logically the major cost driver in the legacy work is staff. This applies across both of the primary dimensions
(core legacy work and organizational capacity work). Personnel and benefits for PLA staff compose approximately 61
percent of the total legacy request, and 51 percent of the total legacy budget. Of the 5.15 to 8.15 full time equivalents
(FTEs) in the legacy budget (the composition of staff changes over time), 3.5 FTES plus one intern are budgeted as new
positions to support specific legacy initiatives, whereas the remaining 2–5 FTEs are current PLA staff positions allocating
partial time to legacy work. Other costs include consulting services (7 percent) required to bring specialized expertise to
specific legacy work and to engage practitioners in the work at levels that exceed their volunteer capacity when
necessary; other direct costs for facilities, printing and production, hosting and other service fees, supplies, and legacy
partner collaborative activities to be determined (22 percent); and travel and training event expenses (5 percent) to
enable PLA to reach and impact librarians. A 12 percent indirect cost rate is applied based on the rate negotiated between
PLA and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation for the funds requested from the foundation. Indirect costs support office
space and equipment, HR and accounting functions, technology services, and ALA administration. In‐kind support, which
PLA will contribute by accessing its infrastructure to support legacy work through its conferences, webinars, publications
and communications, and membership recruitment and support has not been calculated.
CATEGORY
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Personnel – Requested from Gates
Personnel – PLA and Leveraged Support
Travel
Consultants
Capital Equipment
Other Direct Costs
Sub‐awards
Indirect Costs
TOTAL PROJECT BUDGET

$5,841,272
$760,771
$530,100
$778,575
$0
$2,492,000
$0
$1,157,754
$11,566,472

51%
7%
5%
7%
0%
22%
0%
10%
100%

One risk concerns identifying affordable consultants with the necessary skills who can commit to the project timelines.
PLA has experience with many excellent consultants and can work with its members and other LSOs to identify
candidates, minimizing this risk. Predicting costs for consultants and other services over time, however, poses another
risk, given that PLA typically plans and contracts for work in one‐ to two‐year time periods, yet activity in legacy is
projected for ten years. Another risk concerns predicting both meeting/event attendance and specific costs, which will
vary based on location, although by considering synergy with established meetings PLA can help control costs and stay
within budget. Given that the budget plans for a ten‐year initiative, additional risks due to economic, political and
demographic changes over time cannot be anticipated.
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2. Personnel and Benefits
Personnel: Provide a brief explanation of personnel budgeted, including responsibilities as they relate to the grant. Also include
assumptions made for any staff budgeted which are to-be-hired, including salary estimates for these personnel.

PLA will allocate time of existing staff, when appropriate and in order to fully integrate legacy work into PLA activity, and
will create and hire new positions when required to accomplish the work.
The Executive Director is the critical staff lead on legacy work, and part of PLA’s principal legacy team, and will devote
substantial time to both core activity and organizational capacity work. The legacy grant will fund 0.15 FTE of the
Executive Director position, but the limited amount of funding requested doesn’t reflect the amount of time to be spent
in support of the work. Established revenue streams such as dues and program revenue will continue to support the
Executive Director position, which allows the majority of legacy funds to be appropriately directed to new
programmatic work being proposed. The PLA board strongly supports using core PLA funds for the Executive Director to
work on legacy, because the legacy work is intricately aligned with the PLA strategic plan. Other members of the
principal legacy team include the Manager of Special Initiatives (0.05 FTE for organizational capacity work and 0.7 FTE
for core legacy work), and Program Manager (0.15 FTE for organizational capacity work and 0.6 FTE for core legacy
work). Additionally, beginning in period 3, an intern from a business or nonprofit management program will be hired to
support organizational capacity improvements, with a proposed stipend of $20,000/year.
Two of the new positions are proposed to provide critical support to both the organizational capacity work and core
legacy programming. These include a Manager, Legacy Programs (1.0 FTE) who will provide administrative support and
coordination for the entire legacy work, including both programmatic and organizational capacity activity, and a
Manager, Legacy Communications (0.8 FTE, with the remaining 0.2 FTE supported by PLA), who will coordinate
communications, public relations and marketing with the PLA Executive Director and current
membership/communications staff. These positions are considered “crosscutting” as they will support both core and
organizational capacity work.
The remaining positions budgeted will support core, programmatic legacy work. Two existing positions (Manager,
Membership Marketing and Manager, Web Communications) support all PLA activity by maintaining and promoting
membership and the PLA web sites, and each has been budgeted at 0.1 FTE to enable them to support the legacy grant.
Extension of Project Outcome and coordination of its content with leadership programming is critical to the legacy
work; therefore, PLA has budgeted to support the two current positions on Project Outcome (Manager and
Coordinator) after their current grant funding expires. In period 3 (2018), these positions are both allocated at 1.0 FTE
to ensure their work can continue. This level of support is continued for two years, but beginning in period 5, PLA
anticipates leveraging other sources of support to continue its outcome programming, and therefore each position is
progressively reduced in the legacy budget (to 0.75 FTE then to 0.5 FTE) until they are zeroed out by period 10. Other
positions supporting core legacy work include a Manager, Impact and Advocacy (0.5 FTE) to oversee development of
new programming in this area and a full time Manager, Leadership Programs (1.0 FTE) to undertake the substantial
work of assessing and revising Leadership Academy content, convening Leadership Summits, and developing and
deploying new leadership training content. The new Manager, Leadership Programs position is allocated at 1.0 FTE from
periods 1–6, then reduced gradually to 0.5 FTE by period 10. During periods 5–10, PLA will support $760,771 in
personnel and benefits for three positions (2 Project Outcome and 1 Leadership) through PLA or leveraged funding.
Most new positions are budgeted to be filled in period 1 or early in period 2, to allow time for job description
development, recruiting, and hiring. Salary projections are based on actual salary for current PLA staff or appropriate
starting salary levels for similar ALA positions.
Benefits: Describe the components of the benefits (column R of the “Budget Details” sheet) included with the salary costs. For example:
pension, health insurance, expatriate costs, etc.

Benefits are calculated at ALA’s rate of 33 percent. Annual cost of living increases of approximately 2 percent have
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been included.
3. Travel
Provide rationale for the travel budgeted and assumptions used to determine appropriate number of trips and personnel required. Also
include a brief rationale for how travel costs were estimated.

Per Gates Foundation grant budgeting instructions, PLA has budgeted for identical trips by multiple people in the same
line. The “cost per item” fluctuates but is based on anticipated variables such as national versus local travel, length of
meeting, and potential for meeting in conjunction with existing PLA, ALA or other events, which may reduce some
participants’ costs. Hence, the cost per trip ranges from a low of $800 (for airfare, one night hotel, one day’s per diem
and ground transportation for one individual to attend a meeting no longer than one day) to a high of $2,600 (for
airfare, 2–3 nights hotel, multiple day’s per diem, ground transportation, and registration fees) for one individual to
present a preconference or other session at a state or regional conference.
Specifically, the following travel funds are budgeted.


Summits: PLA will hold planning meetings and summits (at least three) and has budgeted $1,500 per person for
twenty people (PLA staff and leaders, LSO partners) for each summit. These will occur during periods 1–4, with
continued events after period 4 based on the will of the LSO partners.



Leadership Academy: In period 2, PLA will hold a Leadership Academy for library staff. This multiday event will be
attended by forty‐five individuals including PLA staff, select LSO partners, faculty, and leadership trainees accepted
into the program. A total of $112,500 is budgeted for travel for this event.



PLA Participation in State and Regional Meetings: Empowering the field to adopt outcome measurement and
externally focused leadership is critical to legacy. Funds have been budgeted annually to support a PLA
representative to attend, exhibit, or convene meetings at state and regional library events ($1,000/person x eight
representatives per full year). When possible, PLA will seek more substantial involvement via presentation of a
session or preconference at the state or regional meeting. Beginning in period 2, PLA has budgeted for two to three
such educational events, with two speakers/staff at each, for a total of $114,400 over the ten‐year period.



Meetings with LSOs: Separate from the planned Summits, PLA envisions the need to meet with core collaborating
LSOs for intensive project development work and to attend established meetings of other LSOs to represent the
legacy projects. PLA has budgeted modest amounts throughout the grant to be able to send staff, consultants
and/or volunteers to these meetings with other library organizations (four per year at a cost of $800 each).



Stakeholder Roundtables: Building on relationships developed early in the project, PLA will initiate annual
roundtables of diverse non‐library stakeholders beginning in period 6. PLA will support the travel expenses of ten
individuals to attend (two to three PLA representatives plus representatives from other sectors).
PLA has budgeted for international travel that may be required to support the legacy partnership work with IFLA and
TASCHA as part of Other Direct Costs for legacy partner collaboration, and specifics will be determined in late 2016
and 2017. PLA has general operating resources to support any such travel that is necessary in periods 1 and 2, and
anticipates that by period 3 the individual organizations’ commitments to maintain the legacy partnership will be
confirmed and any required travel will be budgeted in detail.
4. Consultants
Provide a brief description of the work to be performed by consultants in support of the overall project and describe any expenses that
have been included.

PLA has identified roles for eight consultants and one meeting planner to support the legacy work. Four
consultants/firms will be hired to provide services that address the PLA as an organization and the legacy grant as a
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comprehensive initiative.


Evaluation: A process evaluation consultant will play a critical role in PLA’s ability to track, manage and report on
the diverse activity occurring in the legacy grant. PLA’s intent is to contract with someone early in Year 1 to develop
a plan, metrics and tools for tracking and evaluating the work. A key directive will be to establish a system for PLA to
integrate the results of individual legacy components to tell a cohesive story and assess progress in addressing the
legacy framework. Once the tools and system are established, PLA staff will manage them, and the consultant’s
time will decrease. Over the course of the ten‐year project, $222,000 has been budgeted, with $80,000 of these
funds allocated for periods 1 and 2 (covering eighteen months), and a reduced amount budgeted for each of
periods 3–10.



Communications: A communication consultant will be hired to work with the PLA communication staff to develop a
communications strategy. In periods 1 through 3, the consultant will work with PLA to develop a communications
plan and processes for legacy work, and about half ($60,000) of the total budgeted will be spent in this timeframe.
Once the plan is established, the consultant will provide periodic support to PLA to guide its implementation and
integration to existing PLA communications and to work with PLA on revisions and vetting new materials. An
additional $59,000 has been budgeted for the maintenance work through 2026, for a total cost of $119,000.



Environmental Scan: PLA will identify a consultant from the nonprofit sector to undertake an environmental scan of
non‐library professional membership associations to identify best practices for internal operations and strategies.
PLA has budgeted $60,000 for this work in periods 4–6, to allow time for PLA to focus on its organizational capacity
and coordination with library organizations before turning outward to learn from the larger nonprofit sector.



Web Site Support: A modest amount (about $5,000/year, totaling $52,500) is budgeted to hire a consultant to
provide support and updates to any project‐related web sites that are established.

In addition, PLA has budgeted for the following consultants to provide support to specific project work.


Subject Matter Experts/Content Development: Subject matter experts (SMEs) from the library field will be engaged
to develop new training materials and update existing materials. PLA will identify consultants with both teaching,
adult learning and public library experience in order to create products that are high quality and well accepted by
practitioners. Just over $200,000 is budgeted to support three SMEs, focused on leadership, advocacy, and
management. A rate of $60/hour is budgeted, and time allocations vary based on the planned phasing of activity.



Instructional Design: A consultant or consultants with instructional design skills will be hired to ensure impact,
advocacy and leadership training developed by the SMEs meets quality standards. A total of $88,125 is budgeted,
with anticipated expenses highest in periods 1–3 as PLA works to revise current programs and develop new ones.



Pilot Project Leadership: One program to be developed will be entirely new, merging advocacy with outcome
collection, and therefore warrants a pilot phase before it is spread. A PLA member serving in library leadership will
be engaged to oversee the proposed pilot project through which libraries will pilot the new program, to support the
librarians who sign up for the pilot and to provide practitioner perspective.

In addition to the above, a modest amount ($17,800) is budgeted for meeting planning services to support the summits,
roundtables, and large training events.
Fees for consultants have been estimated based on fees PLA has paid for comparable project work and range roughly
from $60/hour for services such as subject matter expert/content review work to $200/hour for work requiring
significant specialization or expertise.
5. Capital Equipment
Provide a brief justification and description of any items required for the project with a unit cost of greater than $5,000 (U.S.D) and a useful
life of more than one year.
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PLA does not anticipate purchasing capital equipment over the course of the project.
6. Other Direct Costs
Provide a brief description and rationale for other direct costs required, including cost assumptions used to develop the budget for these
costs.

PLA has budgeted funds to support meeting venues (hotel or conference center space) specifically for the three
proposed planning meetings and summits early in the project (at $20,000 each) and later at a lower amount ($3,000
each) to support stakeholder roundtables where PLA will convene representatives of other national associations and
federal agencies.
Production funds are budgeted in order to develop the work of consultants, volunteers and LSO partners into products
that are accessible to PLA members and others. These funds will pay for software development, design, hosting, printing
and distribution as appropriate. PLA has budgeted $80,000 each for impact and leadership products. Until the project
moves forward it is difficult to estimate true development costs. If additional resources are required, PLA can leverage
other funding sources and/or develop a supplemental revenue model. Related costs that are anticipated include funds
to host project web sites ($4,000/year) and funds to support administration of an online learning platform
($20,000/year for periods 2–10), which will help establish a unified point of access for programs developed through the
legacy work, reinforcing their interconnected nature.
Funds are also budgeted to support computer equipment for staff, with anticipated replacements every 3–4 years, and
printing of the proposed annual report showing library impact.
Funds are also budgeted for PLA, IFLA and TASCHA to continue the legacy partner relationship by confirming
expectations and obligations around information sharing, decision‐making, and other forms of cooperation. The
activities to be developed under this agreement will initiate in Period 2, and a total of $1,760,000 is allocated equally
between periods 2–10 pending determination of specific costs and needs.
7. Sub-awards
List all sub-grantees or sub-contractors involved in this investment. (Add more rows as needed)
Name

Corporate Entity Name (if applicable)

Mailing Address

If separate budgets are required (see above), please also submit a separate budget template and narrative for each sub-award.
Describe the work each organization is going to perform as well as the rationale for each organization chosen to participate on this project
as a sub-grantee or sub-contractor. If organizations are TBD, include the assumptions used to estimate cost for the sub-award and the
process and timeline you will be using to select these organizations.
Note: You will be required to submit the sub-award budget once final.

PLA does not anticipate making sub‐awards to other organizations.
8. Currency Exchange
Briefly describe any foreign currency exchange exposure with this investment. Which costs included in the budget are exposed to
exchange risk? How much these do costs total?
Not applicable
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9. Other Sources of Support for this Project
If you are requesting funding from the foundation for only a portion of this project and will depend on funds from other sources, please
describe your contingency plans if full project funding does not become available. If you have applied for funding from other sources
which overlap with the funding requested in this proposal, please indicate the nature and timing of that potential funding. Any expected inkind contributions (e.g. drug donations, personnel time) should be included in the description.
NOTE: Names of the other sources and their expected dollar ($U.S.D) contributions should be included on the ‘Financial Summary & Reporting’
sheet of the budget in the Funding Plan table.

PLA will support salary and benefits for a portion of three positions directly supporting legacy projects beginning in period
5 and continuing through period 10. The combined total of the support PLA will provide is $760,771. PLA will use a
combination of its general operating funds and funds leveraged from other sources, including additional foundation
grants and earned income from product sales, to support these positions. PLA does not anticipate any additional cash or
external in‐kind funding sources.

10. Other
Please feel free to use this section to provide any other commentary or information that helps to describe and justify the budget request
presented. This may include assumptions and rationale behind indirect costs, risks, anomalies or other assumptions foundation staff
should be aware of when reviewing the budget.

Privacy and Non-confidentiality Notice
The foundation is required by the IRS to publish a list of its grants. We may also provide a general description of our grants and contracts on our web
sites, in press releases, and in other marketing materials. Subject to the foundation’s Privacy Policy, the foundation may also share information you
provide to U.S. (either orally or in writing) with third parties, including external reviewers, key partners and co-funders. This document is subject to the
foundation’s Terms of use.
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Public Library Association (PLA) Legacy Grant 2016‐2026
Brief Overview
PLA requested $10,805,701 from the Global Libraries (GL) program of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to
support legacy grant activities from 2016‐2026. Along with the Technology and Social Change Group at the
University of Washington’s Information School (TASCHA) and the International Federation of Library
Associations and Institutions (IFLA), PLA was one of three partners chosen to participate in the legacy grant
opportunity, which will sustain the gains of existing GL programs; create and scale new models of research,
training, and practice; use a collective impact approach to make collaboration successful across library support
organizations (LSOs); and support a globally‐connected field.
The partners will use four levers to drive and then sustain change across the field: Impact and Advocacy;
Leadership Capacity Building; Research and Innovation; and Network and Knowledge Sharing. In addition, grant
funds will support organizational capacity work to strengthen PLA itself and to facilitate success in all other
areas. PLA is proposing a robust program across the topic areas that can generally be defined as professional
training, diffusing knowledge across the field and related organizations, coproduction among partners, and
opportunities for the field to exercise evolving skills.
PLA’s activity seeks to achieve five interconnected results. Each result and the tactics PLA will use to achieve it
are described below. The work of the legacy partners will be structured into three sequential and iterative
phases: Discover and Launch; Implement and Amplify; and Grow and Thrive. This will allow the legacy partners
to build on existing strengths and programs, move to full‐scale, broad‐based implementation, and
institutionalize and sustain programs and achievements through the course of the grant period.
IMPACT AND ADVOCACY: Performance and outcome measurement become standard practice. Library
performance and outcome measurement will be integrated with advocacy so that external stakeholders
understand the value of and sustain support for libraries.


Discover & Launch: PLA’s Project Outcome helps public libraries understand and share the true impact
of essential library services with simple survey tools and an easy‐to‐use process for analyzing outcomes.
PLA will identify additional onboarding methods to engage more libraries, including through state library
partners and online. To spread impact measurement nationally and globally, PLA will document the
Project Outcome development process, culminating in a clearly defined model. This model will be
shared with PLA partners, including IFLA, to increase capacity to measure library outcomes on a global
scale.



Implement & Amplify: PLA will revise the Turning the Page advocacy program to integrate a focus on
outcomes and will offer the program via new delivery mechanisms. PLA will merge and scale successful
aspects of Project Outcome and Turning the Page to a new content package to train users on a complete
path of outcome collection for use in advocacy. PLA will also work with ALA’s Office for Library Advocacy
and Office for Information Technology Policy to inform and promote the public library sections of the
ALA National Policy Agenda for Libraries with an eye towards influencing national policy. All of these
efforts will help create a cohort of rising library leaders to receive support and training to become
national policy advocates, speaking on behalf of the field.



Grow & Thrive: The proliferation of programs to identify, measure and promote outcomes in the library
field will in turn leverage new, non‐library partners in other sectors (government, health, and education)

in support of libraries. PLA will continue to empower its champions to serve as leaders, subject matter
experts, and advocates within local and national networks.
LEADERSHIP CAPACITY BUILDING: Community‐aligned service development and advocacy become essential
leadership attributes. Library leaders are equipped with the knowledge, skills, and confidence to engage
internal stakeholders and external partners in positioning the library as a nexus of community development.


Discover & Launch: PLA will leverage its existing Leadership Academy content while deepening the
field’s engagement in leadership programs. PLA will create new training modules based on past
evaluations and emerging needs and will convene a 2017 Leadership Academy for a cohort of PLA
members. Subsequently, through the Academy and its expanded training opportunities in new
modalities, participants will develop the skills, knowledge, and confidence to position the library at the
center of their communities and to drive community development.



Implement & Amplify: PLA will expand access to leadership content through new delivery modalities,
platforms, and partnerships, engaging other LSOs in coproduction and spread of leadership support for
public librarians. PLA will also enhance the networking and mentoring components of its leadership
trainings and infuse other PLA initiatives such as Boot Camp and Planning for Results with strategies to
ensure participants gain skills to lead community development. These new collaborators, networks,
content, and delivery strategies will produce innovations.



Grow & Thrive: The growing cohorts of library leaders will help PLA establish formal, national‐level
partnerships with organizations that see value in libraries as assets for community development. PLA
will work with these other national organizations to mobilize their substructures for regional and
community level collaboration with public libraries, leveraging increased support for libraries.

RESEARCH AND INNOVATION: Innovation accelerates, and impactful practices are iterated and scaled more
quickly. Knowledge in the library field will be continuously expanded through research conducted both within
and outside of the legacy partnership, bringing non‐library partner stakeholders, resources, and practices to the
field.


Discover & Launch: PLA will mine its program data (for instance, Project Outcome), to surface emergent
trends and service innovations. PLA will activate both members and partner LSOs in uncovering gaps,
identifying areas for study, and synthesizing research. This work will support TASCHA in developing the
research agenda and identifying U.S. innovation lab participants. PLA will provide expert input as
TASCHA and IFLA undertake their work to align library indicators and Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) and will help U.S. public libraries understand the SDGs and relate them to their local context.



Implement & Amplify: Research and innovation will show library impact on broad, national priorities. In
2018, PLA will identify one such broad social trend (hunger, homelessness, public health) to which
libraries are actively contributing solutions. PLA will rally libraries around this focus over a 2‐year cycle
through dedicated PLA conference programming, member engagement, and communications. As PLA
and its legacy partners identify and integrate successive priorities, PLA will be able to demonstrate
libraries’ collective impact at a national scale. Concurrently, as PLA and TASCHA identify successful
innovations, PLA will support spread and uptake through library‐to‐library training and mentorship,
product development, publications and educational programming. PLA will engage LSO partners in
coproduction, so that priority research and innovation moves quickly through the processes of business
planning, production, implementation, and sustainability. PLA will also develop a “state of the research”
report and presentation to be delivered annually library leaders.
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Grow & Thrive: PLA will continue to advance research and innovation in the library field by bringing
partners in other domains (government, education, health, business, law, finance) to the table to invest
in new research and in the resulting programs, which will benefit both libraries and communities.

NETWORK & KNOWLEDGE SHARING: Working collaboratively through networks becomes standard practice.
Intimately aligned networks coordinate strategies and share resources to lead the profession forward.


Discover & Launch: The success of legacy activity, and public libraries generally, is dependent on the
ability to achieve collaborative impact. First, PLA will develop strength in this area through ongoing staff
and board training. In 2017, PLA will convene the first LSO summit utilizing collaborative impact
principles to build networks among LSOs to address needs in the field. The intent of this summit is to
build alignment around the overarching legacy goal: libraries are engines of development and funded as
key community assets. The goals established by legacy are broad enough to accommodate the work and
priorities of all LSOs, and LSOs will be encouraged to participate because the vision of legacy includes
engaging nontraditional stakeholders in supporting libraries and LSOs themselves.



Implement & Amplify: PLA will act as a hub in convening LSOs for at least two additional in person
summits to ensure a shared vision of diverse organizations supporting public libraries. These
collaborations will impact the programmatic level, as partner organizations work together to reduce
redundancies, co‐create tools, and contribute shared resources to a centralized collection.



Grow & Thrive: LSOs will work together to establish partnerships with other sectors to support and
benefit public libraries. LSO partners will speak in a unified voice about the value of libraries and will
benefit collectively from the increased support of philanthropy, government, education, healthcare and
other partners.

ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY: PLA’s evolution creates a progressive organization that models outcome‐based
leadership, critical self‐assessment, and deep member engagement.


Discover & Launch: To accomplish the above work, PLA itself must evolve and increase capacity. The
work of legacy is complex, so PLA will develop a comprehensive communications plan for reaching
libraries and other stakeholders. The work of legacy requires new skills, so PLA will implement board
and staff education on outcome measurement, outward‐facing leadership, collaborative impact, and
more. The work of legacy requires organizational realignment, so PLA will adopt standards to govern all
of its program development to include impact measurement. Finally, to sustain these improvements and
support increased access to PLA programs, PLA will establish a development plan, identify fundraising
staff, and create a roadmap for engaging nontraditional agencies to support PLA and public libraries.



Implement & Amplify: Efforts will move from an internal focus in Phase 1 to a broader audience. PLA will
share its training for staff and volunteer leadership with other ALA units and partnering LSOs. PLA will
offer education and technical assistance to ALA and other LSOs on outcomes for public library services.
This reorientation of PLA and other LSOs will help PLA develop an annual report on the impact of LSOs.



Grow & Thrive: To address sustainability, PLA will establish the infrastructure for proactive fundraising
efforts. PLA will hold informational meetings with nontraditional government agencies, corporations,
and foundations to assess connection points between their priorities and PLA programs and the
potential to leverage their financial support.
3
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PLA Legacy Grant Application to Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Final Draft, 4‐1‐16
Budget Overview and Notes
Period 1

Category
Personnel
Travel
Consultants
Capital Equipment
Other Direct Costs
Sub‐awards
TOTAL DIRECT COST
Indirect Cost (12%)
TOTAL

Period 2

Period 3

Period 4

Period 5

Period 6

Period 7

Period 8

Period 9

Period 10

TOTAL

Jul‐16 ‐ Dec‐16 Jan‐17 ‐ Dec‐17 Jan‐18 ‐ Dec‐18 Jan‐19 ‐ Dec‐19 Jan‐20 ‐ Dec‐20 Jan‐21 ‐ Dec‐21 Jan‐22 ‐ Dec‐22 Jan‐23 ‐ Dec‐23 Jan‐24 ‐ Dec‐24 Jan‐25 ‐ May‐26
% of Direct
Budget
Budget
Budget
Budget
Budget
Budget
Budget
Budget
Budget
Budget
Cost
$
142,543 $
472,572 $
654,234 $
666,918 $
640,267 $
652,672 $
601,669 $
613,302 $
601,794 $
795,302 $ 5,841,272
60.5%
31,600
154,900
62,000
62,000
32,000
40,000
38,000
32,800
32,800
44,000 $
530,100
5.5%
101,250
116,250
159,800
111,575
69,375
69,375
42,375
31,825
31,825
44,925 $
778,575
8.1%
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
0.0%
38,000
148,000
339,000
349,000
239,000
245,000
255,000
245,000
245,000
395,000 $ 2,498,000
25.9%
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
0.0%
313,393
891,722
1,215,034
1,189,493
980,642
1,007,047
937,044
922,927
911,419
1,279,227
9,647,947
100.0%
37,607
107,007
145,804
142,739
117,677
120,846
112,445
110,751
109,370
153,507
1,157,754
12.0%
$
351,000 $
998,728 $
1,360,838 $
1,332,232 $
1,098,319 $
1,127,893 $
1,049,489 $
1,033,679 $
1,020,789 $
1,432,734 $ 10,805,701
112.0%

Personnel
The grant underwrites portions of 4 core PLA staff positions, extends 3 grant‐funded positions, and adds 3.5 FTE in new PLA positions.
Salaries are based on actual FY16 salaries for current positions or anticipated starting salaries based on ALA levels for new positions. Benefits are calculated at 33% of salary.

Travel
Major travel costs include funds to convene 3 summits of library support organizations in periods 1‐4, one Leadership Academy for 45 participants in period 2, and funds for stakeholder
roundtables for representatives of non‐library sectors to convene annually beginning in period 6. Funds are also included for research experts to present on the "state of research" at PLA and ALA meetings,
and for PLA staff and leaders to meet regularly with other library groups and attend or present at state and regional meetings throughout the grant period.

Consultants
PLA will pay 4 library practitioners to consult and develop Legacy program materials and to run a pilot program testing new materials. An instructional design expert will be hired to help
turn the input from subject matter experts into curricula and program materials.
PLA will also hire 2 consultants to advise on general Legacy work ‐ one on process evaluation and one on communications ‐ and both will do most work during periods 1‐2, then provide maintenance
consultation and advice through period 10.
From periods 4‐6, PLA will hire an association management firm to do an environmental scan of association best practices to help PLA learn from other associations. Modest funds are also budgeted for
required services such as meeting planning and maintenance of any Legacy project web sites that are developed.

Other Direct Costs
Other direct costs include meeting venue costs for the summits and other meetings, web site hosting fees, learning platform fees, and computer equipment for new positions
Design and printing costs are budgeted to produce products that develop out of the leadership and impact activity, which may be distributed or turned into products to be sold. A small amount is also
budgeted to produce an annual report that combines PLA and other library group work on community impact for various stakeholder audiences
Per the Gates Foundation directive, about $2 million in funds ($1,766,000 plus indirects) for Legacy Partner collaboration has been allocated as an "other direct cost" ($100,000 in period 2, and $196,000/year
in periods 2‐10), with specific purposes to be determined.
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In order to successfully achieve the desired outcomes described in the legacy grant, PLA must work with
and through partners to extend the reach of programs and audiences. PLA hopes that all libraries will
see value and resonance in some aspect of legacy‐funded work, regardless or PLA membership status.
This requires working with LSOs that service non‐PLA member demographics. PLA also hopes that
partner LSOs will recognize how their own priorities align with the strategic goals of the legacy
framework and see value in joining PLA in this work.
Each interconnected result calls out partner contribution in specific ways. Broadly speaking, these
contributions can be described as information sharing (Phase 1), then convening (Phase 1 into Phase 2),
eventually moving towards co‐production and deliberate coordinated actions (Phase 2 into Phase 3).
PLA expects that partners involvement will vary from project to project, based on their own interest and
capacity.
PLA recognizes the risks of relying heavily on partners. To mitigate these risks, PLA will engage in good
stakeholder engagement, clear and consistent communications, and develop its own internal
collaborative impact skills to best manage complex, multi‐partner projects. It is necessary that partners
see their input and expertise as integral to success and that the legacy grant is not just for PLA’s benefit,
but for the benefit of the field.
To date, PLA has identified and in some cases engaged the following partners:


WebJunction: Shared prepenultimate draft for feedback. Sees opportunities to leverage their
online learning and online CoP expertise to extend legacy‐funded work to smaller, more rural
libraries. Would like to see Geek the Library learning, content, and users included in ongoing
advocacy activities



TechSoup for Libraries: Shared prepenultimate draft for feedback. Interested in using their
platforms (particularly online learning) to push out legacy‐funded content. Willing to share data
collected from client libraries and NGO with legacy partners; PLA facilitated contact between
TechSoup, TASCHA, and IFLA.



ULC: Shared early outline for feedback. Need to reengage to share finalized activities and discuss
points of intersection, particularly around outcomes, leadership, and innovation.



COSLA: Shared early outline for feedback. Need to reengage to share finalized activities and
discuss points of intersection, particularly around outcomes.



ARSL: Shared early outline for feedback. Need to reengage to share finalized activities and
discuss points of intersection particularly around outcomes and leadership.



Other ALA units: No formal engagement to date, beyond budget and proposal updates to senior
staff. Have identified executive ALA, Washington Office, OITP, Center for the Future of Libraries
and Public Programs Office as key internal partners, recognizing this work will reach to other
offices and divisions over time. PLA will test a lot of best practices and learnings with ALA
divisions before offering technical support to external LSOs.
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Chief Officers of State Library Agencies (COSLA)

1. Statement of Need
Thousands of public libraries diligently contribute to data collection efforts each year – participating in onetime, periodic and annual surveys at the behest of a variety of organizations – state library administrative
agencies, university researchers and professional associations. The results are used to create national
composites that describe library use, organizational health and impact.
There is an overarching need for timely, reliable, comparable and meaningful data on public libraries that
documents infrastructure (buildings, staff and broadband), resources (collections, funding and services) and
impact (outcomes, indicators and outputs).i There is broad consensus that collecting data has tremendous
value. At the same time, several concerns have emerged with the proliferation of surveys in recent years.
Primary among them are that the burden of increased data collection is beyond the capacity of many libraries,
that data collection efforts are not coordinated and that the data collected does not reflect the needs nor tell
the story of libraries in the 21st century
In short, there is no overarching national plan for the collection, storage, use and dissemination of
public library data and service outcomes that equitably engages all stakeholders and validates the
purpose and value of public libraries.
Lacking a carefully crafted national plan that balances the needs of local libraries who are asked to complete
surveys and the priorities of those who fund national data collection efforts with the importance of sustained
access to data, the library field runs the risk of losing the ability to tell the story of the value that public
libraries bring to their local communities and to the United States as a whole. Without this capacity, the
foundation of support for America’s public libraries is at risk.
Library Data Collection: 1988 - 2015
The Museum and Library Services Act of 2010 (PL 111-340, section 2) mandates the Institute of Museum
and Library Services (IMLS) to collect public library data. IMLS does so through the Public Library Survey
(PLS), the most comprehensive survey completed by America’s public libraries. The PLS is administered in
collaboration with State Library Administrative Agencies (SLAAs). Since its inception in 1989, the survey has
grown to include 98 data elements organized into 14 broad categories. More than 9,000 libraries (17,000
outlets) provide responses each year. The resulting data is reviewed, cleaned and released over an 18 to 24month period.
Data collected by the PLS includes information about library visits, circulation, collection size, public service
hours, revenue and expenditures and more. The survey has responded to changes in the library field over the
last 25 years, yet the addition (and deletion) of data elements has been slow to keep pace with the wholesale
changes in how libraries provide access to collections and the ways in which library services have changed.
Both changes have been driven in large part by technology. For example, the PLS does not include data
elements related to governance, digital literacy, technological infrastructure, community engagement (e.g.
partnerships, collaboration, programs), community education (adult and early literacy, workforce
development), creation (e.g. maker spaces, self-publishing), use of social media and more. And only recently
(2016) has a measure related to the use of electronic collections been added. A methodology for identifying
and capturing trends in library use that may impact data collection is missing. Similarly, the PLS does not
measure community or individual outcomes that result from the investments and activities that it reports.
The quality and reliability of the PLS is acknowledged and codified in the National Information Standards
Organization’s (NISO) Z39.7-2013 standard, Information Services and Use: Metrics & Statistics for Libraries and
Information Providers: Data Dictionary. Despite the quality and consistency of its approach, the limitations of the
PLS encouraged the development of a number of other national surveys that address some of the missing
1
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data elements and release results more quickly. These efforts, typically funded as short-term (three to four
year) grant projects to research universities, professional associations, or a combination, have been somewhat
successful in filling the void. Importantly, many of the 98 core data elements reported annually through the
PLS serve as the foundation for these projects.
The Public Library Association, for example, manages the Public Library Data Survey (PLDS). A voluntary
survey, it is completed by about 1800 libraries in the United States and Canada annually. The PLDS collects
information on 89 data elements, approximately a dozen are unique to the PLDS and not included in the PLS.
It also includes supplemental questions that address specific areas of service or a topic of more immediate
relevance to public libraries – such as services to children and youth. With relatively few self-selected
respondents and controlled access through the fee-based PLAmetrics, its availability, and value, to the larger
library field is limited despite the importance of the questions it asks.
Since 1994, 14 surveys have measured Internet connectivity. The Public Library Funding and Technology
Access Survey and its successor, the Digital Inclusion survey, have used a sampling approach to gathering
data that speaks to the use and availability of technology and the Internet in libraries. Funded in part by IMLS
and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and under the auspices of the University of Maryland’s Information
Policy and Access Center and the American Library Association, this body of work has made a tremendous
contribution to our collective ability to communicate the value and importance of libraries in the 21st century.
With foundational data from the PLS, it has been successful in gathering and disseminating data quickly, yet
its focus is narrow and it has no inherent sustainability.
More recently, the Edge Initiative, led by the Urban Libraries Council, with support from IMLS, shows
promise for providing libraries with the tools needed to collect data that measures technology impact. It is
limited by an emphasis on selected 'hot topics.' Project Outcomes, led by the Public Library Association,
likewise offers a common mechanism for libraries to measure the impact of library programs and services
among the residents libraries serve and the larger community. For both of these tools, questions about longterm value, sustainability and access to the data have not been resolved entirely. The voluntary nature, limited
scope and expense of participation pose significant barriers to large-scale adoption.
Taking on issues of library impact and value, the Gates Foundation and Pew Internet have made strides in
periodic national surveys of residents, who are asked to describe their use and affinity with libraries and
library services. Yet there is no obvious or strategic relationship between these efforts and the data collected
by the census or surveys led by library organizations.
There is consensus in the library field that the current state creates confusion at the local library level and that
participation in many of these efforts lags behind expectations. COSLA’s proposed cooperative agreement
with IMLS will create a National Public Library Data and Outcomes Action Plan that builds bridges
between current data collection activities to ensure sustainability and long-term access, resolves concerns
related to duplication of efforts and results in a comprehensive and cooperative approach to library data that
addresses the importance of outcomes in addition to outputs and indicators.

2. Impact
By creating a National Public Library Data and Outcomes Action Plan (National Action Plan), Measures that
Matter anticipates redrawing the landscape of public library data collection. A National Action Plan developed
with the active engagement of key stakeholders – local libraries, IMLS, SLAAs, professional associations,
affiliated funders and researchers – will increase organizational commitment to library data collection. In
doing so, its greatest long-term impact will be to offer libraries and their stakeholders sustained access to
information that documents the role, value and impact of public libraries.
2
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In the short term, the impact will be to determine what measures need to be collected, who is responsible for
collection and ensuring on-going storage and access. Measures that Matter's success will lie in its ability to
engage stakeholders in creating a National Action Plan that:








Reduces the burden of data collection
Eliminates duplication of data collection efforts
Improves the timeliness of data release
Increases the uptake on sampling surveys
Improves the quality of data collected
Increases the capacity of public libraries to track and measure outcomes that align with communitybased measurement systems
Identifies components of a universal public library services model

3. Project Design

Measures that Matter is proposed as a cooperative project between IMLS and COSLA. COSLA will engage
IMLS as its partner in designing specific aspects of the project, to ensure that the agency's expertise is
leveraged to set a strong foundation for success in addressing the most pressing needs of all stakeholders. As
the largest funder of library data collection efforts and the agency that is mandated to collect data, IMLS'
appreciation for the complexity of government data collection, storage, access and use is essential to the
process. Additionally, of central importance to this effort is drawing on the expertise that other governmental
and non-governmental sectors (education, community development, workforce development, nonprofit) have
in the area of data collection, use and storage.
The project design is elegant and offers a tiered approach to building a shared understanding of the issues
related to library data on the one hand, and opportunities for stakeholder engagement on the other. A
Working Group, with participation from IMLS and COSLA membership, will set the project's direction and
ensure that project activities stays true to articulated project goals and intent. COSLA and IMLS will convene
a seven member Advisory Committee comprised of individuals who are invested and have expertise in data
collection as practitioners, researchers, funders and advocates. The group is intentionally small, with the
expectation that a more comprehensive group of stakeholders will be engaged in project activities – as
presenters, speakers and invited guests – as the project moves forward. Described more fully below, the
Advisory Committee will be charged with providing guidance to the Working Group in mapping current data
collection projects, developing a series of educational webinars, structuring the Library Data Summit and
disseminating the results.
Preliminary discussions have identified the need for a series of activities to engage library stakeholders in an
extended conversation that begins with sharing the results of library data mapping. Webinars and other
activities will create a common understanding of current issues and concerns, explore the conceptual
underpinning of data collection decisions, and begin to engage participants in aspirational thinking about
future needs. A key outcome is to help stakeholders better understand how data collection is conceived and
implemented in other library sectors (academic and school) and in aligned fields such as community
development, education, informal learning, museums, social services and workforce development. The intent
is to promote an understanding of how library data collection efforts align with larger local and national
measurement systems (Collective Impact, Performance Budgeting or Results Based Accountability
frameworks, for example). It will include a full consideration of the implication of various data collection
decisions, or scenarios, as well as the complete data life cycle. To do so, the project will draw on the expertise
of leaders in selected fields identified by IMLS and the Working Group with guidance from the Advisory
Committee.
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Creating a Shared Understanding
Data Mapping
An initial project activity will be an inventory of current data collection efforts (a Data Map) that clearly
demonstrates the relationship between existing data collection efforts, while simultaneously articulating the
implications of keeping the status quo. Advisory Committee members will ensure that the Working Group
has identified all projects and that the Data Map articulates inputs, outputs, outcomes and the purpose of the
collection. There are disparate library data conversations taking place, and the data mapping process will bring
these together so that the Measures that Matters reflects concerns of all. NISO Z39.7 – 2013, a thoughtfully
developed standard, is a valued starting point for data definitions.
Knowing that the PLS is completed by over 90% of public libraries, key research questions for this phase will
include: What libraries are completing the additional surveys? What factors lead to their participation? What
value do they derive from it? How are the results used? Who uses the results? Is the data that is collected the
best or only way to answer the questions being asked? The Data Map will serve as a key resource that is
shared widely among all stakeholders and deepen their collective understanding of the challenges inherent in
the current state. It will also set the stage for the ensuing educational webinars.
Educational Webinars
The structure and content of the monthly webinars, as well as the selection of presenters, will be developed
collaboratively by IMLS and the Working Group with guidance from the Advisory Committee. The webinars
will contribute to the project’s goals related to engaging stakeholders on multiple levels and increasing affinity
and knowledge across the larger library community in the area of “library data.” With that in mind, several
themes need to be addressed in order to ensure that Data Summit attendees are well positioned to move into
high-level discussion and decision-making.
Data Elements: Inputs, Outputs and Outcomes
Library data has a well-deserved reputation for a focus on inputs and outputs at the expense of outcomes.
Collecting outputs is a mainstay of the Public Library Survey and the data elements paint a picture, over time
of the health and status of libraries. While outputs have limited value for conveying the contributions that
libraries make to the individuals and communities they serve, they have continued importance as a foundation
for other types of surveys. Widespread knowledge about the process of selection, definition and approval of
data elements used in the PLS will create a foundation for understanding its affordances and limitations.
Similarly, building an understanding of how other sectors – governmental and non governmental – use inputs,
outputs and outcomes helps participants to better understand how the PLS may be leveraged in a new library
data landscape focused on outcomes.
Methods: Sampling, Census
For almost 30 years, virtually all public libraries have completed the annual PLS census. Since 1994, a
companion report, the State Library Administrative Agency Survey, has collected data at a state level. Other
projects have used sampling as a method for selecting participants. Yet participants selected through sampling
may not have the capacity to complete an additional survey and lack an appreciation for the importance of
their contribution. Particularly given the timing for surveys, communicating the value for participation is
challenging. For projects where the timing overlaps with the PLS (including the PLDS) respondents are often
confused about what they are completing, for whom and why. A lack of coherence between the various
efforts has led to confusion, redundancy and duplication of effort. To best serve the long-term interests of
libraries, Measures that Matter’s resulting National Action Plan must reflect the best thinking around
meaningful methodologies applied in the most efficient manner.
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Data Collection, Storage and Access
Currently, collected library data is housed and made available by disparate organizations. With the exception
of current PLS data, which is centrally housed by IMLS, data is dispersed across a number of organizations.
While access to most is provided free of charge, some sets require fees. Individuals interested in using data
may not know what exists or where to find it. As a result, they may not integrate existing data into their work
nor consider how their project can add to the larger set of available library data. There has not been a deep
and sustained conversation across the library community about the value and expense of various data storage
and retrieval options that organize and provide access to historical, current and future data sets in the most
efficient manner possible.
Responsibility
IMLS is the only organization mandated to collect public library census data on a national level. All SLAAs
have a similar mandate to collect data at a state level. The two mandates work hand-in-hand – with statewide
collections founded on federal needs and, in some cases, expanded to include additional state-specific data. As
described earlier, these collections form the backbone of other surveys led by professional associations,
research institutions and, perhaps, other government entities. These additional surveys are not mandated nor
are the organizations that participate mandated to sustain their efforts beyond specified grant requirements.
While not all additional surveys need to continue indefinitely, it is important that the responsibility for
collecting and disseminating core data rests with organizations able to sustain access over the long-term.
Funding
Federal and state governments fund current public library census data collection; some private entities fund
specific projects. With the loss of financial support from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation at the close of
2017, funding for library data collection beyond the PLS will fall predominantly to IMLS. Sustaining current
efforts beyond the PLS may not be realistic for IMLS. A consideration of how data collection will be funded,
moving forward, is critical, particularly as the conversation moves to questions of long-term data storage, use
and accessibility.

Engaging Stakeholders
Data Summit
The Library Data Summit is conceptualized as an opportunity for a comprehensive group of 75 decisionmakers from key organizations to actively plan for future data collection efforts – a sustainable national action
plan for library data. The agenda for the Library Data Summit will be developed collaboratively by IMLS and
the Working Group, with guidance from the Advisory Committee. Areas of focus may include opportunities
to: understand limitations and affordances of data collection technologies, learn from colleagues in other
sectors, and consider the implications of a comprehensive library data and outcomes model. Nationally
recognized experts in data and data design will assist participants to build an understanding of current and
future data trends to inform the emerging plan.
A primary goal of the summit is to develop a response to the concerns that underlie this proposal: improving
the timeliness of data release and the quality of data collected, reducing redundancy and duplication of data
collection efforts, increasing participation in sampling surveys and the capacity of public libraries to track and
measure outcomes that align with community-based measurement systems. Within this framework,
participants may be asked to identify key public library data and metrics, articulate the value of specific
indicators, outputs and outcomes and carefully consider the frequency of collection efforts. Facilitated
sessions around key decision areas will focus on developing components of the National Action Plan.
With an eye toward addressing the project's goals and engaging the library community in a focused and highlevel conversation, the Working Group will select speakers for the Data Summit who bring a variety of
perspectives on data collection, storage and/or retrieval. While it is preliminary to identify specific individuals,
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the speakers will not duplicate content from the educational webinars. With guidance from the Advisory
Committee, the Working Group will look beyond the library field to engage subject matter experts who can
challenge assumptions and highlight best practices in measurement from allied fields – education, workforce,
museums, informal learning, community development, etc.
The Data Summit will be an invitation-only event. Key individuals and organizations from the library field as
well as outside the library field who can contribute to a high level analysis of the issues and put forward
workable possible solutions to the challenges identified will be invited. Skilled facilitators will lead participants
in focused sessions that elicit areas of consensus on proposed solutions. Among the organizations to be
included are: American Library Association, Urban Libraries Council, Public Library Association, University
of Maryland, University of Washington, Association of Research Libraries, American Association of School
Librarians; Association of Tribal Archives, Libraries and Museums; Pew Research; OCLC; BiblioStat;
Counting Opinions; the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation; National Information Standards Organization
and representatives from integrated library system, library data collection and e-resource vendors.
National Action Plan Development and Dissemination
Following the Library Data Summit, the Working Group will develop a National Action Plan that articulates
library data collection needs and identifies organizational commitment to the implementation of the emerging
Plan. It is likely that implementation will take place in stages, so that required tools and resources can be put
in place to support data collection efforts.
Demonstrating that the plan is a streamlined approach that eliminates duplication, ensures long-term and
equitable access and integrates outcomes is essential to getting buy-in. The resulting National Action Plan will
be clear, transparent and written in plain language and designed appeal to a wide audience and readily
available through a project web presence.
Measures that Matter culminates with disseminating the National Action Plan through regional meetings and
webinars co-led by COSLA and IMLS, including the October 2017 COSLA Annual Meeting and meetings of
state library associations. The purpose of dissemination is to communicate to details of the plan to those most
impacted by it – public libraries, researchers and vendors.
Measures that Matters anticipates that the National Action Plan is the beginning of a longer-term process that
will engage multiple stakeholders in deeper conversations on plan elements. Dissemination activities will also
set the stage for stakeholder organizations to plan for implementation, including timing and identification of
required resources.

4. Diversity Plan
The United States is becoming increasingly racially diverse. While data may be 'color blind,' it can be used to
help libraries to complete racial equity assessments that prompt institutional changes and ensure library
services are delivered equitably. While Measures that Matter is not intended to address the needs of specific
diverse communities, it is undertaken with the awareness that data can be a tool that helps libraries to respond
to the needs of diverse communities and to address institutional and structural racism.

5. Project Resources

Measures that Matter is developed as an 18-month project. Key project staff include a Project Administrator,
a Library Data Consultant and a Project Coordinator. COSLA's Executive Director, Timothy Cherubini, will
serve as the Project Administrator. Mr. Cherubini will provide high-level oversight for the project, including
communication, planning, hiring project staff, attending meetings and serving as a liaison between COSLA,
IMLS and the project’s other stakeholders. He will also take the lead in engaging state library administrative
agency personnel in the national dissemination of the National Action Plan to public library and other
stakeholders. The Library Data Consultant will complete the Data Mapping project during the project’s first
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phase, creating a visual representation of current library data collection efforts that demonstrates the
relationships between all and highlights gaps. The Data Map, which starts with NISO Z39.7, will serve as a
foundational document for subsequent educational webinars and the Data Summit. Key attributes for this
individual include deep knowledge of library data practice and community-measurement metrics. The Library
Data Consultant will also participate in developing Advisory Committee and Working Group meeting
agendas, identifying subject matter experts for webinars and the Data Summit.
In addition to providing support for Data Mapping and report writing, the Project Coordinator will manage
the day to day details of the project scheduling meetings and webinars, working with presenters, and
supporting the work of the Advisory Committee and Working Group. The individual selected for this
position will have expertise in project management and continuing education.
A Working Group will set the project's direction and provide guidance so that all activities align with
articulated project goals. The group will ensure that the needs and capacities of public libraries are addressed
throughout. Joining IMLS representatives and the project's administrator as members of the Working Group
are Chief Officers of state library administrative agencies Stacey Aldrich (HI), Kurt Kiefer (WI), Jennifer
Nelson (MN) and Annie Norman (DE). Each brings expertise in library data collection and measurement.
Together, they will determine topics and speakers for educational webinars and the agenda and speakers for
the Data Summit. They will help to develop and provide feedback on the National Action Plan.
Described briefly above, a seven-member Advisory Committee will be convened to provide feedback at
critical junctures during the project. The intent is that this committee will represent a broad cross-section of
library and non-library stakeholders so that project activities are not developed in a silo, but reflective of the
broad needs of libraries and library supporters. COSLA and IMLS will jointly extend invitations to individuals
who have a vested interested in government data as researchers, advocates and users. Organizational
representation will include professional associations and academic institutions. While some individuals and
organizations have been identified as important constituents, its final composition will be determined in
collaboration with IMLS and with an eye toward what each member can bring to the conversation. These may
include but are not limited to the American Library Association, the Public Library Association, Urban
Libraries Council, the University of Washington.
The Advisory Committee will meet three times during the project. At the first meeting, the Committee will
review and provide feedback on the Data Map, as well as the presenters and topics selected for the
educational webinars. The second meeting will be an opportunity for the group to provide feedback on the
topics, agenda and activities planned for the Data Summit. The third meeting will follow the Data Summit
and be used to review and provide feedback on an early draft of the National Action Plan as well as
dissemination plans.
Additional resources for the project include an evaluator and facilitators. Early in the project, an experienced
evaluator will review the dimensions of the project – from its intent to educate and engage stakeholders to its
goal of developing a National Action Plan – with the project administrator and Working Group. Together,
they will determine the most appropriate approach and techniques for measuring the success of the project.
Facilitators skilled in participatory methods that lead to actionable plans will be used during the Data Summit.
Leveraging third party facilitators will allow participants – content experts – to focus their efforts on the
challenges at hand.
AMR, COSLA’s association management company will serve as Measures that Matter’s fiscal agent and
manage project finances. It will also execute contracts with project consultants and manage event logistics,
including negotiating venue and room rates, registration, etc.
Summary Time Line (adjustable based on award date):
June – July 2016
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Hire project personnel, recruit Advisory Committee members.
July – September 2016
Complete Data Map, set up project web presence
September 2016 – December 2016
Review Data Map; determine content for four educational webinars. Engage webinar/Data Summit speakers
and facilitators, select venue and date for Data Summit; Advisory Committee Meeting #1
January – May 2017
Conduct four monthly educational webinars; Advisory Committee Meeting #2; host Data Summit,
May – July 2017
Write National Action Plan, Advisory Committee Meeting #3
August – October 2017
Disseminate National Action Plan through webinars and association meetings, including COSLA
November – December 2017
Summative Evaluation and Final report preparation

6. Communications Plan
Effective communication is essential to the success of Measures that Matter. The project relies on
community-building and audience engagement throughout. The project administrator and manager will lead
communication efforts. The Working Group and Advisory Committee will offer additional avenues for
communication through meetings, conferences and newsletters.
A website will be used to share the Data Map and information about the educational webinars, the Data
Summit and the National Action Plan. It will be a central hub for connecting stakeholders, including state
library administrative agencies, public libraries, researchers, advocates and professional associations. The
project will leverage relationships with membership associations and IMLS to ensure that the projects goals,
activities and outcomes are communicated clearly and transparently to a wide audience of those impacted by a
National Action Plan.

7. Sustainability

To the extent that the National Action Plan has buy in from the library community - funders, associations,
researchers and libraries – Measures that Matter will result in a sustainable approach to library data collection,
access and use. The complexity of the topic means that implementation of the National Action Plan will take
place over the long-term and require intentional collaboration between IMLS, professional associations
(including COSLA), researchers and funders. COSLA members, who represent 56 state public library data
collection entities and more than 16,000 public libraries, are committed to adapting data collection practices in
line with a National Action Plan that articulates the contributions, value and purpose of public libraries.

i

See also National Information Standards Organization (NISO), Information Services and Use: Metrics & Statistics for Libraries
and Information Providers: Data Dictionary, Z39.7-2013 available at http://z39-7.niso.org/standard.html
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PLA Board of Directors Survey
ALA National Library Legislative Day Activity
In preparation for its spring board meeting on May 1 in Washington DC, 8 of 10 PLA board members
completed a short survey to provide input on priority legislative issues, direction for ancillary meetings,
and more.
1. Arrival and Departure Dates
MEMBERS/STAFF
Carolyn Anthony
Rhea Brown Lawson
Melanie Huggins
Gina Millsap
Larry Neal
Vailey Oehlke
Rivkah Sass
Manya Shorr
Felton Thomas
Jay Turner
Barb Macikas
Mary Hirsh
Scott Allen

Apr 29

Apr 30

May 1

May 2

May 3

2. Board Meeting
Suggestions for any major issues, initiatives, or new ideas for the spring board meeting agenda






Legacy Grant (4)
o I know that the Gates legacy grant is still not finalized or public, but it would be useful for
the Board to have a discussion about how the grant will impact the PLA office and other
programs/strategies of PLA. What opportunities does the grant offer for work with other
LSOs? The other grant partners?
o I am wondering if this would be a good Spring Board meeting standing agenda item to
discuss the status/progress/concerns/accomplishments on the Legacy Grant? There are so
many moving parts, it will have a huge impact, but it's also going to be going forward in a
changing environment.
o Legacy Grant update and strategic discussion
o Legacy Grant
Project Outcome/EDGE partnership (2)
o We should explore if there are intersection or collaboration opportunities between the ULC
EDGE initiative and the PLA Outcomes initiative
o Project Outcome/Edge partnership? Would this be worth pursuing?
Public Awareness Campaign (2)
o I think it’s a great opportunity to dive in‐depth into the public awareness campaign
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I think continuing the conversation about public awareness of the changing roles of libraries
is critical to our future.
Board self‐assessment
o The spring meeting is a great venue to have the more difficult discussions (if there are any),
and all of our Board members will have been through two previous Board meetings to have
had the opportunity to "gel" and have a better understanding of PLA.
o We will know the composition of the upcoming Board by this time and would it be helpful to
have a discussion/do an assessment/self‐assessment of our strengths/weaknesses.
PLA 2016 Conference Debrief
o I'm sure everyone will want to touch on the 2016 Conference since it will just have
happened!
E‐Rate
o E‐Rate is also critical to some of us as is the issue of succession planning to build a library
workforce that is more reflective of the communities we serve.
o






3. Attendance at Previous ALA National Library Legislative Days

4. Interest/intention to Participate in Leg Day Activity
(in order by highest interest in participating)
Capitol Hill Visits
Briefing Day

Congressional
Reception
Preconference
Additional
Legislator/Agency
Meetings

Must participate!

Like to attend some

Must participate!

Like to attend some

Like to
attend,
don’t feel
strongly
Like to attend, don’t feel strongly

Like to attend some
Like to attend
Like to attend, don’t
some
feel strongly
Like to attend, don’t feel strongly

2

No interest

No interest
I’ll attend,
but would
skip it

No
response
No
response

No
response

No response
No interest

No
response
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5. Ranking of 2016 Leg Day Issues
ISSUE (in priority order)
Support the Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA)
Support Strong “Net Neutrality” Protection
Support Freedom of Information Act Reform
Provide Dedicated Funding for Effective School Library Programs in ESEA
Support Real Privacy and Surveillance Law Reform Now!
Maintain “Innovative Approaches to Literacy” Funding for School Libraries
Support Public Access to Taxpayer‐Funded Research
Support Copyright “Recalibration” to Assure Maximum Non‐Infringing Information
Access

Weighted
Average
2.88
2.50
2.29
2.29
2.29
2.13
1.86
1.75

6. Other Legislative Issues to Meet with Federal Reps About
 Support for timely approval of federal appointments (2)
o . . . including the Librarian of Congress
o Supporting the President's proposed appointment of Dr. Carla Hayden as the next
Librarian of Congress.
 Need to continue to have a voice in E‐Rate improvements
 Building awareness of the ConnectED Library Challenge especially with legislators whose
libraries are piloting the program

7. Would You Participate in Meetings PLA Sets Up with National Partners?
Comments:
 Need to be mindful if I've promised to make
an office visit and need to still have the
issues briefs. Sometimes there are herds
meeting with Reps so if my time is better
used elsewhere fine.
 Yes, if I’m still in town
 No, not planning to stay

7a. Do you have any ideas on what you’d like to talk about and/or who you’d like to meet with?
 Coalition to Advance Learning (2)
o Any of the chiefs from COSLA to talk about the Coalition to Advance Learning
o Coalition to Advance Learning? I'm still on their email list but not keeping up with
what progress is being made.
 Broadband support
o John Windhausen, JR., Executive Director of SHLB Coalition
 Copyright Issues
o Karyn Temple Claggett, associate register of copyrights and director of policy and
international affairs ‐ Dept of the Copyright Office
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Interested in the work that the Mozilla Foundation is doing around open education/open
credentialing
Maybe we should talk with ULC re: projects of mutual interest, related to the Gates Legacy
Grant and others
Aspen Institute folks?
Other partners as we start to go forward in the future either via the Sustainable
Development Goals and/or the PLA major focus area

8. Interest in Meeting In Partnership With Other ALA Divisions
In order by number of suggestions
United for Libraries (UFL)
 Outcome measures and how they will help libraries show their impact and make program
adjustments
 I think it's important to coordinate on priorities and messaging with UFL
 This is a prime group for our forthcoming advocacy tools yet they will need a higher level view
than our practitioners in the field
American Association of School Librarians (AASL)
 We want to be supportive of ESSA and IAL
 Talking about the school/public continuum and how we can strengthen the connections; how to
really better collaborate on grade level reading goals, research.
Association for Library Service to Children (ALSC)
 Early literacy and learning initiatives, 3rd grade reading achievement/legislation
Library Leadership and Management Association (LLAMA)
 Leadership
Young Adult Library Services Association (YALSA)
 Teens in the library, maker spaces, etc.
No responses
 Association for Library Collections and Technical Services (ALCTS)
 Association of College & Research Libraries (ACRL)
 Association of Specialized & Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA)
 Library and Information Technology Association (LITA)
 Reference and User Services Association (RUSA)
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9. Interest in Meeting In Partnership with Other Organizations and Suggested Issues
ORGANIZATION
OCLC/WebJunction
Urban Libraries Council

Chief Officers of State Library
Agencies

ISSUES












Assoc for Rural & Small Libraries





Continuing education, training (2)
Outcomes and EDGE
Gates Legacy Grant; leadership, outcomes
Erate, Summer Learning, Eliminating poverty
It's important to coordinate on issues like e‐rate and broadband
ConnectED Library Challenge
Coalition to Advance Learning
Measurement and outcome measures; interface with IMLS data
collection
Broadband access
It's important to coordinate on issues like e‐rate and broadband
Project Outcome; building a much stronger communication
connection especially with all of the Legacy Grant items ahead
Outcome measures‐‐‐support needed
Broadband access
This group is often overlooked yet in all three states I've worked in,
most public libraries are small and rural. I think it would be strategic
for PLA to partner with this group on advocacy efforts.

10. THREE MESSAGES for federal agencies, national associations, and advocacy groups
Respondent
1

2

3

4

5

6

Messages
1. Public libraries are crucial to lifelong learning.
2. Public libraries are an important lifeline to under‐served populations.
3. Public libraries are a key economic resource to their communities.
1. Libraries are education organizations.
2. Libraries provide critical technology access and instruction.
3. Libraries are vital community partners.
1. Public libraries are aligned with community priorities to advance community
development.
2. Public libraries are hubs for informal learning inc connected learning, experiential, peer
learning, intergenerational learning, etc.
3. Public libraries' involvement with digital learning is helping to advance the workforce,
foster civic engagement, social connection, use of government services, reliable health
information and more.
1. Libraries role in workforce development
2. Role in broadband access and digital literacy
3. Role in out of school time learning for youth
1. Public libraries are good for business and jobs.
2. Public libraries have an important role to play in early literacy
3. Public libraries are America's civic squares.
1. Libraries are a critical service that every community should have and adequately support.
2. Libraries should be viewed as a key platform for early literacy and learning.
3. In an electronic era libraries remain a critical connection for information.
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11. Which FEDERAL AGENCY OFFICES offer the most exciting collaborative possibilities for PLA?
Department of Education (2)
Department of Health and Human Services/health agencies (2)
Citizenship and Immigration Services/US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) (2)
 Public libraries play a key role in helping immigrants acclimate to U.S and locally
Administration on Aging
Broadband
FINRA (consumer financial issues, investment, getting out of debt, etc.)
Housing and Urban Development
IMLS
Library of Congress
National Education Association
Office of Science and Technology Policy
Office of the Administration for Children and Families
White House staff
Workforce Development‐
 with digital learning for teaching work skills; also coaching for job seeking

12. Which NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS AND ADVOCACY GROUPS offer the most exciting collaborative
possibilities for PLA?
ICMA (4)
 ICMA and similar organizations such as NACO regarding libraries as agents of community
development; advancing community goals
National Education Association/education groups (3)
 Reading by third grade
 Summer Learning and other learning organizations
American Bar Association
Annie E. Casey Foundation
Association for Training and Development
Broadband organizations
 FCC re extension of broadband, net neutrality, e‐rate, etc
 Groups associated with broadband/access
Kettering Foundation
Literacy organizations
My Brother's Keeper
National Coalition for the Homeless
Partners for Livable Communities
Refugee Council USA and other groups serving refugees

13. Other Comments and Suggestions
 Diversity in the profession
 PLA leaders should play a role in ALA Leg Day and show leadership beyond PLA/ALA in advocacy
for public libraries
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